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~.tr.ct

For many years educators have recognized the need to

identify students' existing beliefs about scientific

phenomena because these beliefs often playa major role in

the learning of new information, especially when they are at

variance with the views commonly accepted by scientists.

Beliefs which are inconsistent with scientific consensus are

commonly referred to as misconceptions.

Many researchers have reported student misconceptions

about a variety of concepts in all disciplines of science.

However, no research efforts have explored the range and

prevalence of misconceptions about science process skills.

Thus, the need to pursue students' conceptions about these

skills became apparent. The current study investigated the

selected processes of planning experiments, hypothesizing,

identifying and controlling variables, inferring, observing,

interpreting data and predicting.

Based on interest and participation in science fairs.

four groups of eight students from grades 7 to 10 (13 to 16

year oIds) were interviewed to identify their conceptions

about science process skills. These 32 SUbjects were

grouped as "science fair winners" (group A), "science fair

non-winners" (group B). "science fair participants" (group

C). or IIscience fair non-participants" (group D). The

interviews were conducted using a semi-structured interview
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protocol and each session typically lasted :J5 to 45 minutes.

All interviews were tape-recorded and subsequently

transcribed for later analysis. Tha transcribo.d tapes

served as the data-base for the construction of conceptual

inventories.

Each conceptual inventory contained the subject's

actual beliefs about the specific process skills

investigated. All conceptions wore organized under the

specific headings explored and these inventories were used

to identify misconceptions held by each SUbject.

Misconceptions common to at least two SUbjects were

tabulated for further discussion.

The data collected indicate that students from all four

groups have a very inadequate understanding about the

processes of science. A wide range of misconceptions were

exhibited by subjects from all groups, regardless of

interest and participation in science. Much of the

confusion Qxperienced by tho. SUbjects appears to have

originated from confusion with terms that have common sense

meanings and scientific meanings which differ. This was

particularly evident with the terms "independent variables",

"dependent variables", "controlled variables", and

"Observing."

Some of the most common misconceptions identified in

the study include: A hypothesis is a guess about the

outcome of an experiment; an independent variable is one

that is separate from, or independent of, the rest of an
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experiment: an independent variable is the same as a

controlled variable, a dependent variable is the opposite of

an indept=ndent variable; a dependent variable is the same as

a controlled variable; controlled variables are those whose

effects on an experiment are determined and "controlled" by

the experimenten inferring is the same as observing; an

inference Is a person's thoughts about a partiCUlar

phenomenon 1 observing is seeing or ....atching ....hat happens; a

prediction is a guess about the outcome of an experiment:

and a prediction and a hypothesis are the same.

In all, a total of 58 different misconceptions were

identified. Some of these misconceptions were held by over

70t of the sUbjects, while others were expressed by less

than lOt of them. The findings facilitated the

identification and discussion of several educational

implications.
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CllAPTBR 1

THB UBBARCB PROBLIlK

overview of the Cbapter

This chapter introduces the research problem,

establishes a need for the study, discloses the research

questions, and identifies possible delimitations and limita

tions of the study.

Intro4uctlOD to tbe Problem

Some of the major science curriculum ohanges in the

United states and Canada in the" 1960s and 19708 were fueled

by the widespread recognition of the importance of process

skills in science. Gagne (1965) and others suggest that

many scientific concepts are more effectively grasped

through the operation of process skills, and that the acqui

sition of these skills should be a major goal of science

instruotion. This emphasis on process skills prompted

science educators and curriculum developers to incorporate

these skills into science curricula at all levels, and to

develop new science programs where necessary. These

programs included science-A Process Approach (SAPA) I the

Intermediate soience Curriculum stUdy (ISCS) materials, the

Biological Science curriculum StUdy (BSCS) materials and



the Physics Science Study curriculum (PSSC) .aterials. Each

of these new science curricula represented a .ove from

science as content, where the teacher trans.its information

to passive learners who absorb it, to science as process

where learners are actively involved in the learning pro

cess. The process skills were identified in S-APA to

include (1) the basic processes of observing. inferring,

predicting, classifying, using space/ti.e relations, using'

nullbers, communica.ting and measuring, and (2) the integ'ri.!lted

processes of formulating hypotheses, contrOlling variables,

interpreting data, formulating models and experimenting.

More than a decade after this curriculum revolution,

the study of students I alternative conceptions of natural

phenomena became an international focus of intensive

research in science education. A variety of methods were

employed to investigate these conceptions, and the multitude

of labels that have evolved to refer to these ideas are

presently in a state of flux. These labels include naive

beliefs (Caramazza, MCClosky, '" Grean, 1981), alternative

fralO.eworks (Oriver , Easley, 1.978), students' errors (Fisher

, Lipson, 1986), misconceptions (Griffiths 5: Grant, 1985).

alternative conceptions (Hewson' Hewson, 1984), intuitive

beliefs (McClosky, 1983), preconceptions (Novak. 1977) and

children1s science (Osborne, Bell, " Gilbert, 1983).

Becausf) of this proliferation of terms, Posner and Gert7.og

(1982), suggest, using KUhn's (1962) terminology, that the

field is still in a pre-paradigaatic phase. Althoug'h the



above terms are often used interchangeably by researchers in

the field, they do not necessarily all refer to the 8a.e

thinq.

Driver (1.981) suggests that children'. beliefs which

differ fro. the contaporary view are alternative frame

vorks, while 1Ilisconceptions generally refer to ideas stu

dents still harbor after they have been exposed to scien

tific models and theories and have assimilated the informa

tion incorrectly into th.lir conceptual frameworks. Cho,

Kahle, and Nordland (1985) define a misconception aa "any

conceptual idea whose meaning deviates from the one commonly

accepted by scientific consensus" (p. 107). Pines and Leith

(1981) clearly di&tinguish bQtween preconc:eptions and mis

conceptions. They state that what the stuClent already knows

prior to formal instruction represents his or her preconcep

tions. All the ideas and beliefs the child develops throuqh

everyday experiences vith the world make up that child's

body of preconceptions. On the other hand, Pines and Leith

define misconceptions as those preconceptions which are

inconsistent with contemporary scientific beliefs. The

terms preconceptions and misconceptions are frequently used

in the present stUdy, and are intended to have meanings

consistent with the definitions prOVided by Pines and Leith

(1981) •

The intensiCication of the quest for information relat

ing to stu4ents I preconceptions an4 lIIisconceptions o~ scien

tific phenomena over the past tvo decades, has generated



numerous studies. Many of these deal .... ith concepts in

physics. They include heat (Erickson, IS79), force (Osborne

& Gilbert, 1980), gravity (stead & Osborne, 1981), and light

(Watts, 1985). Areas studied in the discipline of chemistry

include the mole (Duncan' Johnstone, 1979), chemical reac

tions (Hackling & Garnett, 1985), the particulate nature of

matter (Novick & Nussbaum, 1981) and molecules and atoms

(Preston, 1988). In the area of biology, studies cover many

concepts including the concept of animal (Bell, 1981;

Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1988), genetics (Browning & Leham,

1988: Stewart, 1982), the concept of life (Brumby, 1981,

1982; Tamir, Gal-Choppin, & Nussinovitz, 1981), and food

webs (Griffiths & Grant, 1985).

These research efforts have revealed many character

istic features about misconceptions, some of which have very

significant educational implications. These features have

been summarized by Fisher (l9BS) as follows:

(1) They are at variance with conceptions held by
experts in the field.

(2) A single misconception, or a small number of mis
conceptions, tend to be pervasive (shared by many
different individuals).

(3) Many misconceptions are highly resistant to change
or alteration, at least by traditional teaching
methods.

(4) Misconceptions sometimes involve alternative
belief systems comprised of logically linked sets
of propositions that are used by students in sys
tematic ways.

(5) Some misconceptions have historical precedence;
that is, some erroneous ideas put forth by stu
dents today mirror ideas espoused by early leaders
in the field.

(6) Misconceptions may arise as the result of: (a)
the neurological "hardware" or genetic programming
(as in the cace of automatic language-processing
structures, which may be invok.ed -"hen "reading" an



equation); (b) through certain experiences that
are co_only shared by many individuals (as with
moving objects); or (c) through instruction in
school or other settings. (p. 53)

In general, students do indeed come to school with inaccur

ate views about scientific phenomena which often impair the

acquisition of important science concepts. Equally as

important, evidence suggests that these preconceptions are

frequently resistant to traditional teaching methods (Driver

, Easley, 1978), and often remain as a variant part of the

individuals' conceptual frameworks.

Some researchers (Anderson' Smith, 1983; Hewson'

Hewson, 1983; Posner' Gertzog, 1982) have now begun to

recognize the need for the implementation of strategies that

help students abandon their unacceptable views about scien

tific phenomena, so that they can then more adequately

develop scientifically accepted conceptions. All of these

conceptual change strategies require teachers to be familiar

with the range of misconceptions students hold prior to

instruction. Yet, this procedure of identifying student

misconceptions has been largely ignored by teachers (Osborne

, Freyberg, 19851, probably because they are unaware of its

importance. However, more and more researchers are ident-

Hying misconceptions in different areas, and eventually

curricu1Wl developers and textbook writers may identify

these in teacher resource books so that science teachers can

become familiar with them. This may help teachers to become

more effective in fostering conceptual change in their

stUdents, thus reducinq the negative impact that these



misconceptions potentially have on student learning.

The rich body of information resultin9 froll the per

sistent res.arch efforts over the past 15 years, has clearly

illustrated the prevalence and universality of student

misconceptions about a wide range of concepts in all disci-

plines of science. However, an extensive review of the

literature revealed no studies identifying specUic student

misconceptions about science process skills. In light of

this finding, the focus of the current study is to identify

misconceptions about the processes of science in a sample of

secondary school students.

Xeed for the study

Many science educators (Gagne, 1965; Herron, 1970:

Neie, 1972; Okey, 1972) have argued that process skills are

a vital part of any science program because a firn under

standing of these skills is essential to facilitate learning

of sclence content. Others claim that thesr. skills are very

important because (1) they are easily generalized to real

life situations, (2) process skills curricula more accurate

ly reflect the nature of science, and (3) science curricula

which emphasize process skills help foster the development

or formal operational Ilbilities in students (padilla, 1980).

Despite these argUlllents, research suggests that stu

dents have difficulty mastering these skills (Tobin" capie,

1980) and that teachers often place little emphasis on them



(Harma , Kahl, 1980). Some researchers suggest that one

reason why students have difficulty acquiring some of these

skills is that they are linked to the stUdents' cognitive

abilities (padilla, Okey, ~ Dillashaw, 1983; Ye~"y, Yap, ,

Padilla, 1986). They further suggest that many of the

integrated processes require formal operational thought

patterns. H01olever, as previously m8ntioned, studies focus

ing on students' specific misconceptions about science

process skills have not been reported in the literature. If

the development of these skills in students is a major goal

of science education (Gagne, 1965: Okey, 1972), serious

attention must be directed towards the appropriatG attain

ment of these skills. This effort would be aided by the

identification of students' common misconceptions relating

to these process skills. Thus, a study is needed to ident

ify student misconceptions related to the common process

skills typically found in modern science courses Which are

intended to emphasize process over content.

Hany researchers have recognized the persistent nature

of misconceptions, and the importance of identifying them so

that they can be modified. Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian

(1978) note that because misconceptions are amazingly ten

acious and resistant to change, their identification and

unlearning might be the most important factor affecting the

acquisition and retention of sUbject matter content. Others

have proposed explll~"'ations for the persistence of these

misconceptions. Driver (1981) suggests that just as



scientists are reluctant to shift to a ne.... paradiqm during is

scientific revolutior., students tend to hold strongly to

their misconcoptions and arIEl often very reluctant to change

their beliefs to be congruent with the scientific consensus.

After all, these misconceptions have adequately explained

their own experiences for years, and they often Bee no

reason why they should change them.

Research by Anderson and Smith (1982) and Posner,

strike, Hewson, and Gertzog (1982) has sho....n that several

factors contribute to the persistence of students' miscon

ceptions. Most siynificant of these is the teachers' lack

of awareness of the nature and types of misconceptions and

alternative conceptions which stUdents bring to the class

room. As Osborne and Freyberg (1985) state, "unless we know

what children think and why they think that way, we have

little chance of making any impact w"ith our teaching no

matter ho.... skillfully we proceed" (po 13). Therefore, the

need for research to identify typical misconceptions rela

tivti to science process skills is apparent. Further, the

variety and prevalence of misconceptions among our inter

mediate and senior high school students should be estab

lished, because it is only after classroom teachers and

other educators become aware of these misconceptions that

consistent efforts can be made to modify them.

It is argued that ir stUdents are to develop an accept

able understandinq of essential concepts and principles of

science, teaching strategies need to acknowledge their



ahconception. and pre.ent .cientifically accepted lIlaterial

in ways that encourage th.. to abandon these existing

beliefa (Driver, 1983). In general, conceptual change

strategies should be incorporated. into teaching efforts to

ensure that .isconceptions are dispelled and meaningful

learning occurs.

Several researchers have propolle4 theories for concept

ual change, all of which are funda_ntally based on the

prior identification ot the students' misconceptions. For

these models to be successful, the classroom teacher must be

thoroughly familiar with the students' misconceptions so

that he or she can assist stUdents in realizing that these

views are not scientifically acceptable. The sense ot

dissatisfaction would then foster conceptual change and set

the cli.ate for the learning of accepted views. The present

study identities soae common stUdent .isconceptions with

respect to scientific processes, which will hopefully foster

further research in this iJlportant area of science educa

tion, and ulti1l8tely help science teachers to illlplement

effective conceptual change strateqies to help dispel

process-related ai.conceptions students brin; to their

science classes with them.

The lIain purpose of the study is to identify misconcep·

tions that hiqh .chaol students have about selected science
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process skills. Another purpose i. to co.pare the ranqe and

prevalence of misconceptions held by students with different

levels of interest and participation in science. It is

hoped that the tindings will help teachers become more aware

of the range of misconceptions that stUdents harbor about

science process skills, and thereby help to improve the

instruction of these skills.

Rationale for the study

Because no other research has been reported in this

area, a stUdy is warranted. The present study is essen

tially exploratory in nature, ascertaining the understanding

of common process skills in a sample of science students at

the secondary school level. It appeared reasonable that a

representative sample of secondary students I understanding

of science processes could be obtained by selection accord

inq to interest and participation in science fairs. Four

groups were identified. They included "science fair win

ners", "science fair non-winners", "science fair partici

pants", and "science fair non-participants." The eiqht

subjects in each sub-qroup were randomly selected llnd inter

viewed. The interview technique was deemed most appropriate

because of the richness and quality ot data it provides.

The results ot a pilot stUdy indicated a need for a larger

study, and on this basis a semi-structured interview guide

was developed and then validated by a panel of experts.



This served as the method o~ data collection. Speci~ically,

the study identities process skills misconceptions am.ongst

grades 1 to 10 students with varyinq levels or interest and

participation in science fairs. The findings rroll this

research may help science educators establish the current

level of competence in science process skills in our

schools, and help guide teaching practices in our science

classes. It may also spark educators to develop further

interest in this important (and perhaps neglected) area of

science programs, and stimulate other research efforts to

accrue a body of information in C.n area that is currently

void of research findings. In turn, this may help science

teachers to implement the conceptual change strategies

necessary to rid students of the misconceptions that will

otherwise interfere with the acquisition or important

science process skills. In this context, the current study

appears to be justified.

R••••rch Qu••tion.

The stUdy was concerned with two research questions as

outl ihed below:

1. What are the misconceptions students hold about

science process skills?

2. How do misconceptions vary among students with

difterent levels o~ interest and participation in

science fairs?
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Although there is little reason to believe so, the

findings of this study may not be representative of students

elsewhere, aince the sample came from only 16 schools under

four different school boards with much the same curriculum

offerings. Therefore, the results tIlay not be generalized to

students with different curriculum experiences in different

parts of Newfoundland or elsewhere.

Anottler consideration involves the data collection

method used. It is quite possible that the intervieW" method

did not reveal some misconceptions that would have been

easily detected using other data collection methods. For

example, if the researcher had observed the sUbjects while

carrying out a science investigation, it might be possible

that different results might havo been discovered.

The sample consisted mostly of grades a and 10

students, and therefore any findings might not be represen

tative of the other grade levels present in the study.

Finally, the time lapse between the subjects' partici

pation in science fairs and the interview sessions may have

affected the amount and quality of data collected. Although

the researcher deliberately delayed interview sessions for

one month after each sUbject's participation in a science

fair, if the wait period had been longer (like three or four

months) results could have been quite different from those

obtained. One would likely get a false representation of
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the subjects' true conceptions if they ..,ere interviewed too

soon after they had repeatedly rehearsed their ideas to

judges and others at a science fair.

All of these considerations are possible delimitations

for this study and potentiallY reduce the prospect of gener

alizing any r~search findings.

Limitationa of the Study

Although interview strategies are still in a state of

flux (Posner & Gertzog, 1982), their extreme flexibility

provides an lIr··~ndance and quality of data afforded by no

other data collection methods (Osborne & Cosgrove, 1983).

"It provides a desirable combination of objectivity and

depth, and often permits gathering valuable data that could

not be succl;!ssfully obtained by any other approach ll (Borg,

1963, p. 223). Because of these strengths, t~e semi

structured interview was chosen as the method of data co1-

laction in this study. But, despite its perceived effec

tiveness, there are several problems inherent in this tech

nique which serve as possible limitations in the current

stUdy.

Borg (1963) suggests that the very adaptability of the

interview leads to SUbjectiVity and possible bias. Guba and

Lincoln (1981) state that because the data collection device

is a human being, ". . • the technique is highly vulnenb1e

to interviewer bias" (p. 187). No matter how careful,
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tion with the respondent results in responses that may not

have otherwise been evoked using other methods of data

collection, anj may not necessarily represent the sUbjects'

true feelings or thoughts.

Another consideration is the difficUlty in ensuring the

interviewer's consistency over several interviews. The

interviewer, expert or novice, will not conduct an interview

in exactly the same way each time. Therefore, 80me SUbjects

may be unintentionally cued towards particular respons€!s

that other SUbjects will not be cued to. This may contri.b

ute to discrepancies in the amount and detail of information

obtained from each respondent.

A third limitation is the improvement in interviewer

skills as the number Of sUbjectl'l interviewed increases.

Despite practicing the interview technique in a pilot study,

it is highly likely that as more SUbjects were interviewed,

the interviewer became more skilled at uncovering deeply

hidden student misconceptions. ThUS, earlier SUbjects may

have held misconceptions that were not detected a:.d not

reported in the stUdy.

other limitations of the study originate from the way

in Which it was designed and conducted. No efforts were

taken to ascertain the SUbjects' academic ability. There

fore, it is conceivable that the sample used in the stUdy

had a large number of "above average", "average", or "below

average" SUbjects, and this may affect the number and type
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of misconceptions obtained. Also, the sampling process Dlay

be another limitation. Even though the sample was randomly

selected from defined strata, in some cases the sUbjects

used in the study were selected from only three or four

possible candidates. This occurred in instances where there

were small numbers of gold and silver I1edal winners at the

regional science fair. These factors may inhibit generaliz

ation of findings.

8WDary

This chapter has discussed two areas of science educa

tion that have received much attention over the past two

decades 1 namely, science as process and student misconcep

tions in science content. The importance of identifying

misconceptions was discussed, and a need for the current

stUdy on misconceptions in process skills was established,

the strongest argument being the existing neglect of this

impol'tant area in the research literature.

The ne~' : chapter will discuss constructivism as a

theoretical basis for both the process of learning and the

origin of misconceptions. Emphasis will be placed on the

methodolog:i..s used to identify student misconceptions and

the relevant research literature tor the current study will

be rev iewed.
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ltPZR or 'I'D LInltA'fUU

This chapter provides a theoretical perspective for

research related to students' misconceptions and focuses on

the typical methodoloqies used in identifying them. Rel

evant research studies and some of their findings are also

presented. This literature review lends further support to

the necessity tor the present study.

Recently, the mainstream of both cognitive psychology

and science education has recoqnlzed that knowledge consists

of complex networks of information and skills, and that

learning of new Intonu.tion is heavily influenced by the

exlstinq knOWledge of the learner (ShueH, 1987). Thus,

there has been a shift fro. the traditional empiricist view

of learning to a constructivist view, which views the

learner as actively constructing his or her environment.

writ~ra such as Ausubel, Bruner, Driver, piaget, and

Wittrock add support to the constructivist perspective of

learning science. All of them acknowledge the importance of

prior knowledge in the process of construction of new

16
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learning, and thus provide a theoretioal basis for miscon

ceptions research.

The constructivist theory of learning is consistent

with piaget's theory of intellectual development. In his

work on cognitive learning, Piaget was concerned with the

way children construct knowledge to make sense of their

world. In his view, the learner constructs knowledge as he

or she actively explores his or her environment, modifying

existing mental schema in a continual process of adapting to

it.

Bruner views learning as an ongoing process of develop

ing an increasingly sophisticated cognitive struoture for

representing and interacting with the world. The learner

attends selectively to the bombardment of stimuli, and this

selective process is based on prior experiences. Thus, each

learning situation may result in a different learning exper

ience for each individual, depending on how his or her

existing knowledge influences the selection of stimuli to

attend to.

Ausubel's (1968) theory of meaningful learning implies

that a new piece of information or a new concept will be

more easily learned if it can be integrated or subsumed into

an existing cognitive structure. Ausubel strongly advocates

the importance of prior knowledge in affecting how a student

learns, as demonstrated in the following quote: "the most

important factor influencing the meaningful learning of any

new idea is the state of the individual's existing cognitive
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structures at the time of learning" (Ausubel , Robinson,

1969, p. 143).

Driver (1983) recognizes the fact that because students

have different prior knowledge, there will be many interpre

tations of the same event. Students will actively select

and order information that is related to what they already

know. Driver suggests that what is learned in a given

situation depends as much on the learner's present knowledge

structure and beliefs as on the characteristics of the

learning environment. She views the learner as actively

interacting with the environment to make sense of it. In

short, Driver claims that students are the architects of

their own knowledge, and how this knowledge is constructed

depends largely on their present knowledge structure.

Wittrock (1974a, 1974b) and Osborne and Wittrock (1963)

present a generative learning approach which asserts that

the learner actively constructs his or her own knOWledge by

generalizing links between new information and already

existing knowledge. The basis of this theory is rooted in

the notion that the learner's memories and information

processing patterns influence his or her selection of stimu

li. ThUS, each learner will receive a different learning

experience from the same learning situation because ot the

variations in the learner's existing concepts and processing

strategies.
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Ori9ha ot St.ude.t KiaCODO.pUOh. t A Theoretical B.ah

The constructivist perspective of learning provides a

theoretical framework to explain the origin ot student

misconceptions. This theory draws an important distinction

between intuitive (private) knowledge and famal (public)

knowledge. Intuitive knowledge encompasses all information

acquired and internalized by children as they naturally

interact with their environment, and it represents their

'lown reality.1I Formal knowledge includes all the informa

tion that is imposed on children, usually in a formal set

ting like a school. This knowledge, whlch is accepted by

consensus, represents "someone else's reality" and is often

quite different from the learners' intuitive knowledge which

has successfully explained their world for many years.

Fundamental to the constructivist perspective is that

prior (intuitive) knowledge can act as a bridge or a barrier

to the acquisition of formal knowledge (Pines & West, 1986).

I f the formal knowledge cannot be I inked to the learners I

private knowledge, little or no meaning will be gained from

the experience. ThUs, learners will revert to interpreting

the world thr.ough their own faUlty frameworks, which still

at least partially explain most of their experiences. Only

when intuitive and formal knowledge become integrated will

conceptual growth result. Otherwise, the discrepancy

between what the learners believe and the contemporary view

enlarqes, and misconceptions result.
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From a practical perspective, many researchers have

suggested several sources of student misconceptions. Head

(1986) discusses five causes of Ilisconceptions: (1) from

everyday experiences and observations, (2) fro. confusion

about the use of terms which have more than one meaning. (J)

from the use of metaphors. (4) from the peer culture, and

(5) from the innate origin of S01l\8 ideas. Sh!pstone (1984)

notes that the use of analogies in the classroom leads to

misconceptions. A good example of this is when teachers

make an analogy that electricity flows through a circuit

like water through a pipe. Solomon (1983) argues that

information from the peer culture provides children with

informal and often incorrect ideas about science. For

example, there is a widespread belief among students that a

fire does not burn as well in the sunlight. Preece (1984)

suggests that a child may be genetically programmed to

interact with the environment in ways that produce informal

ideas that are likely to be inconsistent with con"/entional

science and can lead to student misconceptions. Cho et a1.

(1985) and Mahadeva and Randerson (1982) identify textbooks

&s a source of student misunderstanding" Books aro often

inconsistent with respect to terminology and the sequencing

of content (Cho et aI., 1985). There is also research

evidence that teachers unknowingly promote the development

of misconceptions in their students. Barrass (1984)

suggests that teachers sometimes present material to stu

dents that is not entirely ccrrect. l'.art of the reason for
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this is that teachers sometimes do not recognize misconcep

tions in the textbooks they use. Another factor may stem

from the fact that many teachers are required to teach

SUbjects in which they bave little or no :leadellie training.

Angseeslng (1978) notes that teacher use of terminology may

be another source of misconceptions. Teachers sometimes

misuse terms in the classroom and this careless use of

language causes confusion and misunderstanding among stu

dents. The research seems to indicate that misconceptions

are developed and continually reinforced in virtually all

facets of life.

Many researchers (Hashweh, 1986; Head' Sutton, 1985;

Hewson & Hewson, 1983; Posner at al •• 1982) have suggested

that while the constructivist theory provides a model for

conceptual learning and the origin of misconceptions, it

does not address the issue of conceptual change and ho.... to

abolish these misconceptions. These researchers suggest

that "learning is not simply the addition of new bits of

information, but involves the interaction of new knOWledge

with existing knowledge in order that the new may be recon

ciled with the existing, if possible" (He....son , Hewson,

1983, p. 732). Therefore, they argue, expelling student

misconceptions is a more detailed procedure than is por

trayed by constructivist theory. Several conceptual change

models have been tormulated and popUlarized, but according

to Hashweh (1986) the best at these is the one proposed by

Poaner et al. (1982), who discuss conceptual change in terms
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of accoamodation, where student. viII replace or reorganize

central concepts ....hen their exlstinq concepts are unable to

allo.... them to function adequately in a new learning situ

ation. Posner et a1. propose four conditions necessary for

accolD.odation (conceptual change) to occur. First, the

learner 1Iust sOlDehow become dissatisUed with an existing

concept. Secondly, the learner aust achieve lIIinimal under

standing of the new concept and it lIlust be perceived as

intelligible by the learner. A third condition is that the

new concept must also appear plausible. Finally, it must be

fruitful in the sense that the learner views it as useful in

a variety of situations (Posner et al., 1982, p. 214).

However, Hashweh (1986) still argues that even this model

can be improved because it does not adequately explain

conceptual change or conceptual stability.

Since research evidence clearly shows that misconcep

tions are often very resistant to extinction through foraal

instruction, some researchers (NussbaUll , Novick, 1982:

Hewson' Hewson, 1983) have effectively demonstrated the use

of conceptual change strategies 1n eliminatinq misconcep

tions from students I conceptual frameworks. Central to

these strategies are the three general phases of (1) expos

ing students' preconceptions, (2) creating conceptual con

flict, and P) encouraging cognitive acco1llll'lodation.

The research literature and the philosophy underlying

this rield suggests that our education system will only

successfully remove student misconceptions if teachers and
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educators are aware that they exist. This position is

advocated by strike and Posner (1982) who state that "accom

modation Is more likely to occur if instruction can be

organized so that teachers can spend it substantial portion

of their time in diagnosing- and correcting errors in student

thinking" (p. 239). Thus, our education system will improve

immensely if educators begin to think according to the

principle espoused by Ausubel (1968) who states that "the

most important single factor influencing learning is what

the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him

accordingly" (p. vi).

MethOdological 'l'eobniqu.es

commenting on misconceptions research, Hashweh (1986)

notes that there is no general agreement on the aims ot

enquiry, the supporting theoretical rationale tor describing

pupils' cognitive cOlllDlitments, or the techniques used for

data gathering and data analysis. Researchers have employed

several techniques to ascortain students' understanding of

particular areas of interest in science, all of which

require verbC'l.1 and/or written c01lUllunication between the

researcher and the student. These techniques include.

clinical interviews with individual students (Erickson,

1919; Preston, 1988); interview-about-instances (Angus,

1981; Osborne .. Gilbert, 1980); interview-about-events

(Osborne' Cosgrove, 1983): multiple choice instruments
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(Hash. , Treagust. 1981: Tamir, 1971); and open-ended or

free response items (Mlntus, 1984). These methodologies

Ciln be convenientlY grouped into two general categories:

interviews and paper and pencil tests, respectiuely.

Although both of these data collection approaches have

proven quite useful, individual or clinical interviews still

tend to be the lIlost popular method used in the study of

students' misconceptions (Haslam' Trellg:ust, 1987).

CHpiell Ipbrvitv.

Evolving from the work of French psychologist Jean

Piaget (1929), the clinical interview has been used quite

extensively in this area of rasaarch in science education.

According to Posner and Gertzog, "its chief goal is to

ascertain the nature and extent of an indivi.iual's knowledge

about a particular domain by identifying the relevant con

ceptions he or she holds and the perceived relationships

among these conceptionsl! (Posner' Gertzog, 1982, p. 195).

Guba and Lincoln (1981) discuss the degree of structure

which JIlay be involved in interviewing. structured inter

view. have a fixed sat of questions that are strictly

adhered to, while unstructured interviews are conducted

without the use of any preset questions. Interviews used in

naturalistic stUdies relating to Ilisconceptions are virtual

ly all semi-structured because, although they follow preset

questions, these questions are flexible and the interviewer
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is trea to ask probing questions or questions to clarify

ambiguities in sUbject responses ....here necessary. There

fore, the preset questions serve only as II. guide and this

flexibility 1s the major advantage of the intervie.... tech

nique (Osborne, Gilbert, 1980). Because the interviewer

can rephrase, or modify questions as the need arises, sub

jects :IIay be able to respond to questions that would have

yielded no information otherwise. The interviewer can also

take advantage or the sUbject.' s responses to asY.. other

questions requiring further explanation, thus facilitating

the researchez: in uncovering the more deeply hidden student.

conceptions that would often go undetected using other

instrumentation. Finally, the interviewer can note a

sUbject's tone of voice, facial expressions and other non

verbal cues that cannot be detected in other diagnostic

methods, and the interviewer can then proceed to reword or

ask other relevant questions.

Major disadvantages of the use of interviews include

the fact that the success of the interview is heavily depen

dent on the skill of the interviewer. The data yielded from

an interview session are dependent on how skilled the inter

viewer is in asking questions and prabinl} for answers. Borg

(1963) camJllents that a prerequisite of reliable and valuable

interviewin; is tbat the interviewer be well trained. The

technique is also very time consuming. Each interview

typically lasts 35 to 45 minutes. Then a tremendous amount

of time and effort is required to represent and interpret
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the data obtained from the interview se8sion. This problem

is addressed by Guba and Lincoln (1981) who note that the

difficulty in data analysis arises because interview results

are "unpredictable, and non-aggregatable or non-equivalent

over several interviews" (p. 187). However, this technique

has received extensive use because the advantages far out

weigh the disadvantages and it affords a quality and rich

ness of data unobtainable by use of other methods.

Two closely related modifications of the interview

technique include interview-about-instances (Angus, 1981;

Osborne" Gilbert, 1960) and interview-about-events (Osborne

" Cosgrove, 1983). In the interview-about-instances

approach subjects are presented with about 20 cards display

ing instances and non-instances of a concept. Subjects have

to decide if the image on each card represents an instance

or non-instance ot' the concept, and they are then asked to

explain their choices. The interview-about-events approach

involves presenting SUbjects with a practical demonstration

of an event, such as water boiling in a kettle, and asking

them to explain their observations.

Paper Ind 'epeU 'tI,t!

The many paper and pencil instruments include true and

false items and definition of terms (Friedler, Amir, &

Tamir, 1987); free response items for SUbjects to write all

they know about the concept investigated (Hallden, 1986);
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concept mapping (Novak, Gowin, & Johansen, 1983) and, most

popular of all, multiple choice tests (Haslam' Treagust,

1987; 'Treagust, 1986). The major advantaqe of these diag

nostic instruments is that they can be administered to a

large number of sUbjects. But their major disadvantage is

their lack of flexibility, resulting in less detailed data.

One of the more promising paper and pencil instruments

is described by Haslam and Treagust (1987). who developed a

two-tier multiple choice instrument to diagnose subjects'

misconceptions. Haslam and Treagust describe a series of

steps to folloW' in developing this test. First, the course

content is described in terms of a set of propositional

knowledge statements and these are validated by expert scru

tiny. Next, sUbjects are interviewed or given paper and

pencil items using questions based on the propositional

statements. These questions provide the researcher with a

variety of student alternative conceptions which are then

used as distractors in the second tier of the mUltiple

choice instrument. The first tier of the test is a mUltiple

choice item relating to content and the second tier contains

stUdent conceptions as distractors and one correct answer as

the reason to match the correct answer in the first tier.

The final product is then validated once again and reliabil

ity is established. The chief advantage of multiple choice

instruments is that they can be efficiently administered to

a large group of subjects. The main disadvantage is thllt

they do not probe as deeply I thus missing sUbjects' more
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representative beliefs about science.

SOllie researchers (Bell, 1981; Haslam" Treagust, 1987)

are now taking advantage of the strengths of both the inter

view technique and the multiple choice instrument. The

interview is used to get an in-depth representation of ideas

from a small number of subjects (20 to 30) and then, to

determine the prevalence of these ideas on a larger scale,

the multiple choice items are used. In fact, this methodol

ogy is becoming more popular as attett.pts are tIlade to refine

the data collection methods in this fIeld of science educa

tion. It is when paper and pencil tests are used in combi

nation with interviewing that their optimal effectiveness is

realized. This diagnostic procedure seems to have promise

for use in future misconceptions research.

Relat.4 Res••rcb

Although interest in misconceptions has resulted in

many studies in the areas of physics, chemistry and biology,

no reported research has dealt with the identification of

misconceptions about science process skills. However, the

development of process skills has not been ignored, and in

fact, has received much attention over the past two decades.

Four general research thrusts have been identified in this

area. These include studies regarding student competencies

with process skills, studies demonstrating the effective

instruction of process skills, studies describing the
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development of diagnostic instruments for Jleasurlnq student

succe•• in the acquisition of process skills, and studies

discu••il19 the relationship betwe.n competency in science

process skills and level ot cognitive developlJlent.. This

b.;xiy of literature strengthens the arqument for the present

study.

Several studies have reported a discrepancy between

existing statements about t.he importance of science process

skills and the attention they actually receive from science

teachers. Although lllar:y educators have strong convictions

for a process approach to science, evidence suggests that

many stUdents are not exposed to these processes in their

science classes, and therefore have a lower competency in

these skills.

An extensive stUdy by Stake and Easley (1978) revealed

several reasons why students are not competent in process

skills. Stake and Easley suggest that processes in science

are not promoted because of their dependence on an innova

tive curricUlum, non-text materials, specialized facilities

and competent teachers. More importantlY, many teachers

still feel ill great responsibility to teach facts, and other

"essential" things that will prepare students for the con

tent to be studied at the naxt level of schooling. Teachers

also feel they are inadequately prepared to teach process

skills in science, and an investigation showed that their

academic training did not emphasize these skills (Stake II

Easley, 1978).
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So•• researchers (padilla, okey, 'Garrard, 1984;

Peterson, 1978; QUinn' George, 1975; Shaw, 1983: Tomera,

1974) have reported that process skills can be successfully

taught at all grade levels. Peterson (1978) reported a

study where process skills activities were added to a sec

ondary school physics course. One treat.ent group was given

II verbal learning unit in addition to the regular curricu

lum. Another group experienced an activity-oriented prc:qram

with the students actively involved in learning. It. third

group acted as a control in which students were instructed

in the regular physics program which included laboratory

activities. The two treatment groups showed much greater

gains in scores on process skills items, Which indicates

that emphasizing process skills does lead to greater compet

ence in these skills.

Another notable study in this area was carried out by

Padilla et al. (1984) with sixth and eighth grade students.

One treatment group was given a two week introductory unit

on integrated process skills and then a process skills

activity for one period a week for 14 weeks was added to the

regular program. Group 2 was given the sallie two week

intrOductory unit, but then proceeded with the regular

program for the 14 weeks. Group 3 received only the regular

"content-oriented" instruction and therefore served as a

control group. Results showed a significant difference

between group 1 and group 3, partiCUlarly with the processes

of identifying variables and stating hypotheses.
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Various studies have discussed the development of

diagnostic instruments tor the identification of process

skills at all levels of science education (Burns, Okey, &

Wise, 19851 Dillashaw & okey, 1980; McLeod, Berkheimer,

Fyffe, & Robinson, 1975; Tobin & Caple, 1982). These

instruments have ranged and progressed frota curriculum

specific tests (McLeod at aI., 1975), to non-curriculum

specific tests (Dillashaw " Okay, 1980). Most notable of

these are instruments developed by Dillashaw and Okay (1980)

and Tobin and Capie (1982).

Dillashaw and okey (1980) report the development of a

valid and reliable 36-item multiple-choice test for middle

and secondary school students of science, the Test of Inte

grated Process Skills (TIPS). These items relate to five

process skills including hypothesizing, identifying vari

ables, operationally defining, designing investigations and

graphing and interpreting data. The content of these items

....ere drawn from all areas of science so there was no bias

toW'ards any specific science discipline. This instrument

takes 30 to 45 minutes to administer and can be used by all

secondary school science teachers.

The content validity of the test, the objectivity of

the scoring key and the clarity of the items were estab

lished by a panel of four science educators. They were

given the 36 test items and 12 objectives and asked to

identify the three items that correspondE'ld to each objec

tive. There was a 95\ ag:reelllGnt on the assignment of
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test itelllS to objectives. The experts were then required to

complete the test to verify the scoring key. The experts

agreed with the test developers on assignment of test scores

97\ of the time. The test was administered to a sample of

308 students and the measured reliability (Cronhach's alpha)

was 0.88.

In 1982, Tobin and Caple reported the develop1llent of

another of these tests, the Test of Integrated Science

Processes CTISP). This 24-item paper and pencil test is

intended for stUdents from grades 1 to college level.

Extensive efforts were expended to establish reliability and

validity of the instrument which tests stUdent competenciE.s

in skills related to planning and conducting an investiga

tion. Content validity was established through the use of

three science educators who liere asked to match each item of

the test with one of 12 instructional objectives. The

validity coefficient was reported to be 0.99. Objectivity

of the test was obtained by determining the proportion of

answers selected by the jUdges Which were in agreement with

the answers intended. The test was administered to 13

classes of students from middle school and a sample of 109

female undergraduate university students. Three reliability

lIleasures were calculated and reported as 0.81, 0.87, and

0.94..

A recent thrust in this area is towards the relation

ship bGtw&en process skills competency and level of cogni

tive developlDent. stUdies by Shaw (1983), Tobin and caple
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(1982), Padilla et a1. (1983), and Yeany et a1. (1986) have

rQported significant correlations between formal reasoning

ability and process skills Beh leve.ent. The research indi

cates that some of the more complex process skills like

controlling variables and e)q)erimentinq can only be consist

ently and successfully learned by students operating at a

formal operational stage of c09'nitive development. However,

more extensive research needs to be done in this area to

determine the full extent of the proposed relationship.

A tremendous amount of research has been conducted in

the area of science process skills, but no research has been

carried out to identify students' misconceptions about the

processes of science. In light of the stagqerinq amount of

research findings indicating the multitude of stUdents'

misconceptions relating to a variety of concepts in science,

the need to explore stUdents· specific misconceptions in

science process skills is obvious. The current stUdy will

focus on the identification of students' misconceptions

about specific science process skills.

BUBary

This chapter has presented theoretical and empiri

cal considerations relatinq to the oriqins of students'

misconceptions, and has discussed the methodologies used by

researchers to establish the range and prevalence of these

misconceptions in various subject areas. ResQarch
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literature relating: to teaching, learning and testing of

science proce•• skIlls vas reviewed, with an ••ph.si. on the

major research thrusts In this area. Through this review,

the need for the present study vas further establIshed.

The next chapter discusses the _thodoloqlclll aspects

of the current study. consideration will be given to .any

areas including sample selection, the research design, the

interviewinq procedure, the validity and reliability of

results and data analysis procedures.
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In this Chapter the overall methodology of the study is

discussed. Attention will be given to providing a descrip

tion of the sample, the research design, the development of

the interview protocol, the interview procedure, the pilot

study, the lIlain study, data all41ysis procedures, and the

...ssues of relilllbility and validity.

The sa.ple in the stUdy was co.posed of 32 secondary

school students ranging from grades 7 to 10. Fourteen

mellbers of the sll.llple were grade 10 students, 10 were from

grade 8 and there were 4 students from each of grades 7 and

9. The subjects were drawn from 16 schools from 4 school

boards located on the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland.

Twenty-four of the subjects came from 8 schools in st.

John's, while the remaining 8 sUbjects came from 8 other

schools dispersed throughout the Avalon Peninsula. Nineteen

females and 13 males ranging in age trom 13 to 16 were

interviewed in a one-on~one environment. No efforts were

made to ascertain student academic ability, but sUbjects

35
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were grouped aCI:ordlnq to their interest and participation

in science tairs. This grouping process viII b. explained

in detail in a later aection.

n. R••••roh o.aiqD

The basic purpose of the design WAS to obtain a rQpre

sentll.tive sample of students reflecting difterent degrees of

interest and capabilities in conducting science investiga

tions. The reglona1 and school science fairs afforded an

opportunity to obtain such a sample. For logistical reasons

it was decided to keep the sample at about 30 SUbjects.

Four groups were obtained as described below.

The research questions in Chapter 1 and the literature

review contained in Chapter 2 served as II. guide for the

design of the study. On the first day of the regional

science fair in St. John's in March, 1989, the author

obtained a list ot all students with experimental projects

in the physical and biol~ical scieneu, respectively.

After the tair was over, a list of qold and silver medal

winners (no bronze medals were awarded) from these two

categories was obtained and their schools were identitied.

Since all student winners were from only eight schools in

st. John's, only one SUbject was randomly selected from the

list of winners tor each school, thus yieldinq eight

subj ects to represent qroup A in the study. The number of

student winners for each school was generally six to eight
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because: (1) there were tvo divisions of students for each

of the two science categories (junior: grades 7 and 8, and

intermediate: grades 9 and 10). (2) each project was often

done by two students instead of one, and (3) there was some

times more than one proj ect selected for a partiCUlar medal

in a partiCUlar category. For example, a silver medal may

have been awarded to two projects in the physical science

category for the junior division, thus providing more win

ners to select from. However, in some cases the winner was

randomly swlectQd from only throe or four possible SUbjects:.

Next, the list of the names obtained on the first day

of the fair was used to select the second group for the

study. Those students at the regional science fair with

projects not jUdged to be medal winners, were identified for

each of the eight schools just discussed. From this list, a

student was randomly selected from. each school to represent

the eight subjects for group B in the stUdy. The author

then visite{~ each of these eight schools and obtained a list

of all those students who had participated in the school

science fair, but did not get selected to attend the

regional fair. From this list, students with experimental

projQcts in the physical and biological sciences were ident

ified, and one student was randomly selected from each

school to represent the eight subjects for group c. Final~

ly. schools on the Avalon Peninsula that did not have a

school science fair were identified and from this list,

eight schools were randomly selected. Each school was then
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visited and one st.udent per school was randomly selected.

This provided a total of eight aor. sUbjects for a fourth

group, group D.

Thus, the selection prooess resulted in 32 sUbjects

from grades 7 to 10 with varying amounts of interest and

participation in seienc'" fairs. Group A sUbjects were those

who had participated in the regional science fair and won

either a gold or silver medal for their particular division

and category. In the stUdy this group has been referred to

as the "science fair winners." Group B sUbjects were those

who had participated at the regional science fair but did

not win a medal. This group has been labelled the "science

fair non-winners" in the stUdy. Group C sUbjects were those

who had completed a science project for their school science

fair but did nat gl!!t sell!!cted to attend the regional fair.

These subjects have bl!!l!!n called the "science fair partici

pants" in the stUdy. Finally, group D SUbjects were those

who had not even participated in a school fair. They had no

experience with science fairs, and in the study have been

referred to as the "science fair non-participants. II

In efforts to answer the research questions outlined in

Chapter 1, a three-phase procedure was employed to collect

and then analyze the data. In phase one, all SUbjects were

interviewed in a one-on-one situation during regUlar school

hours. In each case a semi-structured interview style was

used to question each subject about his or her understanding

of the processes of science. Each interview typically
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lasted for 35 to 45 minutes and was tape-recorded and later

transcribed for further analysis. In phase two, each of the

transcripts was thorouqhly analyzed to identify each sub

ject's ideas for each area in question, and these were

organized to form a conceptual inventory for each sUbject, a

teChnique first used and reported by Erickson (1979).

Finally, in phase three the information in each conceptual

invQntory was carefully scrutinized for the presence of

misconceptions, which were then presented in table form to

serve as the focal point for discussion.

A preliminary literature review on science process

skills was the basis for the development of a first draft of

a protocol of questions to be asked in the interview

sessions. These questions were scrutinized by two univer

sity science educators and modifications were made according

to their cooents. Following a procedure suggested by Borg

(1963). the guide was then field tested through a series of

six pilot interviews with subjects frolll three schools in st.

John's. These grade 7 to 10 sUbjects were randomly selected

froID. a pool choElen to closely resemble the lIle1llbers of the

final stUdy in that they were participants in their school

science fair. Each interview was tape-recorded for later

analysis. After the two sUbjects in each school were inter

viewed, the audio tapes were reviewed and on the basis of
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these tapes I changes were then made to the guide in an

attempt to further improve its validity. Copies of this

version of the guide were forwarded to four university

science educators and six secondary school science teachers.

They were asked to judge the validity of the instrument by

analyzing the language level, Clarity. and appropriateness

of the qu(!stions asked. Again, necessary modifications were

made and another six !lcience fair sUbjects f'rom three more

schools were interviewed to determine the overall effective~

ness of the guide and to improve interviewing skills in

preparation for the main study. This effort reSUlted in a

final protocol of questions for the final stUdy.

It should be noted that since the eight sUbjects in

group 0 did not participate in a science fair, the interview

guide was modified slightly but still very closely matched

the guide for the other three qroups. Subjects in group D

were asked to assume they ....ere going: to do a project on lithe

effect of light on the growth of bean plants.,. A sheet of

paper containing a highlighted version of this statement was

given to the subjects so they could easily refer to it

throughout the interview session it they forgot what the

experiment was supposed to be about. copies of the two

interview guides and accompanying data sheets are presented

in Appendix A.

Tbe tinal interview protocols each contained 32 ques

tions which explored selected processes of science. These

were orqanized under several headings in the quides and
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included questions on experimenting, hypothesizing, Ident·

ifying and controlling variables, inferring, observing,

interpreting data and predicting. Since the guides were to

be used for a range of ages and intellectual abilities, they

were organized so that some of the questions were stated in

two or three different forms ~for example, see Question 4 in

both guides A and B). This allowed the interviewer to

quickly rephrase a question to match the sUbject's level of

comprehension. The first three questions in each guide were

very general in nature and were primarily intended to relax

the respondents and help make the interview procedure a non

threatening experience. Anderson (1954) suggests that such

"warm-up" questions must precede data collection questions

to help ensure quality data. Some questions (numbers 7 and

24 in the interview guides) required the subjects to ident

ify examples and non-examples of a particular concept, and

provide reasons to justify their decisions. These are

somewhat like the items used by Osborne and Gilbert (1980)

in their interview-about-instances technique. Others (Ques

tions 26, 29, and 31 from the guides) required sUbjects to

interpret data and use this to make predictions, again

justifying their answers each time.

Interview Procedure

Two or three days prior to an interview session, the

interviewer contacted the principal of the particular school
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researchers that subjects should be told in advance that

they.'.:e going to be interviewed, subjects in this study

were not informed until they were excused frOlll their classes

to be questioned by the interviewer. This was an inten

tional effort to prevent them. from rehearsing their under

standing of the process skills prior to the interview

sesslon. Once arrangements were made with the school admin

istration, the interviewer went to the particular school in

the st. John's area and interviewed all three of the SUb

jects who had been selected for that school (the group A

"science fair winner", the group B "science fair non-win

ner", and the group C "science fair participant"). Inter

viewing ....as conducted in a quiet, unoccupied room in the

school. To help preserve the quality of data collected,

efforts were taken to prevent any given interview from

continuing into the respondent I s recess or lunch period.

At the commencement of each interview, the interviewer

infol'lllally introduced himself as a high school sciencll

teacher and each SUbject was warmly welcomed. Steps were

taken to make the respondent as comfortable as possible to

ansure a good rapport and to establish a healthy communica

tion link. The interviewer explained that the purpose for

the stUdy was to get an understanding of how and what stu

dents think about science and science lair projects. Each

SUbject was told how he or she had been chosen for the study

and that other students in the same school and other schools
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were a180 being interviewed. They were assured that there

would be no right or wrong answers for the questions asked

and that the interviewer was only interested in their own

thought.. This was considered important l>ecause otherwise

8ubjects might have been reluotant to admit that they did

not understand a particular question and might therefore

have attempted to give answers to que.tions they pretended

to understand (Borg, 1963). This would have resulted in

contaminated data in the sense that they would not be repre

sentative of the SUbjects· true beliefs.

To assist in uncovering the respondents' deepest

thought patterns, they were encouraged to "think aloud ll and

give explanations for the answers they had given. They were

also told that this study would in no way affect their

performance in any of their school SUbjects and that the

interview information would be kept strictly confidential.

After being informed of the necessity for the use of an

audio tape-recorder in the study, sUbjects were asked if

they objected to having the session recorded. They were

also informed that participation in the study was totally

voluntary.

To help relax the respondents and develop a non

threatening atmosphere. opening remarks were very general

and involved questions about the title of the project and

where the project idea originated (note that the interview

procedure was slightly modified for group 0 subjects) •

These 'Iwana-up" questions were asked in an informal manner
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to help break much of the tension that many of the sUbjects

might h:we otherwise carried with them. for much of th~

interview procedure (Anderson, 1954). This was very import

ant in the current stUdy where subjects were not informed in

advance of the interview sessions. Except for group 0,

questions asked were always related to the SUbjects I pro

jects, or at least to science fair projects in general.

This helped provide SUbjects with II. more secure feeling and

fostered the quality of responses given (Gorden, 1956).

Because of the semi-structured nature of the inter-

view!;, the interview protocol was used only as II. guide and

tha interviewer freely departed from it when the need to

explore a particular response arose. However, the inter

viewer ensured that all questions in the guide were asked to

each respondent, and any probing questions would generate a

greater wealth of data. Every attempt was made to ask each

question in the guide in exactly the same way, using the

same expressions and sequential order for all respondents.

However, it provsd to be quite a challenge to conduct each

session in exactly the sallle way using the semi-structured

format. But the benefits of this technique warranted its

Taking advantage of the research suggestions for effec

tive interviewing in naturalistic stUdies, the interviewer

took every precaution to enhance ll1aximum success with the

data collection efforts. The interviewer tried to ensure

unbiased data by avoiding being too directive or too
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suqgestive in his questioning, and he was always careful not

to ask leading questions. When a subject could not answer a

partiCUlar question, the interviewer provided the sUbject

with sufficient wait-time to gather his or her thoughts and

perhaps allow the sUbject to elicit important information.

As Guba and Lincoln (1981) note, periods ot silence are one

form of probe. "They indicate that the interviewer wants

more infomation and is willing to wait until the respondent

is satisfied with his own answers" (Guba , Lincoln, 1981, p.

179). If a question did not yield a response, even after a

wait-period, it was rephrased in a simpler form, which often

reaped an Assortment of useful data that would not have been

obtained using less flexible data collection methods.

otten, the interviewer would repeat vague responses and wait

quietly for the sUbject to hopefully offer another more

detailed and more intelligent reply. Also, a portion of a

respondent's answer would sometimes be repea.ted and left for

him or her to complete. This usually prompted more concise

responses, thus resulting in a richer collection of data.

Thi.:ouqhout the entire interview, respondents were shown

the utmost courtesy, which Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest

"will often salvage almost any kird of interview" (p. 115).

At the end of the session (WhiCh typically lasted 35 to 45

minutes) SUbjects were thanked for their cooperation, and

the interviewer proceeded to interview the other two sub

jects at that school. No more than three SUbjects were
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interviewed each day because it was felt that the quality

and depth of the interview might suffer if too lIlany subjects

were questioned in such a short period of time. Also, as

mentioned above, it would have been difficult to schedule

more than three interviews per day without interfering with

recess and lunch periods.

The procedure for group D SUbjects (the science fair

non-participants in the study) involved making arrange'lllents

to visit the school on a particular day and a !h:bject was

randomly selected from the school list at that time. Ex.cept

for the previously noted minor modifications in the inter

view guide, the interview procedure conducted was the same

as that described above.

pilot Study

As suggested by Borg (1963). the main purpose of the

pilot stUdy was ". . . to evaluate and improve the guide and

the interview procedure and help the interviewer develop

experience in using the procedure before any research data

for the main study are collected" (p. 230). This field test

also provided sOlDe insight into how students think about

science process skills and helped the interviewer decide if

this technique would yield the data needed. The pilot study

was conducted in two phases; six subjects were interviewed

each tittle. In phase one, six subjects from three schools

were interviewed for 30 to 40 minutes and the process was
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recorded on audio tape. After listening to the taped ver

sions of theBe sessions, the interview protocol was modified

for phase two, which involved interviewing six new sUbjects

froll three lIore schools. All subjects closely resembled

those in the main study in that they had science projects

entered in their schoo! science fairs. These 12 subjects

were not included as potential subjects for the main study.

MaiD study

The main study involved interviewing 32 secondary

school students from grades 7 to 10. Each interview, which

normally lasted for 35 to 45 minutes, ....as conducted in a

one-on-one environment and was tape-recorded for further

analysis. To safeguard aqainst scheduling problems and

possible contamination of the data, only three interviews

were conducted each day. subjects were asked a series of

questions on science process skills which were orqanized

under specific categories. After interviewing for the IlIain

study was complete, the tapes were transcribed for :':urther

analysis. Initially, three tapes and their corresponding

transcripts were forwarded to a university science educator

for veritication to ensure the accuracy of transcription.

Once transcription lias complete, each transcript was reduced

to a conceptual inventory I which was a compiled list of

subject ideas organized under specific process skills cat

egories (see Appendix B for sample transcripts and
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correspondinq conceptual inventories). Each inventory vas

then used to further reduce the data by identifying broader

cOJlposite ideas that were inconsistent with scientific

consensus. Those misconceptions which were C01llJllon to two or

more sUbj ects ...ere represented in tabular form and served as

the basis for discussion.

Data ADalyais Proca4ur••

After a month of interviawing. the data stored on the

aUdio cassette tapes were carefully and accurately tran

scribed. These transcripts served as the starting point for

the analysis of the interview data. Each transcript was

carefully scrutinized to identify the SUbject's conceptions

for each category of the topic investiqated. These subject

ideas ware organized into a "conceptual invlantory" (Erick

son, 1979) Which represented his or her particular views ~f

the concept questioned. This technique was deemed appro

priate bQcau~e it not only captured individual sUbject's

ideas but was an excellent way to tabulate the prevalence of

these ideas. This allowed for much easier analysis and

discussion of the research findings.

Each conceptual inventory represents an organized

collection of student conceptions relating to the different

process skills explored. For anyone skill, more than one

conception llIay have been identitled. For example, SUbjects

attempting to define the term "hypothesis" sometimes
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provided two responses. and these have been represented in

their conceptual inventories as statements 2. 1 and 2.2. All

student conceptions were organized under the appropriate

process skills categories. After all inventories were

constructed, they were further analyzed and lI!sconceptions

were identified for e'.i.ch process skill. The lIlost common of

these were then tabulated and served as the basis for fur

ther discussion, which is presented in the ne)(.1: chapter.

During the discussion of student misconceptions,

efforts were lllade to quote examples of the SUbjects' ideas

from the transcripts to illustrate the idea being discussed.

At the end of these quotes is a letter indicating the group

to which that SUbject belonged. Sometimes subjects' ideas

were represented through two or more verbal exchanges with

the interviewer and, occasionally, excerpts of these

exchang:es have been presented to illustrate the subjects'

thought patterns for a given topic. This was sometimes

necessary to provide the reader with a more complete appre

ciation of the SUbjects' beliefs. The combination of these

two procedurell strengthens the discussion and provides a

better sense tor the data represented •

••liability and Validity CODoerDe

There is unanimous agreement amongst science educators

that validity and reliability measures are essential in

promoting a sense of confidence in reported research data.
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Yet, the literature indicates that Hny reaearchers neglect

to establish or report the•••eaaure., and they are

virtually never reported in studies that collect data via

interview techniques. Posner and Gertzog (1982) cuqgest

that one reason for this 1s that" ••• interview strategies

are still undefined and in a state of !lux (and) ••. a

good deal more ..,ark is needed in order to increase (their]

applicability and validity" (p. 207). Another reason is

that it is mora difficult to establish the validity and

reliability of an interview than many other data gathering

devices (Guba " Lincoln, 1981).

In addressing the absence of va) "'dity and reliability

measures in interview studies of students' conceptions and

misconceptions, Hoz (1983) states that "in the present state

of the research on conceptual frameworks, reliability is a

rather neglected issue, despite its importance" (p. 161).

Regardless of the difficulty of establishing these measures

in interview techniques, Suttljn (1980) stresses that "reli

able techniques are needed, both for finding out about iii

person I s mental patterns and for reporting them on paper"

(p. 108). Until efforts are taken to develvp valid and

reliable interview techniques, there will always be a

... • • real danger of misrepresenting the responses" of the

SUbjects (Lythcott & Duschl, 1990, p. 450).

While the reliability of an interview technique is more

difficult to establish than its validity, Guba and Lincoln

(1981) make several useful suggestions for establishing both
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of these .eaaure. (which they respectively re-name as lludlt

ability and credibility) for this naturalistic inquiry

approach. They argue that t.he naturalistic inquirer must

ensure these steps are taken it' he or she is to be able

". • . to persuade It methodologically sophisticated peer of

the trustworthiness of the information provided and the

interpretations drawn from it" (Guba , Lincoln, 1981, p.

103).

Reliability of the riDdings

Reliability is a measure of the level of consistency of

It measuring device. It reflects how consistently the

measuring device will measure the same quantities in similar

testing situations. In order for interview data to be

reliable, the actual interview procedure must be reliable.

Thus, the research design of the study served as the major

approach in establishing and controlling reliability.

Althouqh a selli-structured interview style was used, every

precaution was taken to ensure that all core questions on

the standard intervie.... guide were asked to all SUbjects in

the same sequential order. These questions were asked by a

well trained intervie....er who attempted to keep the delivery

of core questions constant across interview sessions. The

interviewer was also fUlly aware of the dangers of leading

questions that direct or suggest a subject response. These

efforts controlled and reduced the effects of lIlany of the
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factors that potentially affect data reliability. The semi

structured nature of the interview 1I11owecl the interviewer

to appropriately adjust the comprehension level of the

questions to the level of the subject being interviewed.

This was accomplished by asking the same questions in a

rephrased form to enable sUbjects to respond. This allowed

for a protocol of questions that were unalllbiguous and read

ily understood.

In an attempt to measure the reliability of the study,

two methods were employed. First, the interviewer asked a

repeat question during each interview session. This ques

tion was asked early in the interview and again at the very

end of the session. comparing the consistency of SUbject

responses to the same question at different stages of the

interview, can be an effective way to help document the

study's reliability. using the following formula (Sulzer &

Mayer, 1972):

__--"DQ"',Wl,Qf'-'!a9Jar"'."'em...,.n"'ts'--__ x 100 " .. , of agreement

Qf agreements + no. of disagreements

a reliability coefficient of 0.87 was calculi\ted for the

responses to these repeat questions.

The second, and perhaps the greatest attempt to measure

the reliability of the study was the re-interviewing of

eight subjects. TwQ subjects from each of the four groups

were re-interviewed two weeks after their first interview.
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This two week wait period vas consistently maintained for

all subjects re-interviewed, and in light of tillle restric

tions, was consid.gred adequate to eliminate any significant

interference from the previous interview. Re-interviewing

typically lasted 15 to 20 lIlinutes and the rive questions

asked to each respondent were varied, but the actual ques

tions selected were drawn from those asked in the in!tial

interview session. consistency of responses to these ques

tions over the two interview sessions were compared to get a

calculated value for the reliability. using the above

formula, the reliability coefficient was measured at 0.84.

Both measures of reliability indicate that the interview

technique employed in the stUdy provided a consistent

measure of student understanding of science process skills.

validity of tba plDdbqe

The validity of the interview protocol, which is an

assessment of the consistency of the instrument in measuring

what it purports to measure, is rarely reported. The few

researchers who have reported this measure, have typically

established it by expert analysis. The validity of the

interview procedure in the present study was addressed in

several ways. The process by which the interview guide was

assembled helpEld control its internal consistency. As

previously discussed, the first draft of the guide was

scrutinized by two science educators and improvements were
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pilot interviews, which Borg (1963) state. t1 ••• i8 the

best insurance against biaa and. tlaws in de.ign- (p. 230).

Changes were made to cbe quide and it w•• continually

i.proVed and mold.d into a Illore valid instrument. Their it

was analyzed by 10 science educators and science teachers.

They were asked to validate each item ot the instru.ment by

jUdging its preaUllled relevance to the property being

measured. Again, llloditications were made and six more pilot

interviews were conducted to test its effectiveness and also

to improve interviewing skills. The combination ot' expert

analysis and tield testing led to the progressive develop

ment of the quide, and helped establish the internal

validity of this instrument.

Suet"n (1980) and Lythcott and Duschl (1990) both

express a concern tor valid and reliable modes to represent

SUbject responses and ideas. This study has addressed the

concern ot these authors. As discussed elseWhere, tran

scribed data were reduced to conceptual in....ntories of

subjects' ideas. copies of each transcript and correspond

ing conceptual inventory were distributed to 24 graduate

students enrolled in the Master of Education program (cur

riculum and Instruction) at Memorial university. All qrad

uates were qualified in the areas of science and education,

and the majority of them were science teachers at the sec

ondary school level. They were asked to evaluate each

conceptual inventory by deciding it the researcher's
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interpretation ot the subject IS conceptions (as represented

In the inventory) was consistent with the content of the

corresponding intervie'''- transcript. This exercise ensured

that the conceptual Invf!ntories actually contained an accu

rate representation of the subjects' ideas froa the cassette

tapes. Each transcript and corresponding conceptual inven

tory was reviewed by four different graduate students and

provided the author with an accurate and validated set of

conceptual inventories. These could then be used with con

fIdence to discuss the research findings and draw

conclusions from them. Appendix C contains tho letter of

instructions that was distributed to the graduate stUdents.

This chapter has provided a discussion of the methodol

oqy ot the present study. It has est15bi ished the target

popUlation and the specitic procedures used to explore the

topic identified. Discussions ot the data collection

instrtDlent were detailed and the eftorts e_ployed to estab

lish reliability and validity ot the stUdy were also

highlighted. The next chapter presents the data collected

during the study and provides a detailed discussion ot them.
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RESULTS UD DISC:OS8IOIf

overvie. of tbe Cb.pt;.~

This chapter presents the research findings obtained.

Misconceptions for each process skills area explored are

discussed and presented in table form. These areas include

planning l'ln experiment, hypothesizing, identifying and

controlling variables, inferring, observing, interpreting

data and predicting.

Introduction

The data presented in this chapter =\re the result of

the cUlmination of a three-phrase process where transcripts

of audio-taped interviews were the starting point for the

analysis. These transcripts were reduced to a collection at

subjects' conceptions organized under a number of process

skills categories to form a set of conceptual inventories.

The compiled inventories served as the data-base for further

analysis, and misconceptions for specific process skills

were identified and tabulated to provide the basis for

discussion. samples of the data and data collection instru

ments are included in the appendices. Appendix A contains

the interview guides and the accompanying data sheets, and

Appendix B contains sample transcripts and the

56
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corresponding conceptual inventories for one member from

each of the four groups in the stUdy.

Misconceptions held by two or more respondents from the

sample have been represented 1n tabular form. However, in

most cases only those misconceptions eXhibited by more than

lOt of the sample will be discussed. The only exceptions to

t'.lis are if only a total of one or two misconceptions have

been identif':'ed for a certain area. or it the particular

misconception is deemed to have educational significance.

Some questions generated no specific misconceptions but did

warrant a general discussion, which is provided below.

Other items asked the SUbjects to perform certain tasks and

some general comments address their overall performance.

All tables in which the data are presented, have two

sections. The top section contains, in order of prevalence,

the specific misconceptions that have been identified in the

stUdy. The bottom section provides a general sUlIIJDsry of the

SUbjects I overall performance 01'1 the particular areas ques

tioned. For all but four tables, the bottom portion reports

the actual :":Jll'Iber of SUbject responses that were jUdged to

be acceptable or unacceptable, and the number of SUbjects

who had no response or gllove a response that could not be

classified. The lower sectiQns of Tables 2, 9, 10, and 13

were modified slightly because of the nature of the ques

tions asked and the responses evoked.

Tables 2 and 13 contain the misconceptions obtained

when SUbjects were asked to classify a list of six
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statements as examples or non-examples of a particular

concept. Because of the multitude of responses given. the

bottom portion of these two tables reports the number of

sUbjects who correctly classified all six statements, the

number who correctly classified four or five, and the number

who incorrectly classified at least half of them. This

provides a general sense of how well the SUbjects performed

in these particUlar areas.

Tables 9 and 10 contain the misconceptions identified

when SUbjects were asked questions about the process of

controlling variables. The bottolll section of these tables

reports the number of sUbjects who gave responses that were

either acceptable or unacceptable. As well, because many

SUbjects e)("1ibited both an acceptable and an unacceptable

response to each question asked, these two tables also

report the number of SUbjects who (Jave two or llIore conflict

in(J v; .. ·.,'s.

It should be noted that subjects sometimes exhibited

more than one misconception for any given topic. As a

result, the number of E"U;:"j9ct re:5'~onses that have been

classified as misconceptions for each group may actually

exceed the number of subjects for that group. This is

evident in several of the tables presented in the chapter.

Another point of interest is that a1 though there were eight

members for each group in the study I sODJ,eti1ll.es not all of

them were able to respond to each question asked. Subjects

who did not respond have been accounted for in the
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appropriate area in the bottom portion of the tables. Yet

another noteworthy point concerns the presentation and

interpretation of the data. The research findings are

presented according to group frequencies, but the findings

are Illeant to be illustrative of the range ot idells rather

than to suggest any significant ditferences betweF'n the

groups. Therefore, the data should be viewed in this light.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the first three questions in

the interview guide were very general in nature and served

only to "break the ice" at the beginning of each interview

session. Therefore, they are not discussed here because

they revealed nothing of interest for the study. The

remainder of the chapter presents the research findings

obtained from questions related to selected science process

skills. Each sequence of questions pursues a srecific

process skills area, and the data collected for each of

these areas is consistently represented in two or more

tables. For example, Questions 9 to 12 deal with the sub

jects' conceptions about the term "independent variable" and

the data collected are presented in three different tables.

This pattern of presentation facilitates a more effective

discussion of the research findings and a more efficient

interpretation of them.
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Question 4 in the interview guide asked sUbjects to

list some factors they would likely consider when planning

an experiment. No general misconceptions were identified

here, although there was a wide range of responses illus

trating different levels of understanding. Thus, no table

of misconceptions is presented. However, the sophistication

of answers was not restricted to one particUlar group, as a

variety of suggestions came from all four SUb-groups in the

sample. On two occasions it was noticed that SUbjects from

the same school gave very similar answers to this question.

For example, in one case a subject responded that planning

an experiment involves contacting an expert. The other two

SUbjects from that same school also gave the same response.

Perhaps this is an indication of the importance of the

teacher in influencing the quality of student understandinq

of process skills. It was noted that some subjects, par

ticularly those who had participated at the regional science

fair, responded more quickly to this question and it rarely

had to be rephrased to elicit a response.

BypotbuisiDg'

Questions 5 to 7 focused on the process skill of

hypothesizing. SUbjects were required to give a definition

of the term "hypothesis" and also had to identify examples
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and non-exAmples of hypotheses fro. a list of state.ents.

Many student conceptl.ons were exposed, and most of these

were classified as .isconceptiona. Because of the vide

range of misconceptions, only the 1lost COlaJllon ones are

presented 1n Tables 1 and 2 below.

petigitiop 9' JJyp9tbtlh

When SUbjects were asked Unat i •• bypatb.d_?" their

responses revealed a variety of misconceptions, and the more

popular ot these are reported in Table 1. The most frequent

belief, Misconception 1.1, was the response that a hypoth

esis is a guess about the outcome of an experiment or, as

one sUbject suggested, "It's a 90ess of what you believe

will happen" (A). This belief was exhibited by over 45\ of

the 31 subjects who offered a response to the question.

specifically, 10 of the 16 respondents fro. groups A and B,

and 2 members from each of groups C and 0 entertained this

belief. Another closely related, but somewhat different

belief is represented by Misconception 1. 2. Seven of the Jl

respondents felt that II hypothesis is what someone "thinks"

the outcome of an experiment will be. This belief was held

by three members trom each of groups A and C, with the other

proponent of this view coming from group B. No evidence was

obtained to suggest that any SUbjects from group 0 adhered

to this view.
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Table 1

The Moat egmma" Minggngeptign. Relating to the Definitign

of Hypothesis

Misconception

1.1 a guess about the outcome
of an experiment.

1.2 what someone thinks the
outcome of an experiment
will be.

1.3 a prediction.

1.4 what happens in an experi
ment; it I s the outcome
or answer to a problem.

1. 5 a question or problem you
....ant to solve in an
experiment.

1.6 an experimenter's theory of
the outcome of an experiment.

1 •7 It. reason ....hy something
happens in an experiment.

Number of subjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of SUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Nulaber of SUbjects who did not
respond, or wbose response
could not be classified.

[[squ@ncy by Group
ABC

Note: In this table and SUbsequent tables groups A, B, c,
and 0 each have eight members.
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Misconceptions 1.1 and 1.2 were much less co_on

amongst qrcup 0 subjects. However, these data are Ballewhat

misleading. An exa.ination of Table 1 shows that sUbjects

from groups 8, C, and 0 possessed a qreater variety of

aiaconeeptlon. than group A subjects. Meabers frol:l group 0

held a lIultltude ot aisconceptions that are not even repre

sented in Table 1 because each idea was ••poused by only one

subject. A sample of the wide range of ideas that members

of group 0 revealed about hypothesizing folloW's. One sub

ject said that" •.. a hypothesis is an answer to a prob

lem" (0). and another stated that II hypathesiA is ". . . a

method or purpose" for doing an experiment (D). Yet another

respondent said. "It's some kind of conclusion" (0).

Info1"1ll1l1 discussions with many science teachers at

district and rllqional science fairs have indicated that, in

their science classes, the teachers themselves promote the

vieW' that II hypothesis is a 9uess. This may account for the

621 ot groups A and B zeabers Who harbor Misconception 1.1,

and the 251 who held the closely related. idea, Misconception

1. 2. Since these two qroups of subjects participated in the

regional science tair, they may have lalt it necessary to

memorize the teacher's definition of the term "hypothesis"

so they could be better prepared for the jUdging session.

If it is true that teachers are defining the term hypothesis

in this way, it supports the research tindinqs that teachers

can sometimes unintentionally be a source of student miscon

ceptions because they occasionally present material that is
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not entirely correct (Barrass, 1984). Even oome Bcience

educators (Funk, Ok.y, Fiel, Jaus, , Sprague, 1979), and

many student texts define a hypothesis as It. guess. However,

Griffiths (1987) argues that a bypothes!s is not a guess,

but instead is ". . • a tentative testable explanation ot' an

observed event" (po 22). It 1s this definition that has

been used to judge the sUbjects' conceptions of

"hypothesis. "

Table 1 shows that six of the respondents held Miscon

ception 1.3 r namely, that a hypothesis is a prediction.

However, as will be clear in later discussions, this belief

1s very prevalent amongst the sample stUdied. Because this

response was spontaneously given and the 1S::9U8 was not

deliberately probed at this stage of questioning. its

further discussion is left for a later section of the

chapter that deals specifically with predicting.

Misconception 1.4. that a hypothesis is what happens in

an experiment, that it's the outcoIlle or answer to a problem.

was not expressed by any members from groups A and B. But

this belief was exhibited by two of the seven respondents in

group C. and four from group O. For example, one SUbject

stated that ". • • a hypothesis you I re saying what actua.lly

happened" (0), and another respondent said a hypothesis is

"what happens in your project ••. how you did your project

and what goes on in it" (C).

Also shown in Table 1 are three other misconceptions

(1.5. 1.6, and 1.7) held by slightly less than 10\ of the
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s811lple. overall, none of the 32 sUbject. in the sample gave

an acceptable definition for the term "hypothesis."

Que.tion 6 1n the interview quid. Asked sUbjects to

state the hypothesis tor their project, and many ot them

rosponded improperly or very poorly to this question. A

science fair donar (group A) stated the hypothesis for her

experiment as " ••• girls have more responsibility around

the house while boys cOlae home and watch TV. Therefore.

girls have a better short term memory" (A). A science fair

non-winner (group B) conducted an experiment to test the

effect of temperature on humidity level, and suggested that

the h~'potheBis being tested was "if there was a fan or

dehumidifier in the house, the hUll'lidity would probably be

higher." A science fair participant (group C) stated. that

her hypothesis vas: "What acid is there in food?" Finally,

a science fair non-participant (qroup 0) suggested that the

hypothesis for an experiment was: "Under the effect of sun-

light, bean plants should be able to grow" (D).

Identifying Hvpotbt." statement.

Question 7 asked SUbjects to identify examples and non

examples of hypotheses from the following list of six state

ments:

(1) It a person's physical activity increases, his pulse

rate will also increase.
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(2) If ....n ice cub"" lIelts, tiny ll"'\'islble particles separate

and move further apart.

(3) If the temperature of a liquid. increases, the amount of

solid it can dissolve will also increase.

(4) If a plant's leaves fade to a pale yellow color, it has

probably died because of lack of sunlight.

(5) If the amount. of acid rainfall has increased steadily

over five years, it is likely that. next year's acid

rainfall will be greater than ever before.

(6) If there is an increase in the amount of light a cucum

ber plant receives, there will also be an increase in

its growth rate.

After examining the list, subj eets selected the examples and

non-examples of hypotheses, and provided reasons for their

choices. This exercise revealed a large number of ideas on

what constitutes a hypothesis statement. It also illus

trated that most subjects cannot consistently and correctly

identify examples and non-examples of hypotheses. Table 2

shows that the most prevalent bCllief was Misconception 2.1,

where respondents felt that statements containing' words of

uncertainty are hypotheses because they are g'Uesses. This

idea ",as most common in group A SUbjects Where half of the

respondents qave a variety of answers indicating the general

belief pattern depicted by Misconception 2.1. 'l'\I'0 respon

dents from each of the other three groups also entertained

this idea. One SUbject felt that statellent !ive " ••. is a
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Table 2

Tbl Most commoo Misconception, RlbUng to Identifying

ijYDgtbB.i, Statements

Misconception

I4ent:l,ryib9 hypotb•••• r

2.1 All statements of
uncertaint.y are hypotheses.

2.2 statements of uncertainty
are not hypotheses.

2.3 All statements of fact are
hypotheses.

2 . 4 Those statements that are
difficult to prove are
hypotheses.

2.5 Those statements about
events with already known
outcolles are not hypotheses.

2.6 All statements written in
the form of IIIf ••• vill ••• "
are hypotheses.

2.7 Hypotheses are statements
that assume a relationship
between t ....o variables.

2 . 8 Hypotheses are statements
about things not found in
books or other sources.

Number of subjects who correctly
classified all six statements.

Nunmer of SUbjects who correctly
classified four or five
statements.

Number of subjects who
incorrectly classified at
least half of the statements.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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hypoth••is because he is saying that it b Ukely. So in an

indirect way he's taking a guess at that" (A). In response

to the same statelllent, another subject claimed that ". . .

they say it'. likely, so therefore they're hypothesizing"

(B) •

A directly opposite view is Misconception 2.2. which

was given by at least 25" of the respondents in each group.

These subjects felt that statements of uncertainty are not

hypotheses. One SUbject stated that "number four isn't (a

hypothesis] because ..• it's like you're saying it has

probably died because of lack of sunlight, but you' re not

sure of it" (C). Another respondent stated that ''If you

hypothesize something, you gatta say this is what will

happen. You can't say prObably dies because of lack of

sunlight. You gotta be sure" CAl. These SUbjects felt that

hypotheses are stl1tements that tell exactly what will

happen.

one-quarter of all respondents felt tbat hypotheses

statements of fact (Misconception 2.3). Only one sUbject

from group A expressed this view and it was not evident at

all in group C. However, two members of group B and half of

the sUbjects in group 0 held this belief. One subject

responded to statement four by saying, "Yes that's a hypoth·

esis because if a plant gets too much sun or water, it will

start to die. That is true, it's a hypothesis" CA). MQan

While, another subject replied, "I wouldn't say nulll1:ler five

is a hypothesis because he' s only saying proba::,:\y, and he's
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not stating- it. Like it"s not a fact" (D). Finally,

respondent suggested that statement three was not an example

of a hypothesis ';because it's not true" (D).

Table 2 also shows Misconceptions 2.4, 2.5. 2.6, 2.7,

and 2.8, each of which was given by a total of two or three

sUbjects trom the sample. More than 15 other misconceptions

were identified here, but they were expressed by only one

respondent each and were therefore not reported in Table 2.

A sample of these beliefs include: "That one could be a

hypothesis but it's sort of weak, like it doesn't make a

really good one because it doesn't have that it aDd then

sort of separation" (A). Another member of the sample said

". . . there is always more than one hypothesis for every

experiment" (el, and another response was, "hut to a certain

degree I feel these are all hypotheses 'cause they're saying

it, which has to be in every hypothesis" (B).

In sUll'l1llary, only two members of the sample correctly

classified all six of the above statements as examples and

non-examples of hypotheses. Meanwhile, 19 of the 31 respon

dents incorrectly classified at least half of the state-

ments.

Liatinq Variable. in an Experll1lcnt

Prior to ascertaining the sUbjects' conceptions about

independent, dependent, and controlled variables, they were

asked to state sotne variables that they felt could have
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affected the results of their experiments. This question

evoked a variety of responses, but no conon belief patterns

were recognized. Approximately half of the sample responded

quite well to th~ question, and they had no difficulty

identifying several variables that could have affected the

results of their experime"·.ts. Many of these subjects were

able to respond to the question illlDlediately after it was

asked. Others had difficulty with the question, often

requiring it to be asked a second or third titlle. Even then,

only a slIlall number of these SUbjects managed to identify

one or two variables relevant to their experiments. Some of

them claimed that they did not know what a variable is.

This is illustrated in the following exchange with a SUbject

from group D.

Interviewp;,:: What would be some variables or factors
that could affect the results of thIs
experiment?

Subject: What do you mean by variables or fac
tors?

Interviewer: OkaY, certain conditions or factors in
the experiment that could vary or change
to affect the results of the experiment.

SUbject: I don't know what a variable is.

About one-half of the respondents who answered the question

quite well, did so by discussing the variables that they

controlled in their experiments. However, for some of the

SUbjects the word "control" meant that they had the ability

or "power" to decide how each variable would affect the
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experiment. This view is discussed in a later sectlon that

probes the sUbjects' understanding of controlling variables.

An analysis of the subjects' responses revealed two

misconceptions, but they have not been represented in table

form because they were expressed by only one sUbject each.

As shown in the follo.... ing excerpt, one respondent felt that

an experiment should have only one variable and it should be

well controlled: "We made sure that there was the sattle

amount of each type of chemical in each cup and that's

mainly .....hat we concentrated on. There was nothing else.

There was only one variable and that was controlled" (B). A

group C SUbject felt that there. were no variables in her

experiment that could affect the results. The following

exchange illustrates this idea:

Interviewer: Al.~ there somB particUlar variables or
factors ..• certain things or condi
tions that could possibly have affected
the way your experim3nt turned out?

SUbject: No, unless the mold never grew on the
bread that particUlar day I right. But
it did that time.

Interviewer: So there's no variables that could have
affected the results'?

Subject: No.

In general, about half of the SUbjects in the sample

responded poorly to a question which asked chem to identify

some variables in their own experiments. Part of the reason

was because some of the respondents did not know what a
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variable is. Many of the responses were unacceptable and

demonstrated a need for improved understanding in this area.

Ouestions 9 to 12 dealt with sUbjects' understanding of

the meaning of "independent variable." Three areas were

explored and common misconceptions are reported in Tables J

to 5. The following paragraphs discuss the data contained

in each of the tables.

Definition of Indepepdent Variable

Question 9, "nat is all independent variable?", exposed

three misconceptions which are displayed in Table 3. Twelve

of the 30 SUbjects who responded to this question eXhibited

Misconception 3.1, the idea that an independent variable is

one that is separate from, or independent of, the rest of

the experiment and has no effect on it. Only one subject

from group A, three from group B, and two from group C held

this misconception, but it was held by 75\ of the members of

group O. Typica:" responses were that it is "the thing in

the experimetl'~ that's by itself" (0), or "a variable that i5

by itself and not in a group" (0). A possible reason for

the belief pattern represented by Misconception 3.1 is

because of the difference between common and scientific

meanings of words. Oaborne and Ft"eyberg (1985) describe
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Table :J

The Moat Common Misconceptions Relating to the DefinitioD

of Independ@nt variable

Misconception

AD rndepelus.nt Variable i.:

J.l one that is separate from,
or independent of the ,est
of an experiment; it htl:3 no
effect on tha results of an
experiment.

3 .2 one the exper imenter cannot
change or manipulate in any
way. It r@qulates or
controls itself.

3.3 the opposite at a dependent
variable.

Number of SUbjects ....ith
an acceptable response.

Nullber of subj ects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of subjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be clast.'.fied.

Frequency by Group
• B C
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this problem as "the 'unidentified mis.etch I [where} the

lanquage of the teacher involves familiar words used with

specialist meaning in the science classroom" (p. 34).

Hackling (1982) also suggests that the aultiple meanings of

words used in classrooms lead to student confusion in

science concepts. This is clearly illustrated in one sub

ject's responsliI. that ".•. independent usually means on its

own, so an independent variable would be a variable that I s

out on its own" (0).

Another idea shown in Table :) is Misconception :).2, the

belief that an independent variable is one the experimenter

cannot change or manipulate because it regUlates itself.

Over 30t of the respondents believed this, and the idea was

exhibited by at least one member from each group. It repre

sented almost 38\ ot the responses from members of qroups B

and c, and 2!'\ from group D held this view as well. A third

misconception was identitied for 10\ ot the SUbjects who

responded to Question 9. This idea, that an independent

variable is the opposite of a dependent variable, was only

expressed by melllbers of groups C and D, and seems to have

some basis in the meanings of the terms "indapendent" and

IIdependent." This is illustrated by a group C SUbject who

said Itan independent •.• itls like a dependent but they

are both opposite words. II Anothor SUbject said that the

independent variable is ". . . sort ot like the dependent

variabl,· but it's opposite of it" (0). In all, only 31\ ot'

the sample provided an acceptable response to Question 9.
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Members of group 0 demonstrated a very poor understanding of

this area.

fbI Nu!Ib.r of Ipd.peMlnt Variab1" 10 In m,ri.,nt

When asked how many independent variables there should

be in an experiment, sUbject responses yielded two miscon

ceptions as shown in Table 4. Misconception 4.1, the idea

that the more complicated an experiment is. the greater the

number of independent variables .it will have, ....as expressed

by six members from the sample. Two members frl.)1!1 group A,

three from group B, and one from group 0 held this belief.

Four of these six SUbjects felt that simple, easy projects

are not very detailed and therefore have few independent

variables. But more detailed and complicated projects ....ill

have many of them. As one group B SUbject suggested,

II ••• there can be any nunlber [of ind~pendent variables]

because it all depends on your project, how involved it is."

Another response was lIit depends on the project ... the

harder ones will have more than the others" (C). The

remaining two SUbjects felt that the number of independent

variables in an experiment depends on ....hat the experimenter

is attempting to IIprove." They believed that the longer it

takes to investigate a particular phenomenon, or the harder

it is to obtain the tlright ll answer from an experiment, the

more independent variables there will be. For example, one

respondent stated that II. • • you can have as many as you
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Table 4

The Most Common Miscpnceptions Relatino to the Number of

Independent Variables in an Experiment

Misconception

4.1 The more complicated an
experiment is, the greater
the nulllber of independent
variables it will have.

4.2 Ideally there should be no
independent variables in an
experiment.

Number of SUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of subjects with
an unacceptable respOnse.

Number of sUbj acts who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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need to prove what thing it is you are proving or demon

strating" (AI. and the other replied that "there is no set

number. It's how much you think would give you the reSUlts

that ....ere believable .•. or as correct as it could be"

(8). Generally. these sUbjects believed that the more

difficult and elaborate an experiment is, the greater the

number of independQnt variables it will have.

Responses to Question 11 also revealed Misconception

4.2. the belief that ideally there should be no independent

variables in an experiment. One member from each of groups

A, B, and C expressed views equivalent to this belief pat

tern. When asked how many independent variables there

should be in an experiment, one subject answered that there

should be "as close to none as possible. The best is to

have none" (A). Another subject felt "•.. there should be

as little as possible. Really there should be none" (e).

Obviously, these SUbjects had inaccurate ideas about the

concept of "independent variable."

Other beliefs about the number of independent variables

that have not been reported in Table 4 include: "I say it

should be about or appr"xilllately six or llIore" (8), "Around

two . • • would be about all you need ll (0). and III don' t

think there is a set number but you can't go on and on and

on. I think probably around three is enough you know for

anyone of the variables really" (A). These responses are

sOlllewhat surprising, given the assumption that science fair
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students are constantly versed in experi.ental design and

proc••••kill teras like "independent variable."

The idea that an experiment bas no set number of inde

pendent variables was expressed by 24 members of the sample.

This idea has not been represented as a misconception in

Table 4 because many scientists and science educators would

suggest that, in reality. there may indeed be more than one

independent variable operating in a given situation and this

cannot be prevented. Any phenomenon investigated may have

more than one variable whose effect needs to be established.

For example, in the classical investigation of the period of

a penduIUlll, there are conventionally four variables whose

effects on the time of swing need to be explored. The three

most cornman of t1. ~se are length of the pendulum arm, the

amplitude of vibratlon, and the mass of the pendulum. In

anyone trial of this investigation, only one of the poten

tial independent variables is tested, while the others are

held constant. Only through a process of elimination, does

the experimenter establish which of the three potential

independent variables is truly the indepandent variable.

Tr..erefore, this investigation would have three independent

variables, but only one would be tested in any single trial

of the experillle,:,-t. In this light, the response that there

is no set number of independent variables in an experiment,

cannot be considered a misconception.

However, one Would expel,:t that the above view is rarely

(if ever) promoted in secondary schoOls, and students would
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therefore be quite unaware of it. Rather, in science

classes ....here there Is an emphasis on the processes of

science, students are presumably taught that a w&11 designed

experiment will have all variables held constant except the

independent variable, the one being tested. Only by con

trolling all varillbles except the independent one, will the

investigator be _able to observe its true effects on the

outcome of the investigation. This vie.... is fundamental to

the taaching of process skills, and students, especially

those involved in science fairs, should be well aware of it.

In this context, the idea that there is no set number of

independent variables in an experiment. is a misconception.

This is especially true in light of some of the SUbjects'

responses. Many of them felt that the experimenter could

change as m"J.ny variables as he or she de2med necessary for

the experiment to be successful. They seemingly had little

appreciation for the process of experimentinq and the num

bers of independent variables there should be in an experi

ment. As shown at the bottom of Ta1:lle 4, no more than half

of the members of each qroup provided acceptable responses.

CO'PParilon of xnd.penQ.nt and controlled y.ri.hlllJ

QUQstion 12 asked "I. an independent variable the SUle

a•• controll.d variabl., or ar. they ditf.r.nt1 11 • As shown

in Table 5, only 11 members of the sample gave an acceptable

response to this question. statoment 5.1 was the most
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Table 5

The Molt Common Misconceptions Relyting to the comparison of

Indapendent and Control19d Variables

Misconception

5.1 An independent variable is
tbe same as a controlled
variable.

5.2 An independent variable is
not the same as a controlled
variable because it is not
manipulated or controlled by
the experimenter, but a
controlled variable is.

5.3 An experiment must have at
least one controlled
variable, but does not need
any independent variables.

5." An independent variable is
the opposite of a controlled
variable.

NuZllber of sUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of subjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of aubj eets who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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prevalent misconception espoused by the respondents. Eleven

of the 29 sUbjects who responded to the question believed an

independent variable 1s the same as a controlled variable.

One sUbject sald the two variables are the same because

IIthey don't change. They're pretty static I guess. They

stay the sams" (8). Another unusual response was that

independent variables are just point form (simplified) ver-

sions of controlled variables. The most common reason why

sUbjects felt i:,dependent and controlled variables are the

same was that the experimenter manipUlates (controls) both

types ot variables. This idea is demonstrated by one sub

ject·s comments that Ita controlled variable, well that's

pretty well what you control and you control an independent

variable too" (D), and a group C respondent fel to the two

variables are the same ". • . because you control the inde

pendent variables; you control what happens and that I s the

same as the controlled." Another SUbject suggested the

independent and controlled variables are the same because

"you try to control both in the same way" (D). Except for

group A, Misconception 5.1 was held by at least 37\ of the

respondents from each group.

The belief that independent and controlled variables

are different because the experimenter cannot control or

change the independent variables, was exhibited by five

members of the sample as illustrated by Misconception 5.2 in

Table 5. SUbjects' comments indicated that they adhere to

the belief that controlled variables are those the
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experimenter manipUlates or changes in an experiment, while

independent variables are not manipUlated by the experi

menter. Characteristic responses were, "Well, an indepen

dent variable ... can't be controlled, but it controls

itself. A controlled variable can be controlled" (C). and

"the independent is what you can' t control at alL '{ou

can't •.. do anything about what happens. But you can

control the controlled .variable" (A). This idea was

expressed by only one member from each group except group B,

where two subjects supported this view.

Two other ideas shown in Table 5 are represented as

Misconception 5.3, the belief that an experiment must have

at least one controlled variable but does not need an inde

pendent variable, and Misconception 5.4, that an independent

variable is the opposite of a controlled variable. These

two views were each espoused by two sUbjects in the sample.

In all, 21 members of the sample were unable to provide an

accurate comparison of independent and controlled variables.

Dependent veriable.

Items 13 to 16 in the interview :?rotocol questioned the

understanding of the term "dependent variable." The pattern

est.ablished when pursuing the subjects' understanding of the

term" independent variable", was maintained when questioning

the subjects about the term "dependent variable." Subjecf;.s

were asked to provide a definition of the term "depenclent
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variable", to comment on the number of them there should be

in an experiment, and to compare this term to the concept of

tlcontrolled variable." Misconceptions expressed by two or

more subjects in the sample have been illustrated in Tables

6 through 8 and the information in each table is discussed

in turn.

Definition of pependent Variable

Question 13 in the guide asked, "What ta • dependent

variabl.?"~ Table 6 shows that the most popUlar belief was

Misconception 6.1, namely, that a dependent variable is the

opposite of an independent variable. This idea represents

the same belief as depicted by Misconception 3.3 in Table 3 I

but it was a more frequent response to Question 13 than to

Question 9. It is included here to preserve the consistency

of presenting the diversity of misconceptions exhibited by

respondents to each particular question asked. Misconcep

tion 6.1 was expressed only by one SUbject from all of the

members of groups A and B, but represented at least 25\ of

the responses for each of groups C and D. Four other state

ments in Tabla 6, Misconceptions 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 were

each expressed by less than four members of the sample, but

they are worth noting here. Misconception 6.2 represents

the belief that a dependent variable is one that does not

change during an experiment, while Misconception 6.3 states

that a dependent variable is one that the experimenter
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Table 6

The Most Common Misconceptions Relating to the pefinition

of Dependent Variable

Misconception

A Dependent Variable ie:

6.1 the opposite of an
independent variable.

6.2 one that stays the same
throughout an experiment.

6.3 one that the experimenter
can change or control in
an experiment.

6.4 one that depends only on
the independent variable.

6.5 one that does not depend on
other factors.

Number of subjects with
an acceptable response.

Nulllber of sUbjects with
an unacceptable respunse.

Number of SUbjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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changes or "controls" in an experiment. Misconception 6.4

depicts the idea that a dependent variable is one that

depends only on the independent variable, and Misconception

6.5 describes the view that a dependent variable is one that

does not depend on other factors. These statements

exempL.fy the types of conceptions that members of the

sample held about the lIleaning of the tet'lll "dependent vari

able." Collectively, the misconceptions represented in

Table 6 indicate substantial confusion about the term

"dependent variable." Almost 72\ of the sample were unable

to provide an adequate definition of this term.

fbI Nwghtr af D.pendent Variables in an Experiment

Table 7 illustrates the range and prevalence of miscon

ceptions held by the sample when asked "Bov many dependent

variables ahould there be in an ezperiment, or ie there •

set n\1lll.ber1". Three misconceptions were identified. At

least one member from each group (except group D) held all

three misconceptions. Misconception 7.1, that more compli

cated experiments have more dependent variables, pa!:'allels

Misconception 4.2 in Table 4 because in both cases the

subjects felt that more complex experiments have more vari

ables. Although experiments can certainly have more than

one dependent variable, it does not folloW that more diffi

cult or complicated experiments will always have more
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Table 7

The Most COMon "' ACODceptioDS Relating to the Number of

pependent Variables in an Experiment

Misconception

7.1 The lIlore complicated an
experiment is, the greater
the number of dependent
variables it will have.

7.2 An experiment can have
only one dependent
variable.

7. 3 The number of dependent and
independent variables in an
experiment will be the same.

Number of SUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of subjects with
an unacceptable response.

N\UlIber of subjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

FrequenCY by Group
ABC
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dependent variables than easy, less complicated experiments.

Responses typifying Misconception 7.1 include the reply of a

group D subject who statCld, "Wall there could bQ any amount

I suppose. Well there's no set number. The mora involved

the project is the more you got," and another response was

"I don't really think there is a set number. It depends on

the type of experiment you have" (A). Yet another subject

suggested that "there is no set number. It depends on the

project; the harder ones will have more than the rest" (C).

Misconception 7.1 represented at least one-third of the

responses from members of groups A and B, with only one

member from each of groups C and 0 expressing this belief.

An equally prevalent notion was Misconception 7.2, that

an experiment can have only one dependent variable. This

idea was eXhibited by one respondent from each of groups A

and 0, by three members of group C, and two from group B.

The response of one subject suggested a possible source for

this misconception: "Our !Science teacher told us that we

were only allowed to have one. only one independent and one

dependent II (C). Science teachers probably present the view

that for each independent variable there will be only one

dependent variable; only one effect will be noticed by

changing only one variable. Thus, students are uninten

tionally misled into thinking that each experiment will have

only one dependent variable. This would also account for

the notion portrayed by Misconception 7.3, that tor every

independent variable there will be exactly one dependent
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variable. Thus, it is quite plausible that the belief

patterns represented by Misconceptions 7.2 and 7.3 are

inadvertently advocated by science teachers and the science

materials they usa while illlparting information about the

process skills.

Overall, only two members from each of groups A, B, and

C, and five members from group D adequately responded to

Question 15. The five SUbjects from group 0 felt that there

is no set number of dependent variables in an experiment.

But this idea was expressed by fewer members from the other

three groups.

comparison 0t' Dependept and Controlled Variable,

Table 8 displays subjects' conceptions regarding the

comparison of dependent and controlled variables which are

inconsistent with the scientific view. These conceptions

were exposed when students were asked Question 16 from the

guide, which required respondents to compare these two types

of variables. Misconception 8.1, that a dependent variable

is the same as a controlled variable, was supported by ow,,:

one-quarter of those who responded to the question. The

following excerpt from one SUbject's transcript suggests one

reason why SUbjects believe this notion: "Because

dependent variable you are controlling it, and controlled

variable you are controlling it too" (B). But perhaps the

most cOll\lllon reason was that "they're what you're not gonna
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Table 8

The Most Common Miscgnceptigns Relotinq to the comparison

of pependgnt and Controlled Variableg

Misconception

8.1 A dependent variable is the
saJQe as a controlled
variable.

8.2 A dependent variable
is the opposite of a
controlled variable.

Number of subjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of SUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of SUbjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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change. They're what you're qonna keep the same throughout

the experbent- (D). Subjects suqqested. that controlled

variables are those the experi.enter aanlpulated in an

attempt to control them, just like dependent variables.

This misconception was held by one respondent from group A

and by two respondents from each of the other three groups.

The notion that a dependent variable is the opposite of a

controlled variable, Misconception 8.2, was held by two

members from group B and was not exhibited by any other

respondents. Table 8 also shows that six members from group

A expressed acceptable views about the comparison of depend

ent and controlled variables. Two members from group B,

four from group C, and three frolll group 0 also provided

acceptable responses to Question 16. However, one sUbject.

from group A, and two from each of groups C and D could not

respond to the question. OVerall, 53\ of the sample pro

vided inadequate comparisons of dependent and controlled

variables.

cOlltrollillg' Variabl••

In efforts to reveal the range and prevalence of mis

conceptions the sample held about the process of controlling

variables, subjects were asked Questions 17 through 20 from

the interview guide. These questions focused on the meaning

and importance of controlling variables in an experiment.

The data obtained vividly show that many of the subjects
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have an inadequate understandinq ot this process. Tables 9

and 10 and the ensuing discussion discloses the co_on

misconceptions exhibited by the sample.

J)lJUpitiop at Coptrolld y.rlabl"

The belief patterns in Table 9 represent the most

cOJlllllon misconceptions identified when subjects were asked

Questions 17 (I-What i. a controlled varlUI.?") and 18

(IIWhat do•• it •••n to control v.riabl•• in aD &zpari••nt1")

from the interview guide. Misconception 9.1, the idea that

controlled variables are those whose effects on an e..<peri-

mont are determined by the experimenter because he or she

manipulates or changes them by choice, represents one of the

most prevalent misconceptions identified in the entire

stUdy. As indicated in Table 9, this response ....as given by

over 70\ of the sample with at least 57\ of the respondents

from each group entertaining this belief. Selected excerpts

of responses to probing questions exemplify the range of

ideas that are represented by Misconception 9.1. One sub

ject argued that the amount of sunlight a plant gets in an

experiment could be a controlled variable" ... 'cause you

can put one in the window and one just out of a window an~

one in the shade somewhere" (D). When asked how he would

ensure the amount of sunlight in an experiment was con

trOlled, another SUbject responded "I'd control sunlight by

having plants closer to the winda.... , far away tram the
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Table 9

The MOlt Common Misconception, Relat.ing to Controll iog

Misconception

9.1 Controlled variables are
those whose effects on an
experiment are detenined
by the experimenter. He or
she manipUlates or changes
them by choice.

9.2 A controlled variabl~ is
the same as an independent
variable.

9.3 A controlled variable is
the same as a dependent
variable.

9.4 controlling variables
involves organizing an
experiment so it is \'ery
easy to do and understand.

9.5 An experiment is well
controlled if it has
few variables.

Number of SUbjects with
acceptable responses.

Number of subjects with
unacceptable responses.

Number of subjects with
two or more conflicting
responses.

Number of subjects who did not
respond. or whose responses
could not be classified.

Frequency bv Grollp
• B C
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window, no light at all, and more light than others" (D). A

subject from group A discussed controlling variables by

saying that "you control how much hydrochloric acid you u~e,

and how much ammonia you use • • • you know. you control how

much to use," and another respondent said that the grade of

oil used in her project was a controlled variable because

she" ••• changed it when (she) wanted to" (Al. One other

SUbject stated that "I guess it means that you can control

them, like if you want to change them, you can. If you

don't, you don't" (B).

worthy of note is that some respondents seemed to have

an acceptable understanding of controlling variables by

recognizing the need to have all variables in an experiment

kept constant, except for the one being tested. However,

probing questions revealed that their ideas were often

superficial, and their deeper belIef patterns corresponded

to Misconception 9.1. This is well illustrated in the

following exchange with one SUbject from group A:

Interviewer: When students talk about how they con
trolled certain variables in their
experiments, what ar.e they really say
ing? What do they mean?

Subject: They're saying they kept it the same,
the conditions the same as much as
possible.

Interviewer: What are you doing when you attempt to
control va.riables in a.n experiment?

SUbject: You decide y.~.at the variable 1B qoinq to
do, what kind of part it's qoinq to play
in the experiment and what variables you
use and everything like that.
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These sUbjects seemed to understand the process of con

trolling variables, but further questioning indicated that

the underlying views were inaccurate. As shown in the

bottom portion of Table 9, 12 sUbjects from the sample held

these conflicting views.

Misconception 9.2, the idea that controlled variables

are the same as independent variables, was expressed by

almost 30t of the respondents. Although no members from

group A held this view, it was exhibited by at least two

members from et'.ch of the other three groups. When asked ....hy

a controlled variable is the same as an independent vari-

able, one SUbject suggested it is because the experimenter

". . • controls the controlled variable and controls the

independent variable too" (C). All but one of the respon·

dents who held Misconception 9.2 gave answers similar to

this. Two members from each of groups e, c, and D expressed

vie....s corresponding to Misconception 9.3, that controlled

variables are the same as dependent variables. When asked

....hy these variables are the same, one SUbject responded,

"Well, it's like you have to control both. Both have to be

controlled to make sure the experiment goes right" (B).

Another SUbject statod that "they're [both] kept the same in

an experiment" (D). It should be noted that both Misconcep

tions 9.2 and 9.3 are also represented in Tables 5 and 8,

respectively. They havo bOen included hare because some

different subjects made these responses and also to maintain
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the consistency of the presentation of the research findings

obtained from each series of questions.

Quotes like those in the preceding para9rapha indic~te

that a possible reason for the difficulty experienced with

the process of controlling variables involves the everyday

meaning subjects associate with the term "control." As

discussed by Griffiths (1987), in the non-scientitic con

text, to be controlled means to be regulated, manipulated or

modified in some way. However, in the scientific context to

be controlled means to be kept cons.':ant. This idea paral

lels an earlier discussion of the "unidentified mismatCh"

problem that Osborne and FreYberq (1985) claim is Ct major

source of misconceptions in tho science classroom. It seems

very liicely that the conflict between the scientific and

everyday meaning of the word "control" frequently fosters

the growth of student misconceptions regarding the process

of controlling variables, which would account for the preva

lence of these misconceptions amongst the sample. An al ter

native explanation may be that the subjects had never heard

of the process of controlling variables, and resflonded by

using the coaon sense meaning of the word "control."

Misconception 9.4, the idea that controlling variables

involves organizing an experiment so it is very easy to do

and understand, and Misconception 9.5, the view that an

experiment is well controlled if it has few variables, WRre

two other beliefs that represented less than 10\ of the

sample in each case. The combination of the five
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misconceptions represented 1n Table 9 and others that have

not been reported in the table, strongly indicates a poor

level of competence ....ith the v£:y important process of

controlling variables. An appreciation for this process is

an essential requirement if stuc'qnts are to become competent

in scientific enquiry.

The above finding is consistent with other studies that

have assessed student competence in process skills. For

example, in 1996 grades 4, 7, and 10 students in Eritish

Columbia were involved in a provincial assessment of

science. Among other items, the study assessed competency

in science process skills. Compared to 1982, the 1986

results showed an overall improvement in student understand-

Ing of controllin9 variables, but students still exhibited

difficUlty with this process of science.

overall, only 6 members of the 31 subjects who express

ed views about control":'lng variables, had acceptable con

ceptions. Many held a very superficial understanding r.

this process skills area, and the major factor contributing

to this lack of understanding is the confusion between the

everyday and scientific meanings of the term "control.1!

When asked IIWhat were BOllle variable. you controlled in

your experiment?lI, many l:>ubjects responded rather poorly to

the question. This result 1s not surprising in light of'

their confused conceptions about what controlled variables

are. Some sUbjects simply said they did not know, or could

not remember the variables they controlled in their
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experiments. Most of those who did respond, provided only

one or two variables they felt they controlled, and in some

cases the independent and dependent variables were included.

Although disturbing, this is not surprising given the

prevalence of Misconceptions 9.2 and 9.3, and Misconceptions

5.1 and 8.1, respe.::tively. For many of the sUbjects. con

trolled variables are the same as independent and dependent

variables.

Importance qt Controlling Variabl"

Miuconception 10.1, the idea that controlling variables

is very important because it ensures the "right answers" are

obtained during an experiment, was a conuuon response to

Question 19, lIWby is it importaltt to control variable. in an

experb.8nt?1I. As seen in Table 10, this misconception was

exhibited by over 43\ of all respondents, with at least

three members from each group making this response. These

Subjects believed that there is a single, right answer to be

found in any scientific investigation, and controlling

variables would ensure that it would be found. One SUbject

from group B stated that "if you don't control them

[variables], yOU'll never really see that your results are

the real truth," and another suggested that "it is important

because it helps your results to be as true as can be. It

sort of helps you get the right answer in your project" (0).
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Table 10

The Most Common Misconceptions Relating to the Importance

9' Control lim Variables

Misconception

10.1 controlling variables is
very important because it
ensures the "right lt answers
are obtained during an
experiment.

10.2 controlling variables is
important because it gives
the experimenter more
control over what happens
in the experiment.

10.3 controlling variables
ensures you get the
reSUlts you want.

Number of sUbjects with
acceptable responses.

Number of subjects with
unacceptable responses.

Number of subjects with
two or more conflicting
responses.

Number of subj eets who did not
respond, or whose responses
could not be classified.

----.U.equency by Group
ABC
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The idea that controlling variables is important

because it gives the experimenter more control over what

goes on in an experiment, was expressed by five members of

the sample and is represented as Misconception 10.2 in Table

10. Although this belief was not exhibited by any members

of group A, it was given by two members from each of group~,

Band D and one member from group C. All respondents who

held this view felt that controlling variables allows the

experimenter to manipUlate or alter the results of an

experiment. one subject suggested that controlling vari

ables 1s important because "your experiment will work bet

ter, and [willJ turn out the way you want it to" (0). and a

group B sUbject said it is important because then "you know

what I s going to happen. You have the power to change every

thing and do what you want." Again these ideas indicate the

influence of the everyday meaning of the word "control" in

the SUbjects' understanding of the process of contrOlling

variables. The logic that contributed to the formation of

Misconception 10.2 is likely very similar to that which

contributed to the development of Misconception 9.1. In

fact, all rive SUbjects who exhibited Misconception 10.2

also held Misconception 9.1. Table 10 also shows Misconcep

tion 10.3, which was an idea held by only two members from

group 0 in the study.
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In all, only 9 members of the sample provided an

acceptable response to Question 19, and 19 of the remaining

23 sUbjects gave unacceptable or conflicting responses to

the question.

:Df'arriD9 Varau. Ob••rvinq

In an attempt to ascertain the subjects' understanding

of inferring and observing, they were asked Questions 21 to

24 from the interview protocol. These questions focused on

definitions of inferring and observing, the comparison of

the two terns, and identifying examples and non-examples of

observation statements. Misconceptions were identified by

grouping the subjects' ideas under broader belief patterns,

and the more common of these are reported in Tables 11 to

13.

When asked ".bat ia aD iafereDce .tat•••nt?U, many

sUbjects initially responded that they had never heard of

tbe term before. However, when asked to compare tbe pro

cesses of inferring and observing, tD.ost subjects responded

freely and yielded a wide range of ideas. The most common

misconceptions elicited from this questioning are displayed

in Table 11. Six of tbe 26 sUbjects wbo responded to tbese

questions held Misconception 11.1, that inferring is the
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Most Common Misconceptions Relatina to Inferring
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Kisconception

11.1 Inferring is the same as
observing.

11.2 Inferences are a person I 5
thoughts about a partiCUlar
phenomenon.

11. 3 An inference is a guass
about the outcome of an
event.

11. 4 Inferring is a process of
gathering and providing
information through
research.

Number of SUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of SUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of subjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
A • C
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same as observing. One member from each of groups A and C,

and two members from each of groups Band 0 gave responses

corresponding to this misconception. One group A sUbj ect

claimed that «observing is watching and checking up on

something [and) inferring is noticing or observing something

while checking :.lp on it. So there is no difference, they're

the same," and a group B subject said that "when you're

interring you're observing things, so it's the same thing

because they mean exactly the same thing." Another subject

stated that inferring and observing are the same «. • •

'cause they look and sound alike" (D). While asking sub

jects to classify statements as examples or non-examplQs of

observations (to be discussed later), one subject responded

that number two is both an observation and an inference

". . . because you can observe the pOWdery yellow substance

and you can infer it" (B).

Nearly one-quarter of the respondents in the sample

held Misconception 11.2, that inferences are a person's

thoughts about a partiCUlar phenomenon. Although no members

from group B expressed this view, it was exhibited ):)y two

members from group A, one from group C, and three from group

O. One sUbject claimed that "... inferring is your

thoughts. It represents your thoughts about something" (el,

and another felt "inferring is thinking of what might be

possible in an experilllent" (0).

Misconception 1.1.3, the belief that an inference is a

guess about the outcome of an event, was expressed by at
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least one member from each group except group B. Represen

tative responses include the followIng: "Well, to observe

is to do the actual test, and to inter you just hypothesize.

You guess what will happen" (Al: "To infer means to guess or

predict what will happen" (D); and "I think inferring means

that you just watch a couple of times and you guess what's

going to happen afterwards" (}.).

Also shown in Table 11 is Misconception 11.4, the idea

that inferring is a process of gathering and providing

information through research. This view was held by only

two members of the sample, one from each of groups 8 and C.

Many other misconceptions were espoused by members of the

sample but are not included in Table 11 only because they

were not expressed by two or more SUbjects. The range of

responses is depicted in the selected excerpts that follow:

".•• I think inferring is more like you're trying to make

it [the experiment] go the way you want it to" CA); an

inference is "what you are trying to prove ll (A); "Inferring

is just thinking things up in your mind; you just make it

up" CA); inferring involves "asking questions as to why

things were happening" (B); to infer means "to tell somebody

something" (8); or "to ask about something or to like go and

get more information on something" (e); inferring i9 "a

round-about way of saying something" (D): and "when you

infer you're asking what's happening in an experiment" (D).

The data collected here clearly suggest that sUbjects from

all four groups have an inadequate understanding of the
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process of inferring. It is possible that the low compet

ence in this process skills area could be due to its lack of

emphasis in science classes. As shown at the bottom of

Table 11, 28 subjects (sst of the saillple) did not provide

acceptable responses to the question asked.

Question 23 asked, "nat i. an all••n.tiora?", and the

responses that were classified as misconceptions are pre

sented in Table 12. The idea that observing is seeing or

watching What happens, Misconception 12.1, was expressed by

at least 50\ of the respondents from each group except group

C, where 4J.\ of the members exhibited this view. Most of

the 16 sUbjects wlIo held Misconception 12.1 did not recog

nize the role of the other four senses in observing. An

excQrpt from one membQr of each group clQarly exemplifies

this. One sUbject claimed that "observing is seeing and

taking note of things" CA), while another firmly responded

that "observing is really seeing" (8). One group C subject

said that only those "things you can see" can be observed,

and the response of a subject from group D was that to

observe means "to look at; to see what happens after Zon

experiment. "

Misconception 12.2, that observations are the actual

results of an experiment, is the second most prevalent idea

presented in Table 12. One member from group A and at least



Table 12

The Most Compon Misconceptions R'lating to the Derinitign

of Observing

lOS

Misconception

12.1. Observing is seeing or
watching what happens.

12.2 Observations are the actual
results of an experiment.

12.3 Observing is providing a
reason why something
happens.

12.4 An observation is what a
person thinks will happen
in an experiment.

12.5 Observations are conclusions
about an experiment.

Number of subjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of sUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of sUbjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

lr«autmcy by Group
ABC
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two llle'llbers froll each of the other three groups gAve

responses corresponding to this belief. A group C subject

commented that han observation is your results you get,"

while another respondent stated that "it's when you're in

the lab you observe and that's how you get your results. So

it I s the same as your results for your project" (D). One

group A subject suggested that Han observation is the

results you get in an experiment. If These and related ideas

indicate that some sUbj ects have a restricted view about the

process of observing. Although it is true that obtaining

results in an experiment involves observing, people whose

beliefs do not extend beyond this notion have an inadequate

view about the process of observing.

Table 12 shows three other misconceptions that were

each exhibited by two members of the sample. Misconception

12.3, the idea that observing is providing a reason Why

something happens, was exhibited by only one member from

each of groups A and D. Misconception 12.4, namely that an

observation is what a person thinks will happen in an

experiment, and Misconception 12.5, that an observation is a

conclusion about an experiment, were each held by one member

from each ot groups Band C. These two misconceptions were

not expressed by any members from groups A and D. In all,

only 5 members ot the sample correctly defined the term

"observation", and 25 of the remaining 27 subjects expressed

unacceptable ideas. Many subjects held the restricted view

that Observing involves only "seeing."
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I49DtiDipq Qb""'UOp statMtpt.

Table 13 contains a collection of misconceptions aris

ing from responses to Question 24, which asked the sUbjects

to identify examples and non-exAmples of observations from

the followlng list of six statelllents:

(1) The burning chemical had a strong, choking smell.

(2) The chemical used in the lab was a yellow, powdery

substance.

(3) The solid in the container disappeared because it

separated into tiny particles too small to be seen.

(4) When the substances were added together there was a

hlssin9 noise.

(5) One of the objects in the lab felt sticky.

(6) The trees near the beach are smaller because of the

high winds and salty sea spray.

A very popular idea was Misconception 13.1, that the only

statelllents which can be observa\: 'lons are those which

describe the cbanq•• that have occurred after an experiment

is cOlllplete. This idea was exhibited by five members from

group A, threo frolll group B, two from group C, and six from

group D. When one SUbject from group A was asked if state

ment five was an example of an observation, the following

exchange transpired.

Subject: No, because number five is not really
changing between two things.



Table ~3

The Most Common MiscoDc'ptions Relating to Identifying

Observat ion Statements
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Misconception

13.1 The only statements which
can be observations are
those which describe the
changes that have occurred
after an experiment is
complete.

13.2 An observation involves
giving reasons or
explanations for what
has happened.

13.3 only those statements that
describe ona single,
specific object or event
are observations.

13.4 Things noticed by smelling.
touching and/or listening
are not observations.

Number of SUbjects who correctly
classified all six statements.

Number of SUbjects who correctly
classified four or five statements.

Number of subjects who
incorrectly classified at
least half of the statements.

Frequency by Group
• B C



Interviewer:

Subject:

10'

What do you 1IIean by changing between two
things?

Like nothing happened because it never
went frolll just a plain object to a
sticky obj ect.

When deciding it statelllent number three was an observation,

a group B subject responded "that's an obs~rvation 'cause

you I re tellinq what happened to the solid in the project and

it's an observation that they made after the outcome ot the

project." One sUbject from. group 0 felt that statement tour

was an observation only because ..... it's something that

happened after there was something else done to it . . .

after it was lllanipulated. 1I Finally, a sUbject from group C

stated that " ..• number two would not be an observation

because that's not what you're looking at as the experiment

goes on. That'~ what's before the experiment." several

other responses were representative of Misconception 13.1,

and in general, these subjects felt that only those state

ments that describe something happening during an experiment

could be an observation. In this respect, Misconception

13.1 is similar to Misconception 12.2 discussed previously.

The idea that an observation involves giving reasons or

explanations for what has happened, Misconception 13.2, was

expressed by one member from each of groups 1\ and C, and two

from each o~ groups Band D. One SUbject from group A

stated that "number six is an observation because it I S

telling you how come the trees are smaller; it's telling you

how or why they are smaller.· A member of group C decided

that statement six ie an observation because "they're
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telling why they're smaller; because of the high winds and

salty eea spray." In responding to statement number three,

a subject trom group B felt it is an observation "•..

'cause it tells ya that the solid disappeared into tiny

particles too small Lo be seen. So it tells ya why the lce

cubes disappeared." finally, a membtir trom group D said

state.,mt three Is an ObS81.'"Vation because "••. it's sayinq

why the ice cubes melted and causes you to see Why."

Misconception 13.'. that only those statements which

desr.ribe one single, specific object or event are observa

tions, was eXhibited by two members from group A, and one

member from each of groups C and D. This misconception was

exposed when subjects attemr-ted to classify statf'ment five

as an example or non-example of an observation. One SUbject

decided it was not an observation because it did not tell

" ... what object in the lab felt sticky. They felt that

it was sticky, but t!l.ey are not really telling what object

they· are talking about" (A). The thoughts ot a SUbject from

group D are clearly illustrated in the following exchange:

Interviewer: Number five now.

SUbject: Ahm no. I quess YOU'd have to tell what
it was you're using. '{OU can't just say
Ilone of the objects" because no one is
qonna know what the Object was.

Interviewer: So how would you re-word that one to be
an observation?

SUbject: '{ou'd just say whatever it was. Like
yOU'd put the name there instead of "one
of the obj ects. "
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A less frequent but interesting idea is represented as

Misconception 13.4 in Table 13. This belief, that things

noticed by smelling, touching and/or listening are not

observations, was only evident in group B, where three

members gave responses coinciding with this view. Excerpts

for all three sUbjects are provided below. After reading

the first statement from the list, one sUbject replied,

"Well, I guess observing is looking and you're really

smelling that, so I guess it's not an observation" (8). In

deciding if statement four is an example of an observation,

another sUbject stated, "l don't think so because it's just

telling you that it made a hissing noise. We've done act iv

i ties and they have made hissing noises and we didn't put

them in our observations because it's not really observing"

(B). The third sUbject read statement five and stated

u•.. they felt it and they said it felt sticky. 5' you

have to feel it, and that is not observing."

Three other very interesting remarks are worth noting

at this point. A sUbject from group C felt that statement

five is an observation, and when asked to justify this

decision the response was "because you can se. the sticki

ness on the object," and a subject from group 0 said, "I

guess [it's an observation] because you •••• it being

sticky." A sUbject from group 8 felt that the first state

ment is an Observation, not because you could smell the

fumes, but because you could ••• the smoke and fumes rising

from the burning chemical. probing questions showed that
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these sUbjects did not recognize the role of the other

senses in the process of observing.

The range and prevalence of misconceptions from

subjects' responses to Questions 23 and 24 have been illus

trated in Tables 12 and 13. They clearly demonstrate the

SUbjects' lack of understanding and general confusion about

the process of observing. Host of the few sUbj ects Who did

have some understanding of observing, had limited beliefs

because they felt that observing could only be done during

an actual experiment in the laboratory.

Worthy of note is that only nine subjects from the

entire sample were able to correctly classify all six state

ments as examples or non-examples of observations, and these

included two members from each of groups A, a, and 0, and

three m~mbers from group C. Furthermore, at least half of

the ac.atements were incorrectly classified by almost one

third of the sample. This evidence strongly suggests a low

level of understanding of a very important and basic science

process skill.

:Interpreting Data

Questions 25 and 26 respectively asked SUbjects to

provide their ideas about the process of interpreting data

and to extract relationships between the variables of two

sets of tabulated information. The subjects· responses were

quite varied and several 1:lisconceptions were identified.
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However, most were not exhibited by two or more members of

the sample and therefore have not been reported in table

tOt1ll. The following paragraphs discuss the sample's under

standing of the process of interpreting data.

When subjects were ask.ed "nat do•• it ••aD. to inter

pret «ata,,", almost half (48\:) of the sample expressed

inaccurate and unacceptable views and only 10' of the

remainder of the sample gave quality answers. Responses

were not characte~'istic of any particular group and general

patterns were difficult to establish. However, belief

patterns shared by two or more members of the sample were

identified and are presented in Table 14. Misconception

],4.1, the belief that interpreting data involves discussing

what will happen in an experiment, was expressed by one

member from each of groups Band C, and two members from

group D. These SUbjects generally felt that interpreting

data is the same as, or similar to hypothesizing. This is

illustratCld by the comments of one SUbject who said that

"when I think of interpreting results, I think it is kind of

a hypothesis; like you are thinking this is what's going to

happen, and the results are going to say this" (8). A

subject from group 0 said that people who interpret data

'I. . . have to guess at what they think could be the reason

for something happening," while another member of this group

said interpreting data is "like if you mixes two substances,

you could interpret or guess at what's gonna happen, like

how they I re gonna react."



Table 14

The Most COmmon Misconceptions Relating to the Mepni oa

of Internnting Data
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Misconception

:Interpreting Data Involve.:

14.1 discussing what will
happen in an experiment.

14.2 analyzing selected
int'ormation only.

Number of sUbj ects with
an acceptable response.

Number of sUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

NUmber of SUbjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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Misconception 14.2, namely that interpreting data

involves analyzing selected information only, was expressed

only by one member from each of groups A and D. As the

subject from group A replied, "you have to know what you are

looking for in your data" so you can direct your attention

to these specific areas. The subject from group 0 suggested

that interpreting data involves selecting only the informa-

ticn ". . . that isn' t particularly understandable and . .

turn[ing] it into something that you do understand."

ottler ideas held by the sample about interpreting data

which are not provided in Table 14 are exemplified in the

following excerpts: lilt means proving the results to a

definite point that you know is true" (A): "it's like an

observation. You're telling what you did and what you saw

happen after the project was done" (5); "It's like when you

get your reSUlts, to know how these results came about" (e);

and, lilt means having different results and having a differ

ent way of getting the results" (D). In all, 48\ of the

sample had inaccurate views about the process of interpret

ing data.

Item 26 in the guide involved presenting the sUbject

with two sets of data in tabular form (see pages 168 and 169

of Appendix A for Tables 1 and 2) and asking the sUbject to

interpret them. Twenty-three of the 31 respondents were

~ble to easily interpret the data. Seven members from group

A, six from groups Band D, and four from group C effective

ly made statements about the relationships between variables
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1n each table. Generally, llIost members of the sample were

quite able to interpret the data presented, even though

almost half of them had inaccurate conceptions about its

1088n109. This suggests that the ability of sUbjects to

perform tasks involving process skills may not depend on

their conceptions of the process names themselves.

predicting

The last series of questions in the interview guide

pursued the sUbjects· vie....s about the process of predicting_

Questions 27 through 32 asked for a definition of the term

"prediction". for a comparison of the processes of predict

ing and hypothesizing, and for actual predictions both

within and beyond the bounds of a given set of data. The

most popUlar misconceptions are presented in Tables IS to

17. A general discussion of the research findings follows.

D.tiniUon of Pndiotiop

When sUbjects were asked "Wbat i •• pr.dicticZl'1",

responses were very consistent for all four groups. Table

15 contains those misconceptions that were exhibited by two

or more members of the sample. Misconception 15.1, the

belief that a prediction is a guess about the outcome of an

experiment, was held by 70\ of the respondents in the

sample. Specifically, seven members from group A, four from



Table 15

The Most Common Misconceptions Relating to~

Definition of predicting
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Misconception

~5.1 A prediction is a guess
about the outcome of an
experiment.

15.2 A prediction is the result
or outcome of an experiment.

Number of sUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of sUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of subjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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each of groups Band c, and six frolll qroup 0 believed that a

prediction is a guess. The response of one subject from

group C typifies the beliefs of all members who held Miscon

ception 15.1. This sUbject claimed that a prediction is "a

guess at What's going to happen in your project" (D).

Misconception 15.2, the idea that a prediction is the

outcome or the result of an experiment, was expressed only

by one member from each of groups B, C, and D. One subject

stated that a prediction is "what the outcome of your pro

ject is. You know, it's what h.appens as the project is

done" (0). Another subject suggested that "it's what hap

pens or what ....il1 happen in an experiment" (8). Worth

noting is that the definition of predicting endorsed by

Griffiths (1987) as "forecasting future events on the basis

of observed regularities in past events'· (p. 20) was only

reflected in the responses of three members of the sample.

Meanwhile, 26 subjects gave unacceptable responses and 3

others could not respond, or gave responses that could not

be classified.

coaparhon of Predicting and Bvpotbadlipq

When subjects were asked Question 28, "I. there a

difference bet.e.n a predictioD aad a hypoth••ie, or are

they buically tbe ....1", 22 of the 32 subjects exhibited

ideas corr.esponding to Misconception 16.1. As r.eported in

Table 16, all eight m.embers trom group A, six trom group B,



Table 16

1b1 Meat CgUP" Misconceptions Relat.ing tp the Comparison

ot rredicting and Hypotb9&1zina

11'

Misconception

16.1 A prediction is the same
as a hypothesis.

16.2 A prediction is less
certain than a hypothesis
because it is not based on
any information.

Number of subjects with
an acceptable response.

NWIlber of subjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of subjects who did not
respond, or whoae response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
• B C
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and four from each of groups c and D expressed the view that

a prediction is the same as II hypothesis. Most of these

subjects reasoned that predicting and hypothesizing are both

guesses about the outcome of an experiment. This is illus

trated in the following exchange with a sUbject from group

A,

Interviewer: What is II prediction?

Subject: A prediction can be similar to a hypoth
esis because it's a guess basically; an
educated guess.

Interviewer: What is the difference between a predic
tion and II hypothesis?

Subject: I don't think there is much of a differ
ence, if any.

Interviewer: So how are they the same?

SUbject: Well in a hypothesis you are guessing
what will happen in your experiment. A
prediction you can be guessing at some
thing too. So I1d say they are the same
because they are guesses.

It is evident that the majority of the subjects believe that

the processes of hypothesizing and predicting are identical.

This is not only illustrated by Misconception 16.1, but also

by Misconception 1.1 in Table 1 and Misconception 15.1 in

Table 15.

Eight of the 32 SUbjects felt that a prediction is not

the same as a hypothesis, and. the reason given by four of

these is characterized by Misconception 16.2, namely that a

prediction is less certain than a hypothesis because it is

not based on any information. One SUbject from group B

claimed that a hypothesis is based on many scientific facts
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but a prediction you're just not really basing it on

facts or anything. You're just que881ng at sOlllething." One

group 0 subject said "a hypothesis is baaed on sclentiUe

findings and a prediction is kind of like what you think is

going to be the end reSUlt," and another said "6 hypothesis

is based on all the information that you have so tar, but a

prediction is just what you believe wIll happen" (D).

One sUbject from group C who felt hypothesizing and

predicting are different, had a totally opposite view to

that represented by Misconc9ption 16.2. This sUbject said

"for a hypothesis you wouldn I t have lac'ta or anything to go

on from before. But a prediction Clln use facts (Whereas) IS

hypothesis you just totally get it out of your own mind"

(e). A member from group 0 said the two processes are

different because "a hypothesis is a question and a predic-

tion ould be the ans....er to your hypothesis." The

remaining t o subjects from the eight ....ho felt a prediction

and a hypothesis are different, could· not provide reasons

for their beliers, even after a series or probing questions.

Worthy ot note is that Misconception 16.1 seems to

indicate that groups A and B subjects have less understand

ing of the processes of hypothesizing and predicting than

members of the other t ....o groups. Ho....ever, as sho....n at the

bottom of Table 16, all respondents gave unacceptable

responses ....hen asked to compare hypothesizing and predict

ing.
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InhrpallUng Vlrau, Ixtrtp91at.hq

In an attempt to determine their ability to interpolate

and extrapolate, subjects were asked Questions 29 to 32 from

the guide. These questions related to Table 1 of Appendix A

(see page 168). SUbjects were presented with Table 1 show

ing the relationship between "amount of water" and "growth

of bean plants." Data for five plants were displayed.

Plant 1 was given 5 ml of water each day for a period of two

weeks. Plants 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, received 10,

15, 20, and 25 ml of water each day. The height of each

plant after two weeks ranged from a low of 4 em fol. plant I,

to a high of 35 em for plant 5.

After presenting them with Table 1, SUbjects were told

to assume there was a sixth plant in the experiment. They

were then asked to use this data to interpolate the height

of the plant after two weeks, if it had been given 18 ml of

water per day. Furthermore, they ....ere asked to extrapolate

the plant's height after t ....o weeks if it had been given 35

ml of water each day. Finally, the SUbjects were asked to

justify which of the t ....o predictions they could be most

certain about. All but two sUbjects adequately and reason

ably predicted the plant's height would be 28 to 30 cm if

given 18 1111 of ....ater each day, and 38 to 44 cm if the daily

amount of water was 35 m1. SUbjects from all four groups

were very consistent with their interpolations and typi.cally

gave an answer represented by one single number. However,
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....hen extrapolating, 29 of the sUbjects gave less focused

ans.....rs repreaentQd by a rang_ between two numbers (tor

example, 39 to 43 em). A possible reason for this uncer

tainty is the recognition of the dangers involved with

predicting beyond the available data. As a result, SUbjects

were apprehensive about extrapolating lind felt more comfort

able giving more general and less specific answers. Over

all, SUbjects displayed an adequate ability to interpolate

and extrapolate.

As shown by Misconception 17.1 in Table 17, only three

members of the sample believed that extrapolating is just as

safe as interpolating. The member from group B said that he

was "basically just as certain about both [interpolating and

extrapolating], although the second one it seems like you

can do more with it kind of to a certain degree. But you're

basically just as certain about both." The SUbject from

group C said that "I'm just as certain about both [because}

in both cases you have other informatlon there to help you. It

The only other misconception identified from subject

responses to Question 32 is not represented in Table 17

because it was expressed only by a single SUbject from group

D. As indicated in the following exchange, this SUbject

felt that extrapolating is sater than interpolating but

could not adequately justify her position when asked:

Interviewer: Now, which of these two predictions are
you most certain about, or are you just
as certain about both?

SUbject: The second one.
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The Most Common Misconceptions Relating to the Comparison

of Interpolating and Extrapolating
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Misconception

17.1 Interpolating is just as
safe as extrapolating.

Number of sUbjects with
an acceptable response.

Number of sUbjects with
an unacceptable response.

Number of sUbjects who did not
respond, or whose response
could not be classified.

Frequency by Group
ABC
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Interviewer: The one with 35 ml of water?

SUbject: Yeah.

Interviewer: So why are you more certain about that
one?

Subject: Because that one has more water and
obviously if it's got more water it's
gonna grow.

In general, all but four SUbjects quite adequately performed

interpolat.ions and extrapolations, even though many of them

had false views about the process of predicting.

Swm.ary

This chapter has presented the research findings

obtained from SUbject responses to 32 questions regarding

selectee:. processes of science. Analysis of the findings

involved displaying misconceptions for specific processes in

tabular form to indicate the range and prevalence of these

ideas arrongst the sample. In many cases actual subject

quotes or exchanges from interviewing sessions were

presented to facilitate the presentation of data regarding

the sample's competence with the processes of science.

In all, a total of 58 different misconceptions were

identified, and some of these ideas were very common, while

others were expressed by only two subjects. However,

results did indicate that all four groups of subjects,

regardless of level of interest and participation in science

fairs, have a poor understanding of many of the fundamental

aspects of the processes of science. Even those who seemed
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to have a good understanding ot the processes often

exhibited a superficial understanding that could potentially

interfere with attall\lllent of oth,r skills.

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the study, ident

ifies some educational i.plicationa, and provides recoDen

datlons for further work.
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OVerview of the Chapter

This chapter summarizes the research findings obtained

from the study, discusses the educational implications of

the research and suggests recotnlllendations for further

research endeavors.

8WlUlary of the 8tudy

The intent of this study was to ascertain a group of

secondary students' understanding of selected science pro

cess skills. Specifically, efforts were taken to identify

common misconceptions students hald about the processes of

planning an experi1llent, hypothesizing, identifying and

controlling variables, inferring, observing, interpreting

data, and predicting. The design of the study involved

identifying four groups of students differentiated on the

basis of their level ot interest and participation in

science fairs. These groups included the regional "science

fair winners" (group A), the regional "science fair non

winners" (group B), the "science fair participants" at a

school science fair (group C), and "science fair

127
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non-participants" (group 0). Potential sUbjects for each

group were identified and eight of these were randomly

selected to represent the group. SUbjects were interviewed

using a semi-structured interview protocol and each session

was tape-recorded and later transcribed for further analy

sis. Careful examination of the transcripts led to the

development of conceptual inventories which contained the

SUbjects' conceptions relative to each process skill inves

tigated. Scrutiny of the inventories resulted in the

identification of many misconceptions, which are discussed

below.

Overall, the research findings suggest that a large

number of our secondary school students do not have scien

tifically accepted views about the processes of science. In

many cases, the subjects I responses indicated that their

conceptions of specific process skills are largely influ

enced by the common meanings of familiar words like

"independent", "dependent M , and "control." The following is

an overview of the research findings relative to each pro

cess skill explored:

(il Planning an Experiment: Although questioning

revealed no misconceptions about this process skill,

a wide range and sophistication of responses were

expressed. However, only a small proportion of the

sample held elaborate conceptions about this area.

Some subjects recognized the need to select essential
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materials and gather them together well in advance of

conducting an experiment. others felt it was neces

sary to consult with experts or to research the topic

during the early planning stage. Members of groups A

and A responded more quickly to questions about

planning an experiment, while members of groups C and

D often required the questions to be repeated.

Despite this, responses were not characteristic of

any particular group. Many subjects from all groups

had limited views about planning an experiment.

(li) Definition of Bypothesisl Those subjects who had

purticipated in the regional science fair (groups A

and B) were very consistent in their views about the

natura of a hypothesis. More than 62\ of the menbers

of these two groups believed that a hypothesis is a

guess about the outcome of an experiment. The par

ticipants at school science fairs (group C) and the

science fair non-participants (group D) also held

this belief, but it was expressed by only 25\ of the

members from each group. However, members of groups

C and 0 had a much greater range of responses than

members of groups A and B. In fact, many of the

ldl!8S expressed by groups C and D could not be repre

sented in table form. because they were given by only

one llember each. None of the 32 members of the
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sample gave an acceptable deHnttlen of the teI'lll

"hypothesis. "

(Ui) Identifyinq Bypoth•••• !:it.t••nt.al When asked to

classify six statements as examples and non-examples

of hypotheses, a range of subject understanding was

identified. only two SUbjects (one from each of

groups A and B) correctly classified all six state

ments, while more than 60% of the sample (including

all eight members of group D) classified at least

half of them incorreotly. SUbjeots from all four

groups expressed a variety of ideas that were judged

to be inconsistent with the scientific view. The

most popular misconception held by sUbj ects in <'Ill

groups except group 0, was the belief that all state

ments of uncertainty are hypotheses. Surprisingly.

the most common misconception for group 0 SUbjects

was the idea that hypotheses are statements of fact.

Exactly half of the members of group 0 held this

bel ief . In all, sUbj ects had a very inadequate

understa'nding about the process of hypothesizing.

(iv) Definition of 'Independent Variablal Less than one

third of the samp1Q gavQ an acceptable response for

the meaning of the te~ ltindependent variable", with

7 of the 10 correct responses coming from members of

groups A and B. Forty percent of respondents
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believed that an independent variable is one that is

separate or independent from the rest of an experi

.ont, and has no eflect on the results. This belief

vas particularly prevalent amongst qroup D subjects

where 75' of the Jlellbers expressed it. A possible

reason tor this belief. one supported by related

rasearch, is the confusion presented by the language.

Another popular vbw was that an independent variable

is one an experimenter cannot change or manipulate in

any way; it l;equlates or controJ.s itself. Nine

members of the sample expressed views consistent with

this idea. While individuals from group A expressed

few misconceptions that were consistent ....ith the

responses of other members of the sample, only three

of them had an acceptable understanding of the term

-independent variable." Four members from group B,

two from group C, and only one from group 0 expressed

acceptable views about this topic.

(v) !1'be WWaber of %n4.p.ndent variabl•• in an Ezp.ri••Dt;:

six members of the sample felt that the more compli

cated an experiment is, the greater the number of

independent variables it will have. Another miscon

ception was the belief that ideally there should be

no independent variables in an experiment. This idea

was exhibited by only one member trom each of groups

A, 8, and c. Three-quarters ot the sample stated

that t .ere· is no set number of indeIoendent variables
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in an experiment. Many of these felt that in order

to get the results needed, the experimenter can

change the number of independent variables as

desired. only 46\: of the s8mple gAve acceptable

responses about the actual null'lber of independent

variables there should be in an experiment.

(vi) COllparison of Independent and Controlled V.rialll":

Eleven members of the sample felt that an independent

variable is the same as a controlled variable. This

idea was expressed by one member from group A, three

from each of groups Band C, and four from group O.

The reason provided by virtually all SUbjects was

that the experimen~er can control both types of

variables, where "control" meant to manipulate as

desired. The second most popular idea was that the

two variables are different because an independent

variable cannot be manipulated or "controlled" like a

controlled variable can. This view was expressed by

at least one member from each group. overall, only

11 members from the entire sample were able to

adequately compare the two kinds of variables.

(vii) Definition of Dependent Vari&blel SUbjects from all

four groups espoused a range of ideas about the term

"dependent variable. It Misconceptions identified were

often expressed by only three or four l'IlenWers of the
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sample. Th~ 'most popular idea was that a dependent

variable 19 the opposite of an independent variable.

This view wae held by t'ive members ot the sample, and

four of these were from qroups C and D. Three mem

bers from each of groups A and B, two from group c,

and one from group 0 held acceptable views about

dQpendent variables. Over 70\ of the sample held

views about dependent variables that were jUdged to

be inconsistent with the scientifically accepted

view.

(viii) 'rhe NUmber of DepenQent Variable. in an ExperimBnt'

only 11 members of the sample held an acceptable view

about the actual number of dependent variables there

should be in an experiment. However. only soms of

these demonstrated understanding of why they gave the

answers they did. Four ot the tive members trom

group 0 who said that there is no set number of

dependent variables in an experiment, felt that the

nUmber for a given experiment could change dependiug'

on what the experimenter wanted to prove. The two

most common misconceptions were the ideas that lIlore

complicated experiments wlll have a greater number of

dependent variables, and an experiment can have only

one dependent variable. Both of these ideas were

expressed by seven members of the sample and at least

one member from each group gave responses
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corresponding to the two ideas. Almost two-thirds of

the s8mple displayed a poor understanding about this

area, and the source of confusion appeared to be

rooted in the everyday meaning associated with the

term. "dependent,1I For example, many sUbjects felt

that dependent variables are those that are

"dependent" on the rest of the experiment. They

often could not respond beyond this level.

(1x) ComparisoD of Dependent and controll.d Variabl.sl

When SUbjects were asked to compare dependent and

controlled variables, 15 of the 27 subjects who

responded gave acceptable answers. Eleven members

gave unacceptablu responses, while five could not

respond to tL", question. Members of group B

exPressed. the most. difficulty with the question, as

only two of them gave acceptable responses. The most

cotlUllon misconception identified was that a dbpendent

variable is the same as a controlled variable. This

belief was held by one member from group A and two

from each of groups B, C, and D. These SUbjects felt

that the experimenter has "control" over both types

of variables in the sense that he or she can change

them as desired. The only other misconception, tr9

idea that a dependent variable is the opposite of a

controlled variable, was expressed by only two mem

bers trom group B.
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ex) DtltiaitioD of Controlled Variola. One of the most

prevalent misconceptions in the entire study \lias

expr•••ed. by subjects when they were asked what a

controlled variable is. Seven _embers troll. qroup A,

tive from group B, tour from group C, and six fro.

group D telt that controlled variables are those

whose effect on an experiment are detenalned by the

experimenter. The confusion experienced by these

sUbjects appeared ttl originate from the word

"controll! and the everyday ideas Il.soociated ....ith it.

They reasoned that a controlled variable is any vari

able that the experimenter could change or manipUlate

as he or aha desired. Another cOmJllon idea was that a

controlled variable is the same as an independent

variable. This belief was held by three members trom

group B, two trom group C, and tour trom group D, and

the reason given by all but one ot them ....as that the

experimenter could change both variables vhen it vas

deemed necessary. OVerall, the sUbjects had a very

poor understanding about controlled variables. only

6 members ot the sample prOVided acceptable responses

to the question asked, and 26 had unacceptable or

conflicting views.

'K1) The Illlporhnce of Controlling vadel..1 When asked

about the importance of controlling variables, 13 at

the 30 subjects vho responded telt that it would
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ensure that the experimenter would qet the "right"

result or outcome from the experiment. Subjects not

only felt that there is one set, right answer for

scientific experiments, but felt that this answer could

be obtained by changing (controlling) the variables.

Five members of the sample said that controlling vari-

abIes gives the experimenter more control over what

goes on in the experiment, and two :members from group D

felt that by controlling variables you get the exact

results you want. The findings indicate that our

secondary school students have very inadequate concep

tions about an important science process skill. Spe

cifically, many of them apparently do not understand

what controlled variables are, and also do not appreci

ate the importance of controlling variables in an

experiment. This is a fundamental skill to be mastered

by all science students, and has substantial implica

tions for general education as well. In all, only nine

meJlbers of the sample provided acceptable views about

the importance of controlling variables.

(xii) 'In!errinql SUbjects displayed substantial confusion

about the process of inferring, and only four members

of the sample exhibited acceptable responses about this

process. One misconception was that inferring is the

same as observing. This idea was held by one member

from each of groups A and CI and two members from each
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of groups Band D. Another be11ef was that inferences

are a person's thoughts about a particular phenomenon.

This idea was not evident in group B, hIlt represented

25' of the respondents froID. group A, 20\ of group C,

and 43% of group 0 respondents. Four members of the

saMple, including two from group A and one from each of

groups C and 0, felt that inferring is guessing at the

outcome of an experiment. In all, 28 members of the

sample expressed a great deal of difficulty with this

topic.

(xiii) Definition of observbagl In attempting to define the

term "observing", members af the sample gave a wide

range of responses. sixteen members of the sample felt

that observing is seeing or watching what happens in an

experiment. Forty-three percent of the SUbjects in

group C, and at least half of the members of each of

the other three groups held this view. These subj ects

failed to recognize the role of the other four senses

in observing. Another idea, that observations are the

actual results ot an experiment, was held by eight

members of the sample. One member from group A and at

least two members from each of the other three groups

supported this view. Several other ideas were ident

ified but most of them were not very C01lllllon. In all,

only five members from the entire sample had an accept

able understanding of this process skills area.
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(xiv) Identifyinq Observation stat••ente: When asked to

classify six statements as examples or non-examples of

observations, sUbjects exhibited an array of ideas,

many of which were very limited in scope. The most

prevalent idea, that the only statements which can be

observations are those which describe the changes that

have occurred after an experiment is complete, was

expressed by over half of those 'NhC' responded to tbe

statements. Five members from group A, three from

group B, t\40 from group C, and six from group D

eXhibited view3 corresponding to this idea. These

sUbjects would not consider a statement to be an obser

vation if it just simply described something. In order

for it to be an observation, it had to describe the

changes in an object after an experiment. six mel\lbers

of the sample, including one frC'm each of groups A and

C and two ~rom each of groups Band 0, felt that obser

vations are statements which provide explanations for

what has happened.

Another idea was the belief that observation

statements can only describe one specific object or

event. This was expressed by two members from group A

and one t"rom each of groups C and O. Finally, three

members of group B claimed that things noticed by smel

ling, touching, and/or listening are not observations.

OVerall, two members from each of groups A, B, and 0,

and three mel\lbers from group C correctly classified all
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six statements as examples and non-examples of observaw

tions. Meanwhile, at least half of the statements were

incorrectly classified by 30' of the sample. This

included three members from each of groups A and 0, and

two from each of groups Band C.

(xv) Definition of Interpreting Data: SUbjects had quite a

range of ideas about the process of interpreting data.

Seventeen of the respondents gave an acceptable

response about this process. Each subject felt that

interpreting involved analyzing the data to identify

relationships, and then making statements based on

these. Forty-eight percent of the sample gave unac

ceptable responses, or responses that could not be

classified. Only two misconceptions were identified

which were expressed by two or more members of the

sample. First, one member frol'll each of groups Band C,

and two members from group 0 felt that interpreting

data involves discussing what will happen in an experi

ment. second, one member from each of groups A and 0

felt that it involved analyzing selected information

only. Despite the fact that almost half of the sample

had inadequate conceptions about the meaning of the

term "interpreting data", SUbjects generally perfonned

quite well when asked to interpret two sets of tabu

lated data. This suggests that the sUbjects'
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conceptions of the process skills and how well they

perform them may not be entirely dependent on each

other.

(xvi) Definition of pre4iotings A very prevalent idea here

was that a prediction is a quess about the outcome of

an experiment. 'I'his misconception was common among

70\ of the respondents. Seven members from group A,

four from each of groups Band C, and six from group 0

expressed this belief. Another idea, that a predic

tion is the result or outcome of an experiment, was

held by one member from each of groups a, c, and D.

only three members of the entire sample had an accu

rate perception about the process of predicting.

(xvii) Comparison of predicting and Hypothesiling: At least

half of the members from each of the four groups felt

that a prediction is the same as a hypothesis. These

SUbjects felt that both were educated guesses about

the outcome of an experiment. In all, 22 members of

the sample held this idea. Four other members of the

sample, one from each of groups Band C and two from

group D, felt that a prediction is different than a

hypothesis because it is less certain. These

SUbjects claimed that a prediction is a guess from the

top of your head, while a hypothesis is a guess based

on some prior knowledge. No one from the sample
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adequately compared the two processes of predicting and

hypothesizing.

(xviii) Ibtarpolatinq V.raua Extrapolating I In efforts to

ascertain the sUbjects I understanding of the pro

cesses of interpolation and extrapolation, they were

asked to predict within and beyond a set of data

presented in table forn. SUbj ects were then asked to

justify the prediction they felt more certain about.

Virtually all members of the sample adequately pre

dicted within and beyond the data, and all but four

SUbjects recognized the danger of predicting beyond

available data. The only misconception common to two

or more SUbjects was that extrapolating is just as

safe as interpolating. This idea was expressed by

one member from each of groups A, 8, and C. Seven

members from each group adequately compared the

processes of interpolatinq and extrapolating.

In view of the evidence revealed in the present study,

it is clear that secondary school students have inadequate

and unacceptable conceptions about important science process

skills. As demonstrated by the ranqe and prevalence of

misconceptions identified, melDbers of all groups provided

inacourate responses to many of the questions asked. Sub

jects .....ith the greatest amount of experience in science

fairs (groups A and BI, did tend to respond more quickly to
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questions, and sometimes provided more detailed answers.

Ho....ever I no si9nificant differences in process skills under

standing were identified amongst the four groups.

Subj eets who did seem to understand particular process

skills often had only superficial conceptions about them.

This was best illustrated in the subjects' res~onses about

the process of controllinq variables. Some of them appeared

to be very competent in this area. by suggesting that con

trolling variables involves ensuring that selected variables

are held constant during an experiment. But further ques

tioning of these SUbjects revealed that their deeper belief

patterns correspond to the view that controlling variables

means that the experimenter decides holoi the variables will

affect the results of an experiment. They felt that the

experimenter manipulates the variables as he or she wishes

to get the outcome desired.

It is felt that the results of this study reflect the

amoun;; of emphasis placed on process skills in science

classes. It should not be interpreted as a reflection of

the ability of students to acquire these skills. Since many

studies have shown that process skills can be effectively

taught, the present results probably indicate that not

enough emphasis is directed towards these skills.

ThUS, the tindings of this stUdy may be used as a

measure of the priority placed on the process skills in

science classes. It may also help teachers become more

fully aware of the range of ideas students hold about
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important process skills, and it i. hop.d that this can help

them become more successful in developing these proceoe

skills in students. In this context, it is felt that these

findings lIlay indeed have some important educational implica-

tiona for all science teachers and curriculum developers,

especially those who are genuinely devoted to emphasizing

the processes of science.

Educational IlIlplications

The findings of the present study suggest several

aducational implications pertaining to classroom practice

and curriculum development. These implications are listed

below:

1. More emphasis must be placed on the processes of

science in our secondary schools. Teachers must pro

mote these skills at all gr~de levels, but particularly

in grades 7 to 9 where the curriculum is more flexible.

Far too many students know too little about important

process skills. Science process skills cannot be

ignored, and it must not be assumed that students will

acquire them autonomously. A deliberate effort must be

expended to facilit.ate the acquisition of these skills.

2. Many of the misconceptions identified in the study

appear to emanate from the confusion SUbjects
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experienced with the everyday and 6cien~ific meanings of

teras. Most obvious of these involved the terms "1n48-

pendent variable", "dependent variabl.", ·controlled

variable", and "observing." Therefore, teachers and

curriculufl developers must be particularly careful when

usi!'l9 language that has an everyday aeaning which ditfers

from the scientific meaning of such terma. Furthermore,

science teachers must ensure that deliberate efforts are

taken to promote the distinction between scientific and

COllUDon meanings of terms like those listed above. Other

wise, the formation of misconceptions will be nurtured,

and the dev810pment of an accepta);)le appreciation for the

processes of science will be jeopardized.

3. Teachers must not assume that students do not hold con

ceptions about process skills prior to exploring them in

their science classes. They must also recognize that any

preconceptions which do exist, will often be inconsistent

with scientific consensus. ThUS, it is essential that

teachers strive to ascertain the existence of any miscon

ceptions, so that they can then teach the stUdents about

process skills in the contQxt of ....hat they eolready know.

4. The research findings indicate that those students who

are exposed to the processes of science, probably learn

them by rote memory. This ....ould explain why the
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subjects in the study express.d 80 .uch contusion about

these skills. When questioned about specific process

skills, many ot the sUbjects, especially those who

participated in science fairs (groups A, B, and C).

claimed that they used to know the.e skills but they

can no longer recall them. Teachers should promote the

meaningful learning of process skills rather than

encourage students to acquire them throuqh rote

memorization. This can be accomplished by ensuring

that students experience substantial hands-on explora

tion of scientific phenomena in settings which encour

age and require the use of these skills. It should bs

recognized that I when properly developed and imple

mented, scienoe fairs can be an ideal avenue for stu

dents to practice and retine their skills so that they

become more meaninglul to them.

5. The results of the study indicate that the students'

understanding of the process skills and their ability

to perfon them, are not necessarily dependent on each

other. SODe students may be quite competent in

performing the acience process skills. but may not know

what they are or be able to explain them, and vice

versa. Therefore, it is important that teachers and

curriculum developers acknowledge the need for specific

learning strategies that will foster competence in both

aspects of the process skills, the ability to
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understand them and to perform them.

6. It becAme apparent from the study that the textbooks

that students use are a source of misconceptions in the

area of proces~ skills. Many student texts and other

educational materials provide inconsistent and often

inaccurate definitions of these process skills. For

example, high school science texts define the term

"hypothesis" as a guess or educated guess about the

outcome of an experiment. Since they encourage the

formation of misconceptions amongst students, curricu-

lum developers and textbook writers must attempt to

eliminate these sources of .llisconceptions by ensuring

...onsistency and accuracy in the discussion of the

processes of science in educational material. Teachers

must have accurate materials to work with if misconcop

tions are to be avoided.

7. Many educators have suggested that new topics would be

most effectively learned if the students I preconcep

tions about these topics could be identified prior to

instruction. They argue that teachers should have a

dual role of investigator/facilitator, where the first

role is to investigate students' preconceptions. The

interview technique used in the current study could

possibly be used to effectively identify students'

views on each process skill prior to covering it in
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class. Alternatively. a aore practical approach would

be to use the f1nd11198 in the pr••ent study a8 • foun

dation tor the development of a valid and reliable

paper-and-pencil diagnostic instrument that could be

easily ac1Jlliniaterad and quick.ly interpretei1 by science

teachera to eatabl1eh their students I preconceptions

about a particular process skills area. Only then will

instruction in this iIlportant area have its maxilllU1ll

intended ettect.

RecolllDlsndations tor Further R••••rch

The present study has resultel1 in the identification of

several directions tor further research:

1. Hore tar-reaching research needs to be conducted to

ascertain student competence in process skills at all

levels of education. Representative a.llples of stu

dents from all grade levels need to be interviewed to

deterJIine how well the science process skills are

understood and performed.

2. Extensive reaearch is required to establish the state

of science education in our schools. To what degree

are science process skills emphasized in science

coursea?
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3. The result. of the current study could oiIerve as a pilot

study for other researchers who plan to do much more

extensive research. For example, the current results

could be used to develop a two-tier multiple choice

instrument (Treagust, 1986) which could then be used to

explore much larger samples of students to more

reliably ascertain the prevalence of misconceptions

amongst different groups.

... Studies need to be performed to explore the relation

ship between students' academic ability and their level

of competence with science process skills.

5. More research could be done to further explore the pro

posed relationship between students' cognitive level of

operation and their ability to learn and perform

science process skills.

6. Since the present study, especially in terms of its

methodology, is an exploratory one in an area that had

not been studied until now, confirmatory studies should

be perfot'l'Dsd that could improve the generalizability of

the findings of this research, and also add to a body

of information that is presently quite small.

7. Kore studies need to be done to establish the relation-

ship between student understanding of the process
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skills and their ability to perform them. For students

holding misconceptions about the processes, a series of

studies could be conducted to determine hoW' well they

perform the skills in a hands-on situation.

8. Studies need to be conducted to establish effective

teaching strategies tor science process skills. These

strategies could minimize the formation of students'

misconceptions in this area, and therefore improve upon

the current state of science education in our schools.

BUIIIIlary

This chapter has presented a general overview of the

research findings reported in Chapter 4, and has identified

some educational implications of the study as well as

recommendations for further research in this area of

misconceptions-related research.
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'lor Group. A, S, and C of the study

1. What is the title of your project?

2. Where did you get the idea for the project?

3. Tell me a little more about your project.

II) Qu••tiona Regarding soience proc... skiU.

BXPBRIXENTING

Planning an Experiment:

4. How did you 11ln your experiment?

L What kinds of things did you consider before
you started doing your experiment?

ii. what steps did you go through to get your
experiment in place?

HYPOTHBSIZING

Defining Hypothesis:

5. What is a .bD2..t.b..I.I.?

6. What hypothesis did you investigate in your
experiment?

1. What did you expect to be the outcome of your
experiment?

Identifying Hypotheses:

7. Tell me if each of the following statements is an
example or a non-example of a hypothesis, and give
reasons for your answers.
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IDEN'l'IPYING AND CONTROLLI1l'Q VUIAllLl8

Listing Variable.:

8. other students I talked to eaid how important it is
to identify the variables in their experiment.
What were sOllie~ 2X fA2..t2n you felt could
have affected the results of your experiment?

Independent Variable:

9. What is an ind.penOent n.r.J...G.lt.?

i. What is a ••pipUllttO~?

10. How many independent (manipulated) variables did
you have in your experiment? Can you name one?

i. Can you tell me a factor or variable you
changed while doing your experiment?

11. How mllny independent (manipulated) variables should
there be in any experiment. or is ~here a set
number?

12. Is an independent variable the same as a controlled
variable, or are they different? Explain.

Dependent Variable:

13. What is a~~?

1. What is a~~'l

14. How many dependent (responding) variables did you
have in your experiment? Can you name one?

i. Can you tell me a factor or variable you
noticed a change in as you conducted your
experiment?

15. HoW many dependent (responding) variables should
there be in an experiment, or is there a set
number?

16. Is a dependent variable the same as a controlled
variable, or are they different? Explain.
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controlling Variable.:

17. What 18 a Goat.rolled vuiule?

18. What does it tIlean to~~ 1n an
experiaent?

i. When atudents talk about how they controlled
certain variables 1n their experiaents, what do
they mean?

19. What were some variables you controlled in your
experi••nt?

i. What variables or factors d.id you try to keep
constant throuqhout your experblent?

20. Why is it important to control variables in an
experiment?

INJ'ERRIIfG VllRBUB OBSBRVING

Inferring:

21. What is an~~? Can you give me an
axa_ple ot an inference arising from. your
expe::lment?

22. Is there a difference between inferring and
observing,? If so, how would you explain this
difference to someone vho doesn't know these terms?

Observing:

23. What 1. an ob••rvatioIl.1

24. FroIO the following list, identify those statements
that you feel are obl,natipp. and give reasons tor
your answers.

INTERPRB'l'IMO DA'l'A

Interpreting Data:

25. Students in science fairs also talk about
interpreting the data of their experiments. What
does it mean to~ .G.I.t..I?
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26. Examine the data in Tables 1 and 2. What
conclusion can you make from Table 11 What about
Table 21

PRBDICTUQ

DeLining Prediction:

27. What isa~?

28. Is there a difference between a prediction and !II

hypothesis, or are they the same? Explain.

Interpolating Versus Extrapolating:

29. A studQnt did a science fair project on plant
growth. The results of her experiment are shown
here in Table 1. Assume there was a sixth plant
here. What would bQ its height after 2 weeks if it
received 18 ml of water per day?

30. HoW' certain are you of that?

31. What would be the height of the sixth plant after 2
weeks if it received 35 Illl of water per day?

32. What prediction are you most certain about, or can
you be just as certain about both? Explain.
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por Group D iD tbe .tudy

1. Have you ever participated in a science faIr?
(If yes), What was your project about?

2. (If no), Have you ever participated in an
experiment in science?

3. (If yes), What was it about?

II) Que.tioDS RegartUng Science Proc••• skills

EXPERIMENTING

Planning an ExperiJlJ6nt:

Let'. suppose you ••re going to do an experiment to
se. how "different AIROunts ot light aaect the
grortb of boon D.1onts ••

4. How would you 2lBn this experiment?

1. What kinds of things would you consider before
you started doing this experiment?

ii. What steps would you go through to get this
experiment in place before carrying it out?

HYPOTHESIZING

DeLinlng Hypothesis:

5. One of the first thIngs people do when they
experiment is to develop a hypothesis. What is a
~?

6. What ....ould be a hypothesis for the above
experiment?

i. What do you expect to be the outcome of the
experiment?
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Ident:lfylng Hypothese.:

7. Tell me if each ot the following statements is an
example or a non-example of a hypothesis, and give
reasons for your answers.

ID'ElfrIrYXNG DD COBTROLLJ1fG VARIABLES

Listing Variables:

8. other students 1 talked to discussed the importance
of identifying the variables in their experiments.
What are some~ 2..1::~ you feel could
affect the results of this experiment?

Independent; Variable:

9. What is an~~?

1. What is a manipUlated~?

10. How many independent (manipulated) variables would
there be in the above experiment? can you name
one?

1. Can you tell me a factor or variable you would
change while doing this experiment?

11. How many independent (manipulated) variables should
there be in <lny experiment, or is there a set
number?

12. Is an independent variable the sar.e :is a controlled
variable, or are they different? Explain.

Dependent Variable:

13. What isa~~?

i. Whatisa~~?

14. How many dependent (responding) variables did you
have in your experiment? Can you namll one?

L Can you tell me a factor or variable you might
notice a change in if' you conducted this
experiment?
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15. How many dependent (responding) variables should
there be in an experiment, or is there a set
number?

16. Is a dependent variable the same as a controlled
variable, or are they different? Explain.

controlling variables:

17. What is a controlled variable?

18. In carrying out the above experiment you would have
to be concerned about controlling variables. What
does it mean to~~ in an experiment?

i. When students talk bout how they controlled
certain variables in their experiments, what do
they mean?

19. What are some variables you ~'ould control while
doing this experiment?

1. What variables or factors would you try to
keep constant throughout the experiment?

20. Why is it imp·)rtant to control variables in an
Qxperiment?

INFERRING VERSUS OBSERVING

Inferring:

21. What is an~~? Can you give me an
(:cample of an inference that could arise from the
above experiment?

22. Is there a difference between inferring and
observing? If so, how would you explain this
difference to someone who doesn't know these terms?

Observi.ng:

23. What is an observation?

24. From the following list, identify those statements
that you feel are observations and give reasons for
your answers.
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IN'1'ERPRETING DATA

Interpreting r..ta:

25. Whenever someone does an investigation, he or she
has to interpret data. What does it mean to
~!k1I?

26. Examine the data in Tables 1 and 2. What
conclusion can you make from Table 11 What about
Table 21

PREDICTING

Defining Prediction:

27. What isa~?

28, Is there a difference between a prediction and a
hypothesis. or are they the same? Explain.

Interpolating Versus Bxtrapolating:

29. A student did a science fair project on plant
growth. The results of her experiment are shown
here in Table 1. Assume there was a sixth plant
here. What would be its height after 2 weeks if it
received 18 ml of water per day?

30. How certain are you of that?

31. What would be the height of the sixth plant after 2
weeks if it received 35 JIll of water per day?

n. What prediction are you most certain about, or can
you be just as certain about both? Explain.



Data She.t to Accompany Qu••tions 26 and
29 to 32 in the Itltarvie" Guide.

Table 1: The Effect of Water on the
GrtJwth of Bea:l Plants

Plant Amount of Height of plant
number water after two weeks

f----. per day (ml) (em)

1 S

10 lS

lS 27

20 32

2S 3S
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Data Sheet to Aocompany Que.tioD 26
in the Interview Guide.

Table 2: Results of an Investigation on
Student Achievement and Study
Tillie.

Student Overall study time
NWllber tenl per ....eek

average (hours)
(')

8' 12

5.
78 10

48

80

71 . 7

92 "
J5

16.
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Appondix B

Transcripts and corresponding conceptual Inventories ot
Four Representative Interviews, one FrOIll Each Group
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Supl. Transoript; Group A (S\ll:Ijeot 1, Sabool 1)

What ....as the title of your project?

The title of my project was "What is Vlscosity?tl.

Where did you get the idea for the project?

From a motor oil commercial.

Would you like to tell me a little about your project?
What is involved?

Well, basically I used nine liquids and they were all
different viscosities. r used four thin liquids and I
tested them in a viscometer and I timed it. I used the
thicker liquids in the Gibson and Jacobs filing and
Sphere method. So that's how I timed the thick liquids
and then what I did was to get the density of them and
there was a really long formula. It was just a bit of
substitution where 1 would just take all my times and
data and compare two liquids to get the viscosity of the
one that I didn't know using viscosity and times and
everything important that I do. I tested at three
temperatures: 22.5, 32.5, and 42.5 degrees Celsius. I
m<tde up a book and graphed all the viscosities of the
liquids.

How did you plan your experiment?

What do you mean by plan?

What kinds of things or sorts of things did you consider
before you actually started doing your experiment?

I had someone help me set it up from the university
(that's where I got all my equipment from) and she just
showed me how to operate the equipment and things. I
just set it up 1n a way that it wouldn't have to be
moved around too much, sort of like in a corner. I
think that helped.

Before you actually jumped into doing your experiment,
were. there certain things you had to think about?

Yes, ! had to think about how I'd graph the data I'd
receive through my experiments and had to figure out how
to put it all together so that it wouldn't be too com
plex for someone to understand. And that's about all I
can think of.

What is a hypothesis?
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My hypothesis (which ....as my educated guess) I guess you
could say \lias that temperature change would have an
effect on thti, viscosity of the liquid.

What was it you said a hypothesis is? Give a definition
of it.

1-.n educated guess of ",hat I think is going to happen.
What you are going to find out through the experiment.

I have a list of six statements here and I want you to
decide whether or not each is an example of a hypoth
esis. Give a reason for each decision.

The first one is a hypothesis.

Why?

Because it seems to me that where it says "if" means
it's a guess; you are not sure. I think it tells me
that if that was a science project in a university in
Canada, a research project would make a person more
physically active and "then" take his pUlse and see if
there is an effect. That is what it seems like is
happening to me.

What about the next one?

That doesn't seem like a hypothesis. Again it says
II if II , but this time it seems to be more in-depth (tiny
invisible particles separating further and further
apart). It just seems to me that it would be more of a
conclusion.

The next one now.

That could be a hypothesis but again it could also be a
conclusion. It seems more like a something that you
would do to get a conclusion.

So what is your decision?

I'm not really Bure. I think it could be either really.

What do you mean?

A hypothesis or a conclusion.

And your reason?

It seems that it's somewhere in between. Like it seems
more like a hypothesis because there is no figures or
anything involved.
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Pardon?

Because there is no figures or definitions or anything_
It I S more of a hypothesis probably.

But you are not sure are you?

Not really no.

Let's move on to number four then.

That one ....ouldn·t be a hypothesis because it seems more
like something you would find in a book or something.
It's just trying to tell you that when a plant's leaves
turn yellow, it means it has probably died because it
hasn't had enough sunlight.

Number five is definitely a hypothesis because they are
saying that next year the acid rainfall will increase
and be greater than ever before. So that's basically a
guess; they are looking at their information and guess
ing at something else, so that would definitely be an
educated guess.

And number six?

Well again number six seems more like a conclusion
because a person doesn I t use any words like Uprobably"
or anything. It just seems to me that he tried it and
he knows.

So that one is what, a hypothesis?

No it's not.

Can you think of some variables or factors that were
involved in your experiment?

My main variable was change in temperature to the
liquids. I'd say that was the main one I think. That's
all I can think of because everything else was .•. it
was really a controlled experiment.

What do you think an independent variable is1

An independent variable is like ... I changes my
temperature so it's something that would affect the
outcome of the dependent variable. So I changed my
temperature and that was the independent variable. The
depen lent variable would be the viscosity which was
lowered as the temperature went up.

How many independent variables did you have in your
experiment, or is there a set number?
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I had about 15 or 16. I had a lot; I can't remember
them all now. Five or six is all I can remember now.

How many variables did you have that you changed?

The only variable I changed ....as the temperature change.
Everything else was controlled.

So how many independent variables should there be in 1\0
experimont, or is there a set number?

You don't really need a lot like I got. My experiment
only needed one.

HoW' many do you think there should be in an experiment?

There should be at least one. It could be a lot but
usually in most experiments it's only one variable
unless you I re testing something.

So why would there be just one variable?

Well, because if you had two you would be doing two
experiments really.

Is an independent variable the same as a controlled
variable?

No it's not. It is the opposite.

Explain.

Well, the 15 or 16 controlled variables I had were all
controlling everything you see. But then on the other
hand the independent variable :.rould be like your purpose
for changing everything.

What is a dependent variable?

The dependent variable basically was the outcome and
it's depen,1ent because it depends on the changes that
you make. The outcome would depend on the temperature
cilange so the dependent variable would basically be the
outcome.

How many dependent variables were there in your experi
ment?

Three I can think of right now.

What are they?
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The 3 dependent variables would be (1) ell the tie8;
they changed your temperature, (2) viscosities the.
selves chanqed, and. (3) density chanqed .s well as the
teaperatures. They are all the dependent variables.

Hoy -any dependent variables should there be in an
experiaent, or is there a set number?

I denlt really think there is a set nulIber, it depends
on the type of experiment you have . . • well, I changed
the temperature as 1IIy independent and my dependent. I
had three but really I only used one for my experiment
purposes.

What was the one you used?

Viscosity. The other ones I just knew for myself. I
didn't write them down.

So what were they again'?

Density anti time.

Is a dependent variable the same as a controlled vari
able, or are they different?

Not really because again a controlled variable is
keeping everything the same. But your dependent vari
ables c.·.-n 1111 be ditferent because it you got a lot ot
independent variables you will have II lot of dependent
variables liS well.

What is a controlled variable?

That's a variable that is kept controlled during an
experiment.

What does it me~n to control variables?

It just means that for a variable such as a change 1n
temperature, there is also control involved there.
Where I used what's called a constant temperature bath,
that could control temperatures for me. So I just set
it at a certain temperature and it would control 'it at
that temperature and it'll stay there. There are many
others too, like my weight scale. I had to level it off
using a little tiny bubble of air in a liquid that you
could see through a glass (11ke this here and there on
the tape recorder). I had to get the water inside the
little tiny circle so that would tell me when it was
leveled off. Some other ones would be such as cleaning
up the glassware so that there i. no interferonce so
that when the llqi.'id flows through, it wouldn't bring up
on anything. I had 11 lot I can't relllember right now.
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YoU just listed 80me variables you controlled. Can you
think of any others you controlled?

There were others I had written down but I can't rl!mem
ber thea now.

Why is it important to control variables in your experi
ment?

Just so that it'll be valid and you wouldn't have all
kinds ot changes. So you would get the right answer.
The outcomes would be affected if you didn I t have con
troIs. 'I'hen you c~uld be compI.taIy wrong in your
experiment.

Can you give me an example trom your experiment?

Okay, say I didn't control temperature and I just ran
water from the tap and stuck my hand in under and said
"ab, okay that feels hot enough" and I brought it up and
tested it. The next day I get tap water again and put
my hand under until it feels the same as before. If it
was warra in the room, it would seem to be colder to my
hand. If it was really cold in the room, it would seem
like scalding on your hand. But it could be the same
temperature of water. 50 that would be one and that
would greatly affect the outcome if you had different
temperatures of water for supposedly the S8me tempera
tures. When you tested the liquids, it could be like 10
or 20 degrees.

What is an inference statem~nt?

I don't know.

What does it mean to infer?

I'. not sure.

Do you think there might be a difference between observ
ing and interring, or are they the same?

I think inf8rring means that you just watch a couple of
times and you guess what' 5 going to happen afterwards.

in your mind, what is an observation?

It's seeing, feeling or hearing Coomething. It is just
basically using your senses to determine something about
an object.

I have a list of statements here and I want you to
decide it each is an example at an observation. Give
reasons for your decisions.
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The first one is an observation because you' re using
your senses. You are slIelling a burning chemicaL

In the second one you are using your senses. You are
seeing that it's a yellow p<:lvdery substance.

Again, in the third one you are seeing. You saw the
particles disappear, but then after that it says
"because it separated into tiny particles too small to
be seen." So that wouldn't be an observation because it
was too small to be seen and you wouldn' t really know
that unless you used a m:lcroscope.

So what is your d-acision on that one?

If they used a microscope and actually saw the partiCles
and they saw the particles dissolve and disappeared,
then that would be an observation.

As it· 5 stated there, is that what you think it is, an
observation?

well, here there is no mention of a microscope so 1 say
it's not because they saw it in a container disappear.
Just as it's written there I don't think it would be.

Number four is an observation because yeolU are hearing a
hissing noise.

The fifth one is also an observation because you are
using another sense; you are feeling it.

In the last one you would see that the trees are smaller
but then they gO on to say "because of high winds and
salty S9a spray." They wouldn't be able to know that
unless they went through a really long study. So in a
way it could be an observation like in number three.
But because there are other circumstances involved, I
don't think it is an observation.

What docs it mean to interpret data?

When you do your experiment, you have a whole pile of
resul ts and unless you can understand them and use them
for your project, then they aren't very useful. So you
have to know what you are looking for in your data and
know what you are goin;; to do with it and how to use it.

Did you interpret the data or results in your experi
ment?

Yes, well again I found that viscosity went down as
temperature went up.
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I want you to look at Table 1 and make one general
statement telling me what the data are saying.

This data is telling me that the more water you add to a
plant per day, the taller it is going to grow atter two
weeks.

What about Table 21

The higher a studentls average is, the more study he
must have done.

Is there a better way to say that?

Yes. The more a student studies, the higher the marks.

What is a prediction?

A prediction can be similar to a hypothesis because it's
a guess basically; an educated guess.

What is the difference between a prediction and ~

hypo\,..i'lesis, or is there oS difference?

I don't think there is much ot a difference, if any.

So why are they the same?

Well, in a hypothesis you are guessing (through some
thing you read or something else) what will h:lppen in
your experiment. A prediction you can be guessing at
something too. So I'd say they are the same.

Looking at Table 1 again, let's assume there was a sixth
plant and let's say that it wao given 18 ml of water per
day. I want you to tell me what you think the height
would be after t ....o weeks.

It would be between 29 and 30 em tall.

How certain or sure can you be about that?

Well, I found that between 15 ml and 20 ml of water
there's a 5 em difference in the height of the plants.
So 18 is close to between 15 and 20. So 29 or 30 would
be a close estimate to what the plant would be.

What if the sixth plant was given 35 ml of water per
day. What do you think the height would be after two
weeks then?

It's hard to predict really because the differencl!!!
between plants one and two is 11 CT!', between two and
three is 12. Then it went down to five and then three,
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so it would be hard to predict really.

What do you think though?

It would probably be around 40, I quess.

Which of these two predictions are you most certain
about, or are you just as certain about both?

I would be more certain about the 18 ml of water plant
because here I have the actual data on both sides and I
found that between them we have five. So I just got an
average of that whereas here where they are changing,
it IS not just a regUlar pattern.

Why is it important to control variables?

So that everything would be maintained as ttle same. So
you are not just saying that it is all the same but it
actually is because you are controlling overything
(trying to keep it all the same) so that your outcomes
will be more valid than if you just didn I t do any con
trols at alL

So what do you mean by more valid?

They would be closer to what yOll should actually have.
Like in my experiment with all the controls, I checked
some of the viscosities in a book I had and I found mine
to be really close to these.

What do you think the reason for that w~s? ,
Well, I used a lat.-of controls so that would be the
reason. But then again there is always a certain
degl:ee of human error. So another control would be that
I did the experiment by mysel f so I could have a Dlore
accurate eye for measuring certain things. Like it is
really precise. Someone else could look at a thermom
eter in a different way or something like that.

So in this experiment here with the bean plants (Table
1), what would be some controlled variables?

They controlled how much water they put in each day.
They seemed to bet very exact like 5 ml, 10 ml, and 15 ml
each day. And over here they seem to be exact in t~eir

measurements: 4, 5, and 27.

Any other variables that might be controlled here that
might affect the experiment?

using bean plants. If they had used a couple of bean
{llants, a cnul-'le of marigold seeds and so on, then these
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plants elln have different growth rates so it would be a
different outcome.
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suple conoeptual Inventory, Group A (Subjeot 1, School 1)

A) IX'IRIDJfTING

1.0 Planning an Bxperlmenc Involves:

1.1 getting qualified people to help set up the project and
to demonst.rate hoW the equipment operates.

1.2 choosing the proper area to set up the experiment. so it
does not get disturbed.

1.3 thinking about how to represent the data collected and
to put it all together so it is not too complex for
others to understand.

B) HYPOTHESIZING

2.0 A Hypothesis is:

2.1 an educated guess about the outcome of an experiment.

3.0 IdentlLylng Hypotheses:

3.1 A hypothesis involves an "if ••• thea ••• 1f statement.

3.2 A hypothesis is not as detailed as a conclusion.

3.3 Hypotheses have no figures or definitions involved with
them.

3.4 Hypotheses are statements about things that are not
found in books.

3.5 Unlike conclusions, hypotheses have words of uncer
t~ inty like "pro})ably" in them.

3.6 The only statements that can potentially be hypotheses
are those that no one kno....s the answers to.

C) IDBIITJJ'J'IIiG AlfD COIf'l'.ROLLIIICJ VUIABLBB

4 • 0 Listing Variables:

4.1 (Subject listed only one variable for his experiment
because he said all the rest ....ere controlled and there
fore could not at'fect the results).
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5.0 Independent Variable:

5.1 An independent variable Is something that the experi
menter changes to affect the outcome of the dependent
variable. It is the experimenter's purpose for chang
ing things.

5.2 The IndeI-~ndent variable is the reason 'Why things are
changed during experiments.

5.3 Although there is no set number of independent vari
ables in an experiment, there is normally only one. An
Qxperiment with more than one independent variable is
really more than one experiment. For example, if there
are three independent variables, there are really three
experiments being done.

S.4 An independant variable is the opposite of a controlled
variable.

6.0 Dependent Variable:

6.1 The dependent variable is the outcome of an experiment,
which depends on changes you make with the independent
variable.

6.2 There is no set number of dependent variables for an
experiment. It depends on the experiment itself.

6.3 Dependent variables are not the same as controlled
variables because controlled variables are those that
are kept the same, but dependent variables can all be
different; they can change.

6.4 If an experiment has a lot of independent variables, it
will have a lot of dependent variables as well.

7.0 controlling Variables:

7.1 Controlling variables means making sure that everything
is done as accurately as possible in an experiment.

*7.2 controlling variables involves keeping everything the
same in an experiment.

**7.3 Controlled variables are those the experimenter has
control over. He or she decides how they will affect
the ,ucperiment.

* SUbject's superficial belief.
** Subject's deeper belief, revealed through probing

questions.
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7.4 Controlling variables involves being exact in measure
ment and ensuring that things used in the experiment
are the same.

7.5 An experiment is well controlled it it has few vari
ables.

8 .0 Importance of controlling Variables:

8.1 Variables in an experiment must be controlled to ensure
valid results.

8.2 Experiments that have controlled variables will yield
results closer to what they should actually be. That
is, controlling variables helps ensure you get the
right results.

8.3 Keeping everything the same is important so the
experiment will be free from numerous changes.

D) INl'ERRIHG VERSOS OBSERVING

9.0 Inferring:

9.1 means watching something a couple of times and guessing
whatls going to happen afterwards.

10. a Observing:

10.1 Any statement which shoWs use of the senses is an
observation.

11.0 Identifying Observations:

11.1 statements demonstratinq the use of your senses to
determine something about an object are observations.

11.2 statements that qive reasons or explanations for why
somethinq has been noticed are not observations.

E) XNTBRPRETING DATA

12.0 Interpreting Data Involves:

12.1 taking a pile of information and making it under
standable, and therefore useable.

12.2 knowinq what information to look for and pay attention
to.
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13.0 Ability to Interpret Data:

13.1 (Subject easily interpreted the data in Tables 1
and. 2).

P) PllEDIC'l'l:1fG

14.0 A Prediction is:

14.1 an educated guess about what the outcome of an experi
ment will be.

14.2 the same as a hypothesis because both are basically
educated guesses.

1.5.0 Interpolating Versus BrtrIJpolating:

15.1 Interpolating is safer than extrapolating because there
is more information to guide you.

15.2 Extrapolating is more uncertain than interpolating
because thoro is always danger involved in going beyond
the available data.
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luple 'I':ranacriptl Group B (Subjeot 12, Sobool 4)

What was the title of your project?

"The Effect of Different Color Lights on Bean Seed
Growth. "

Where did you get the idea?

Well, our teacher handed out certain sheets which had
various ideas and we were also interested in this
project because it seemed original, which it kinda
",asn' t because we had another one next to us at the
fair. But we basically got the idea from the sheet.

Tell me about your proj eet.

Well, WEt took the different plants. We had seven plants
in total and one had no light whatsoever, and the others
had green, blue, red, yellow and white light. We had
boxes made and separated so thd.t no plant got light from
the other plants. And we had them all hooked up with
ceiling sockets and octagon boxes, and light bulbs were
screwed into that and it was plugged in. We had the
same wattage bulbs and the same amount of bean seeds,
same amount of soil, same boxes, and same amount of
water (except for the one in normal conditiona, which
was in my kitchen). We plugged in the lights for the
same amount of time each day to see if it would affect
1t.

How did you plan this project?

What do you mean?

What kinds of things did you consider before doing the
experiment?

Do you mean like how I had. • • where I got the board
and everything or . . .?

Sure.

well, we had it all written down veeks before we did it
because we had to have lots of time to grow the plants
and we got my mother to pick up seeds and we went to get
the soil and the same size pots and everything. We
wrote down all the controls so weld know how to control
them. We recorded all of our data to make aure that
everything worked out even and fair. My father, with
the help of Mike Abbott, did the boxes and we hooked
them up in my living roolll and my rec room. It was the
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ree room first and then we had to move it up to the
living room when we were going to the regional lair.

okay, what 1s a hypothesis?

Our hypothesis was we thought that the yellow light
would work best because it was like the sun and the
white light would work the best because the white and
yellow light are both the brightest.

What is a hypothesis then? Give me a definition of it.

Your best guess, like What you think would happen.

In what?

In terns of what would happen like in the end. Like
"would your guess be the same as the conclusion of your
results. II

Can you give me a statement of your hypothesis again?

We thought that the yellow and white would work best
because they are both the brightest and the yellow is
like the sun.

"Working best", meaning what?

The plants would grow the best under that light.

I have a list of six statements here and I ..,ant you to
tell ..,hieh are hypotheses and give the reason for your
decisions.

None of these really seem like hypotheses. They Jdnda
seem 1 ike results.

Okay. let's go with each one separately. So what do you
think of the first one?

That's not because they' re making a statement that . . .
as if though they have already done the project and it's
finished ••. that a person's physical activity
increases, his pulse rate ..,il1 also increase.

So you don't think that's a hypothesis?

No, it doesn't seem like one to me.

What about the second one?

I feel the salDe for that one. I kinda feel the same for
all of 'em.
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Why don't you think the second one is III hypothesis?

Because they're saying that the particles will separate
and move further apart if an ice cube melts.

How llIbout the third one?

I think that's results too kind of, because the solid
will dissolve and will also increase if the temperature
of the liquid increases.

The fourth one, they're saying that the plant .••
that's definitely a result because it has died already.
They're not saying that "it wili ll probably die because
of lack of sunlight. They're saying' "it has" probably
died and that seems like past tense. So it seems like
the project is already finished.

What about number five?

That seems like a hypothesis because they're giving you
III guess for the next year as though they have already
done it. They seem about the••.. They have looked up
the results for the past five ye6rs but they're looking
. . • they're taking a guess about next year.

Number six there now.

They're. • . . It seems 1 ike results to a certain degree
because they're saying that there will also be an
increase in the growth rate because of the amount of
light a cucumber plant receives. But to a certain
degree I feel these are all hypotheses 'cause they're
saying "if", which is in every hypothesis. Like "if" a
person's activity increases.

How would you reword that first statement to be a
hypothesis?

For a hypothesis?

Yeah.

Well, we had a problem at the science fair and down in
the gym because they said you can't say "we think" or
"we believe." We didn't know what to put in there. But
we left our "we think" there. But if I was doing it
with a partner and everything I would say "We believe
that if a person's physical activity increases, his
pulse rate will also increase." You just have the "if"
there. So it really can be a hypothesis if you look at
it in that term.
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What about the second one then? Would you be able to
reword that?

To a certain degree you could. To a certain degree you
could reword them all by saying "we think and we
believe•... "

But as they stand there, you think llIost of these aren't
hypotheses? You said number five is a hypothesis, but
the others you don' t think so?

Well, I think number four definitely seems like results
because they're saying it had died already. It I S in
past tense. But the rest can be just changed a little
(if none at all) to make it a hypothesis.

What were some variables or factors you felt could
affect the outcome of your experiment?

Some things that might have went wrong to change the
results?

Sure. Some factors or conditions you had to consider.

Well, there was all the moving around. We had to move
around a lot. We had to take it to the school. We had
to leave it in fact, in the lab overnight one night,
which wasn't very good be.cause it got no light. But
sometimes the plants didn't get much light because we
had to unplug them all and go and get new ones. 50 some
had new ones and some had old ones which kinda mighta
affected it, but probably not too much. We also had to
bring it from my rec room do....nstairs which was Bometimes
heated by the wood stove and sometimes by electric heat
and sometimes it wasn't heated at all. And When we were
watering 'em we had to . • • we forgot once about
unplugging them both and taking the thing off and we
just took . . • did one at a time which might have
affected it a bit because some might have had just a
little more light than another. And that's basically
it.

Okay, what is an independent variable?

something that you cannot affect. Something that will
happen but you can't do anything about it.

What \rillS an independent variable in your experimClnt
then?

Well, the heat certainly wasn't, 'cause we couldn't
really do anything about that.

It was or it wasn't?
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It wllsn't llke•... I mean .... could have done
80IDethinq about it. Like we could have had all the heat
oft' or all of it on the same temperature but we didn't.
And the transporting around, we had to do that. We
cOIJl'Adn't exactly bring everyone over to my house and we
couldn't have it left at the school. So we couldn't do
anything about that and that· s basically all I can think
ot.

What factor or condition did you change as you did your
experiment?

What do you mean?

Like was there something you changed throughout the
experiment, or was there something in that experiment
that was changed?

The light bulbs. That was about it.

Explain that. How were they changed?

Some had new ones and some were getting new. • . . Well,
we started off with all new ones but some ran out at
different periods of time. So we had to unpluq them all
and then go out and buy new ones.

How many independent or manipUlating variables did you
have in your experiment?

I Celn only think of the heat really, the one we couldn't
do anything about. And the temperature of the water.
We couldn't do anything about that, but I don't think
that would affect it too much.

H01ll many independent or manipulatinq variables should
there be in an experiment, or is there a set number?

I don't think there is a set number, like the less
•.• least possible amount I would imagine.

Is an independent variable the same as a controlled
variable?

No.

How are they different?

Well, controlled is something that you are doing that
you are making sure that it will be the same. Like
everything will be the same, or everything is difterent.
But in our case everything was the same. But an
independent variable can sometimes change your thing.
. . • Some things can be different and some things can
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be the salle.

What is It dependent variable?

One that you can change. Like one that you did
something about that you couldn't •.. you could lllake
different but.••.

Okay, what is a responding variable (which is the same
as It dependent variable)?

I wouldn't know.

So you said the dependent variable you could do
something about?

Yeah. Like it was something that happened but it
happened from your own dolng.

So what wc:.s the dependent or responding variable in your
experiment?

The heat. We could have done something about the heat
but it wasn't a different heat for each plant (except
for the one in the kitchen which was under natural
conditions). But we could have done something about the
heat. We could have had it all off or all on.

HoW' many dependent or responding variables did you have
in your experiment?

A lot. We had 10 or 12.

Can you just list a couple here now?

Dependent variable means things that you had control of,
right? So we hi.l.d the same size pots, same amount of
soil, same amount of seeds, Sllme amount of water, sllme
amount of light, same wattage of bulbs, and same amount
of space.

So how many dependent or responding variables should
there be in an experiment, or is there a set n\llllher?

I don't think there is a set number but the major factor
is to have them controlled.

Is a dependent variable the same as Il controlled
variable?

Yeah.

So how are they the same?
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Becauee dependent variable you are controlling it and
controlled variable you are controlling it too.

In your experiment then the different colors of light
bulbs; what kind of variable is that do you think? Did
you centlol that?

What do you mean by controlling it?

Is that 11 controlled variable?

Yes. well, we took them all and made sure each plant
had the same colc,r. Like it said this plant had a
yellow stick so this plant had to go under yellow. A
plant with a green stick had to go under the green. It
never went under a different light, if that's what you
mean.

So you did control the light?

Dh yes. We plugged it in for a certain number of hours
each day.

What is a controll.-:!d variable?

It I S one you controls in an experl1ll8nt.

What does it mean to control variables?

To have them all the same. To make sure that all your
plants are receiving the same amount of water and same
amount of light, the same space, the same amount of air
and so on.

Are those some that you controlled in your experiment?

Those were some.

Are there Balle others?

All the plants had the same temperature. They may have
had different temperatures on different days, but they
were the same temperature all together in general,
except for the one we had in nonal conditions. And we
controlled their light, their water, their space.•••

Why is it important to control variables?

Because it affects the experiment amazingly. Like if
you had a different alllount of water for one and a
d1fferent amount of water for another one, one 1s
probably gonna grow lIlore and the other probably llight
drown. Anything could really happen to affect it.
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You made sure to give it the salllB amounts of water and
everything?

Oh definitelY. With a tablespoon. We made sure we took
the water in a tablespoon and W8 lIleasured it off for
each plant. Even if the plant • . . 801:1. plant. were
really dry and really wet, we still had to give it the
Si!Ule amount. Like the one under no light wss sometimes
a bit wet, but we still had to give it the samB amount
of water as the rest or the others would have withered.

What is an inference statement?

I don't know.

What does it mean to infer something; to make an
inference?

I don't know.

Is there a difference betwEHln inferring and observing,
or are they basically the same?

I wouldn't be able to tell you. That's where I'm lost.

What is an observation in your mind?

An observation in my mind is something that you see and
you can say that you've seen this and that it is sticky
because I've felt it.

So you can see stickiness then?

Oh no, but you can feel it but an observation is really
is seeing. So. • • but they still could have teltit,
which is.... They observed and they felt it and th.::~,

observed when they felt it llInd it was sticky.

So an observation is seeing things?

Yeah.

So in number one in this list then, "the burning
chemical had a strong choking smell." What would you
see there?

You wouldn't see anything unless it was cloudy or
something. But your nose felt it .•. nose smelled it.
So "you see" that this is smelly.

So would that be an observation?

Yeah, I think so.
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Look at this list Ilnd decide if each is an observation
or not and give reasons for your answer.

Number one is an observation because they I re saying that
this chemical that was burning had a strong choking
smell. SO) they had seen the • . • smelled the chemical
that was burning and they had decided it was II. strong
chokinq smell.

How about number two?

Yeah, that's an observation too because thoey are saying
that the chemical that was used in the lab they saw it.
They witnessed it and said that it was yellow and
pOWdery.

And number three?

Y<tah, they 'iaw this too 'cause they have actually
Wl.tnessed 1.'t. disappearing so they coUld•••• Yeah,
it's an observation because they say that the particles
are too small to be seen. and it disappeared because it
separated into these tiny particles.

The fourth one is an observation because t.hey heard the
hissing noise. They say that when the substances were
added together there was a hissing noise and they heard
it hiss.

What about number five?

They felt one of the objects which made it sticky. So
nwrlber five I think is an observation too.

Anu the reason for that again?

Because they felt the objects so '.hey could feel that
they were sticky.

Number six. They saw the trees in the beach and • . •
I don't think this is an observation. Like it could be
an observation because they noticed that they were
smaller beca,\se of the high winds and salty sea spray.
But how did they know it was the winds and salty sea
spray which made the trees on the beach smaller? So
they don' t really know that the trees on the beach were
smaller because of the wind and the salty sea spray.

So what do you think?

It couldn't be an observation. That might be what they
£BIt. Like they thought that it might ":lve been because
of that, but they can't prove it unless the} have.
(indefinite pause).
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What does it mean to interpret data in an experiment?

To like•... Kind of say. well this is what you think
the results are gonna be. I don't really know.

Did you people interpret the data or resul ts in your
experiment?

Yeah, I think we. . • . When I think of interpreting
results, I think it is kind of a hypothesis; like you
are thinking this is what' s going to happen and the
results are going to say this, and this is what you
think that your results are g01ng to say.

Here is Table 1. What 1s it saying? Give one summary
statement.

1: think that this table here is saying that the plants
... the more water you give them except for number one
(the first two weeks), that these plants grew highest
when they were fed a little. Like I mean you feed this
plant 10 ml of water, it1s gonna grow 15 em which is
growing pretty good. I mean our plants didn I t really
grow that high. Ours just reached 15 em, but these
reached 35 em.

So what are the data telling you?

Water does affect the height of the plants.

Anything else you want to say about it?

No.

How does the water affect the height ot the plants?

Well, it kept them growing but if these plants didn't.
• • • If they had compared a different plant that had no
water at all ever how many weeks this was (10 weeks, or
whatever). then they could say ... they could compare.
Say this plant that had no water didn I t grow much at all
as compared to this plant that had water. It grew 35
em.

What about Table 2?

The longer you stUdy and study hard, then it's going to
affect your mark. It1s going to affect your grade.

How?

Well, this poor person here (well, I can I t call him
poor), this person here who only studied a hour only got
35\ and the person with two hours had .18\. But the
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person who studied 15 hours got 92', and 12 hours got
99\. So the more you study, I think the higher you 1 ra
qoing to get.

Now then, what is a prediction?

What you predict is going to happen. What you think is
going to happen. It's sort of like a hypothesis.

So is there a difference between a prediction and a
hypothesis, or are they basically the same?

Basically the same.

Would you explain that?

It 's. . . I cause a hypothesis is a guess of what you
think is going to happen in your results. And a
prediction is something you think is going to happen in
. • . something that you are saying that you think is
going to happen in your results. Like if your results
say that this certain light worked the best and you
predicted that this light will work best and your
hypothesis was "this light will work best, Of then you are
saying this light is going to work the best and your
results are also proving it. So a hypothesis and a
prediction are the same; giving your guess of what you
think is going to happen in the end after your
experiment.

Look back at Table 1 again now. Let's assume a sixth
plant and it was given 18 ml of water a day. What would
be its height after two weeks?

Somewhere between 15 and 22 em?

Can you pin it down?

Oh, I was looking at the wrong one. Somewhere between
27 and 32 C1ll.

So can you pin it down?

It could be around 30 or 31 C1ll.

So how sure are you of that?

It seems pretty sure •cause 15 ml gave you 27 C1ll and 20
ml gave you 32 CII. SO it has to be somewhere between
these and an estimated guess would be 30 or 31 em.

What if the plant was given 35 III of water each day?
What would be the height of the plant then?
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Around 39 em.

Which prediction are you Illost certain about, the first
one or the one you just made, or are you just as certain
about both?

Basically juet as certain about both. Although the
second one it seems you can do more with it ldnd of to a
certain degree 'cause you're saying that it qret« 32 and
35. So it's three like. And 25, so you just double 25
to 35. So you just double three and three which is six.
So you just add on six or so. But you can't really do
that 'cause it grew less and less each time. So you're
btut!cally just as certain about both.

Earlier we were talking about controlling variables.
Why is it important to control variables?

Because if you didn't cont'rol them it would affect your
experiment.

How?

Well, if you gave this plant only 5 hours of light and
this one 10 or 12 hours of light, I mean naturally one
is going to grow more than the other. It's going to
affect it, it's going to change the results. You have
to control it to make sure it's the same. Like you
can' t hand in the results and say you gave them
different amounts of light, 'cause they're not gonna
take that. They look for controls.

Look at Table 1 again and see the experiment. What type
of variable would the amount of water you give the
plants be? Would it be an independent, dependent or
controlled variable?

They didn't control it. Well, they gave it 5 more each
time. Well, then they say th"3y 98ve number one 5 ml lind
number two 10 ml, so it wasn't controlled.

So what kind of variable was that then?

A dependent variable.

Why?

BecaUSe they're the ones who changed it around to make
it different.

What about this one here (height of the plants)? What
variable would this be?
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That wouldn't be a variable. That would more or less be
the results of what happened.

What factor or variable is this though? Is it a
controlled variable?

No.

Is it a dependent variable?

Yes.

Why?

Because. No it's independent sorry, because they didn't
affect how much it gro..... Well they could have, but they
didn't control the amount of water over here. So they
can't control how much it's growing.

So that makes it independent, does it?

I think so.

That's it. Thank you.
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At JlUBIUIIIJI''UMO

1.0 Pla:nn.ing an nper1aaDt Involves:

1.1 preparing for the experiltent weeks prior to doing it.

1. 2 selecting the appropriate aaterials and getting them
together before the experiuent is to be started.

1.3 taking time to ensure variables are controlled.

1. 4 knowing hoW' tne data will be collected and recorded.

B) HYPO'l'BE8IZZHQ

2.0 A Hypothesis 1s:

2.1 the experimenter's best guess at What the outcome of an
experiment wIll be.

3 .0 IdentiLylng Hypotheses:

3.1 Those statellents that are already known to be true are
not hypotheses.

3.2 All statements \lith words like "it will" are hypotheses
but those with words like "it baa" are not hypotheses.

3. J Those statements with the word "IP" at the beginning are
hypotheses.

3.4 statements that start with .... think" or "•• belie••"
are hypotheses because they state what someone thinks.

3.5 Hypotheses statements are not the same as results.

C) ID!N'l'IrYlIfQ AJfD CON'l'ROLLIHG VARIABLI~8

4.0 Listing Variables:

4.1 (Here the subject just discussed some of the problems
experienced while doing the experiment which could have
affected the reSUlts).
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5.1

5.2

5.3

6.D

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.'

7.D

*7.1

**7.2

...
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Independent Variable:

An independent variable is one that the experimenter
cannot change, or has no control over. It's something
that happens regardless of what the experimenter I s
intentions are.

Although there is no set number of independent variables
for an experilllent, the fewer there are the better.
Ideally there should be no independent variables in an
experiment.

An independent variable is not the same as a controlled
variable because it cannot be manipUlated by the
experimenter, but controlled variables can be
manipulated by the experimenter.

Dependent: Variable:

A dependent variable is one the experimenter can change.
Any changes noticed in the variable, are because of the
experimenter's manipUlation.

Dependent variables are those the experimenter has
control of. He or she decideS! ",hat variables to keep
the same in the experiment.

There is no set number of dependent variables in an
experiment. The major concern is to ensure they are all
controlled.

A dependent variable is the same as a controlled
variable because the experimenter controls both.

Controlling Variables:

Controlled variables are those that the experimenter
controls. He or she decides "'hen, and by ho.... Iluch,
certain variables ....ill affect the experiment.

Controlling variables means keeping all of them the
sallle during ';he experiment.

Subject's deep belIef pattern •
Subject's superficial belief pattern .

8.0 Iaporlanco or Controlling VarJables:

8.1 If variables aren't controlled, the results of the
experilllent "'ill be changed, and "'ill therefore not be
accurate or valid.
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D) IUIIJUlIIIQ VBasUS OB8BRVI)lO

9.0 InLerring:

9.1 (Subject did not knoW' what interring was and could not
answer if there was a difference between inferring and
observing) .

~o.o observing:

10.1 observing is seeing.

~l.O Identifying Observations:

11.1 observing is taking note of things mainly by use of your
sense of sight, but also by use ot the sense of touch,
smell and hearing.

11. 2 statements that provide reasons for what has been
noticed are not observation statements.

11.3 observing is really seeing.

B) IN'l'ERPRETINO DATA

~2.0 Interpreting Data Involves:

12.1 thinking how the data of an experiment will turn out.
Interpreting data is like a hypothesis.

13.0 Ability to Interpret Data:

13.1 (Subject had difficulty interpreting dat.a from Table 1,
but did manage to interpret data from Table 2 fairly
well) .

P) PUDICTIHG

1.4.0 A Prediction is:

14.1 what you think the outcome of an experiment will be.

14.2 the same as a hypothesis because both are guesses of
what the outcome of an experiment will be.



15.0 Int:erpo~at1ngVersus Brtra,polat1ng:

15.1 Both Int.rpolating and extrapolating have a degree of
uncertainty and one can be just as certain about both
types of predicting.
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2.2

...pl. Tru8cript: Group C (SUbjeot 24, School 81

What was the title of your project?

IIMaintaining Life in Space. n

Where did you get the idea for the project?

Well, like I was going to Florida and we were going to
the Kennedy Space Center. So I wanted to do something
on space and that's not exactly what wa had planned to
do, but the science teacher told us to do that. Like it
was something that you could get results fast, in a
short period of time.

Tell me about your project.

Well, we took a movea plant and ah put a pipet over •em
and turned different kinds of light on them. And we put
all of it down a test tube. And so the plant would give
off oxygen and the water would come out of the pipet.
So we could record how much oxygen is given off and how
much it photosynthesizes during the day. And different
kinds of light made it photosynthesize more, like blue
light made it photosynthesize the most and I think
orange made it photosynthesize the less.

How did you plan your experiment before doing it?

Well, we planned to do it a different way than we
actually did it. We planned to put a clamp over the top
of a test tube and record it a different way, but it
didn't work. So we had to use a pipet 'cause it was
smaller and you could get the results quicker. Like we
didn't have to leave the light on as much •cause we
could see it better.

What other types at things did you consider betore doing
your experiment?

What kind of 1 ight you'd use and ....hat color and what
kind of plant. We had to go and bUy the plant and
everything we'd need. We had to write a list up so the
teacher could get it for you. And that's about it.

Okay, what is a hypothesis?

That's like your own quess as to ....hat the reSUlts is
gonna be.

What hypothesis did you have in your experiment?
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Well, we thought that the green light would give off
. . • would produce the most oxygen on the plant I but it
didn't.

Can you remember how you had the hypothesis worded?

Ah I think we said "The green light will make the plant.
photosynthesize most."

I have a list of statements here and I want you to read
each one and decide if it is an example of a hypothesis,
and give II reason for your decision.

Wl!ll, I think it's (nulllber one) a hypothesis because
1ike the person may not know that already and so they
might have to test t.hat to see if it actually happens.

I don't think number two is because it's like that's II
. . . a theory, like the Kinetic Molecular Tneory. Like
that·s proven already. I suppose the first one is too
but I don't know.

Well, I think the third one.... Well, it is kind of
like you already know that really. But it's like you
could still do an experiment on it to .make sure it's
true in your own head. Like..•.

That's not a .••• Number four isn't because ahm it's
like you're saying it has "probably" died because of
lack of sunlight. It.... I don't know. It just
doesn't seem to :me like it is.

Why would you say that? Is there something about it
that might cause you to ~ay that?

You can't prove how the plant died no matter what you
do, so it doesn't really:matter.

Number five is 'cause it's guessing what will happen
next year because of what has happened before. They
think what will happen.

Number six is 'cause you're guessing that it will
increase, like you can't tell for sure until after it
grows.

Would you like to tell me the basics of your experiment
again? You had a plant . . .

We had four or five different pieces of a plant. It's
called a movea. And we put it in a test tube and put a
pipet over the top of the plant.

And gave it different amounts of light?
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Yeah, different colors of light, and we recorded how
much oxygen was in the pipets at the other end of it.

Could this statement be a hypothesis of your experiment:
IlPla,nts receiving yellow light will grow faster or
perform more photosynthesis than plants in other types
of light"?

Yes.

What about liThe reason photosynthesis was greater in one
plant was because of the type of light that it
received"?

Not really 'cause we didn't know if one was going to
photosynthesize most before. We didn't know, they might
have been the same.

What were some variables or factors in your experiment?

Like what ones? Independent or what?

First of all l' m just asking you to give me a general
statement on the different types of variables, or some
variables that you felt could have affected your
experiment.

Color of light, the time you left the light on, the size
of the pipet, the type of plant you used, how big the
plant was, how far away the light was from the plant,
that's about it.

What is an imlcpendent variable?

That's the variable that you change to get your results
of your experiment. Like we changed the color ot our
light, the color of the 1 ight used.

How many independent variables did you have in your
experiment?

One.

How many should there be in an experiment, or is there a
set number?

Well prObably I guess one 'cause you I re trying to rind
out one thing at a time, right?

Is an independent variable the same as a controlled
variable?

No, an independent is ah .•• is something you should
change, and a controlled, you shouldn'f: chanqe.
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What is a dependent variable?

That's like the results that you would get. Like which
light made the plant photosynthesize the most. That was
the dependent variable.

Are you pretty sure about that?

Not really, but 1.'m pretty sure.

Ho.... IlBny dependent variables might there be in an
experiment, or is there a set number?

Only one.

Is that what you had in your experiment?

Yes.

Is a dependent variable the same as a controlled
variable?

No, a dependent variable is your result and controlled
variable is something you shouldn't change.

What does it mean to control variables?

I don't know.

When students talk about how they control variables in
their experiments, what do they mean?

I don't really know, like I know what a controlled
variable is, but I don't think that's what you mean.

Okay. what were some variables you controlled in your
experiment?

I don't think ....e did.

You said you know what a controlled variable is. So
what is it?

That·s like you I re not allowed to change it' cause it
will alter the results of your experiment. You gotta
keep the same type of plant every time and the same size
plant every time.

What were some variables you controlled in your
experiment then?

Well, the size of the plant and the pipet. We used the
same pipet and used the same amount of water in the
pipet and test tube. We kept the light the same
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distance from the plants. The only thing we did was
change the color of the bulbs. Actually, it wasn't the
color of the bulb but a color put in front of the bulb.

Can you think of any other controlled variables in the
experiment?

How long we kept • • . left the light on.

In your experiment did you leave the light on for
different amounts of time?

No, we left them all on for the same tillle I cause we used
the sallie type and size of plant.

Why is it important to control variables?

'Cause your reSUlts won't be accurate if you don't
control your variables.

What do you mean by accurate?

Like, they won't be scientifically correct because
things were changed and everything. It's like if you
•.. I don't know, but it's like if you're runn!n'
around the track or something. It's not fair to take
your results from the third time he went around and if
you take someone else's from the first time he went
around 'cause he'll be tired, right?

What is an inference statement?

I don't know.

Do you think there is a difference between inferring and
observing, or are they the same?

Well, I gue$S they're a little bit different.

How?

I don't knoW' because I don't really understand what an
inference is.

What is an observation in your mind?

Something you notice without going out of your way to
find it.

I have another list of statements hore and I want you to
decide which are observations and give reasons Why.

The first one's an observation because it's just
.•. you didn't actually burn the chemical to see if it
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had a strong choking smell. You didn't burn it just to
see that. You must have burned it fer a reason. You
didn't burn it just to see if it had a bad smell.

So what is your reason again for saying that is an
observation?

'Cause like you didn't burn it to see if it had a smell.
You just noticed that.

Okay, how about the second one?

It's an observation 'cause you just noticed it. You
didn't take it out and see if that was yellow and
pOWdery.

The third one is not an observation because it's like
they must have examined it' cause you wouldn' t know they
se.:-.arated into tiny particles too small to be seen
unless you actually looked at it under a microscope "r
something.

The fourth one is an observation •cause you just noticed
there was a hissing noise.

The fifth one is an observation because you just noticed
that it felt sticky. You d'.dnlt go out and say "well,
I'm going to try to find something sticky now."

So if yo~ went out and said "well, 1 1m going to try to
find something sticky now, II what would that be?

I have no idea but • . .

You don't think that would be an Observation?

No, not really.

NUmber six isnlt an observation because like you ..
you didn't just notice they were small. You noticed
. . . yo~ had to go and find out why and everything.
It·s like you just know.

What does it mean to interpret data?

Well, to find out what it actually means and what
actually you can do with that infonnation. Like we did
our experiment about interpreting, or like we
interpreted that if you took plants into space, you
could stay there longer if the space ship's light was
blue light because the plants produce more oxygen, and
you I d have oxygen for longer then.

Why do plants produce more oxygen with blue light?
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Well, we read a lot of books and stuff about it before,
and it said that it was something about filtering out
the other color lights and they respond most to blue
light.

Respond most to blue light, meaning what?

They photosynthesize the most.

Here is Table 1 sho....ing results of a science fair
project. Give one sUl'IlJllary or concluding statement about
the resul ts.

The more water given to a plant, the more it will grow.

What about Table 21

The more studying that you do, the more it will bring up
your marks I the better you will do in school.

Did you interpret the data or results in your
experiment?

Yeah.

What interpretations did you make?

We said that like if you brought blue light into space,
it ~il1 allow you to stay there longer. The plants
would photosynthesize more and yOU'd have more oxygen
for longer periods of time.

What is a prediction?

What you think w11l happen I guess.

So is a prediction the same as a hypothesis, or are they
different?

Sort of. well, a prediction I guess you just ... is
what you think will happen. But a hypothesis is
supposed to be an educated guess after you read about it
and find out about your topic.

Here is Table 1 again and I want you to assume there was
a sixth plant and it was given 18 ml of watQr per day.
What would be its height after two weeks?

Probably around 30 ClO.

HoW sure are you about that?

I guess you can be sort of sure but you can't be exactly
sure 'cause you haven't done the Bxp3riment. So you
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don't really know.

Based on this tabl8, how sure can you be?

Well, thQrQ was a difference of 5 ml here and over here
a difference of 5 cm. So if you say that each
milliliter will give it 1 em •.. you can say that but
it's like between these two was 9 CIll.. SO you can't
actually say that it will be 1 em for every 11I.1, but
that's what you think •.. assume 'cause it's all the
data you're given.

What if the sixth plant was given 35 ml of water per
day? What would be the height after two weeks then?

Probably around 40 em.

which of these two predictions are you most certain of,
or are you just as certain about both of them?

I'm more certain about the first one because it's like
you have the one before and the one after. So it's like
you can kind of guess in between. But this one right
here (the last one) is like it seems like it's kinda
slowing do....n between this and this, and this and this
(referring to the data in the table). So you donlt
really know. It might only be 1 cm, 'cause it's like
there's only J em and then there's 5 m1. So it could be
six but it could be only one or two.

What did you sayan independent variable was?

A variable that you can change, like we changed our
color of light.

What are controlled variables?

Variables that you shouldn't change because it will
alter the results in your experiment and you won't be
accurate.

Glance back at this list again and decide if they are
observations or not.'

The first one I think is an observation because it's
like you just observed that. You didn't go out ...
set out to find if that chemical has a strong smell.

The second one I think is an observation because you
just noticed that it was yello....

The third one I think isn't an observation because you
obviously had to look it up • • • look under a
microscope to see it. So you had to go find out what
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actually happened.

The fourth one I think is an observation because you
just noticed that it had a hissing noise.

The fifth one I think is an observation because you just
noticed that it was StiCKy.

The sixth one I think isn't an observation because you
went and found out why the trees were smaller.

Okay. do you have any questions?

No.

Well, thank you for your help.
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...p1. conoeptual Ibvantoryr Group C (Subject 24. Scbool 8)

A) B:lPIRIMBN'rIIiG

1.0 Planning an Erperll1HJnt Involves:

1.1 deciding on the best way to do the experiment by doing
trial runs and leaving room for modification if
necessary.

1. 2 selecting the appropriate materials for the experiment
and ensuring they are available when needed.

B) HYPOl'HE81ZING

2.0 A Hypothesis 1s:

2.1 the experimenter's own educated guess of the outcome of
the experiment.

3.0 Identifying Hypotheses:

3.1 statements about things that are not known already are
hypotheses, providing they can be tested by
experimentation.

J.2 statement that are already known to be true are not
hypotheses.

3.3 Hypotheses are not the same as theories.

3.4 Statements with uncertain words like Ilpro})a!)ly" are not
hypotheses.

C) IDEN'UI'YINCJ AND CON'l'ROLLINCJ VARIABLES

".0 Listing Variables:

4.1 (Student easily liated several important variables for
her experiment).

5.0 Independent Variable:

5.1 An independent variable is the variable that the
experimenter changes to get a set of reaults.

5.2 There should only be one independent variable in any
experiment so that its effect can be more clearly
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observed.

5.3 An independent variable is different than a controlled
variable because it is changed in an experiment, but a
controlled variable is not.

6.0 Dependent Variable:

6.1 The dependent variable is the result of the experiment.

6.2 There is only one dependent variable in an experiment.

6.3 A dependent variable is different than a controlled
variable because it is the observed results of an
experiment, ""hile a controlled variable is one that
must remain constant.

7 • 0 controlling variables:

7.1 controlled variables are those that must not be changed
during an experiment because they will alter the
reSUlts, thus making them less accurate.

7.2 In an experiment, all variables are kept the same
except for the one you are testing.

8 .0 Importance ot contro~~jng Varjab~Rs:

8.1 It variables aren't contrOlled, the outcome of an
experiment will not be accurate or scientifically
correct.

OJ INJ"ERRIJIG VERSUS OBSIIlRVIJllJ

9.0 InLerring:

9.1 (Student did not know what an inference was).

10.0 Observing:

10.1 Observing is noticing things without deliberately
trying to find it out.

11.0 Identitying Observations:

11.1 statements that describe things that were accidently
noticed are observations.
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11. 2 statements that describe things that have been
carefully examined ft't'e not observations.

B) III'l'BRPUTllfG DATA

12.0 Interpreting Data Involves:

12.1 attempting to find out what they actually mean.

13.0 Abiljty to Interpret Data:

13.1 (student interpreted informadon in Tables 1 and 2
with ease).

1') PRBDIC'1':IHG

14 .0 A Prediction is:

14.1 what you think will happen.

14.2 different from a hypothesis because a hypothesis is a
more educated guess that results after a topic has
been researched.

15.0 Interpolating Versus Extrapolating:

15.1 Interpolating is safer than extrapolating because there
is more information there to guide you.

15.2 Extrapolating is more uncertain than interpolating
because it goes beyond the data given.
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sample'l'raDscript: Group D (Subject 32, Scbool 16)

HavQ you ever been involved in a science fair?

No.

Have you ever carried out an experiment in science?

Yes.

okay, what were they?

Ahm, well basicallY it's just like class experiments and
things with like supervision of the teacher in chemistry
basically. Nothing in biology I don't think.

The rest of the questions I will ask you deal with the
following experiment. 1: want you to suppose or assume
that you were going to carry out an experiment to see
"how different amounts of light affect the growth of
bean plants, n okay? This sheet is here so that if you
forget the experiment you can glance down to remind you.

So let's assume then you were going to carry out this
experiment. How would you plan the experiment?

Ah okay, I'd have the bean plants in front of the
southern facing windows (so they'd get lots of sun), a
regulated water, a control. I suppose I' d have
different amounts of water, different amounts of light,
hm the soils. I guess I'd have different types of soil.

So what other things would you consider before you
jumped into doing the experiment?

The different types of bean plants, like a healthy type,
you know. I can't really think of anything else.

Okay. So then, if you were going to do this for a
science fair, would there be anything else that would
come to mind before you jumped into the experiment?
Like would you set down and say "now let's see, how am I
going to do this?" If you would, what other things
would come to mind?

Well, I mean..•. Like I said, l'd have a control like
regular sunlig'ht and water and you know . • . and I
don't know, like basically just different ..• like
this amount ol sunlight and no sunlight and very little
water and things l!ke that.

What is a hypothesis?
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Ah it I B a statement or idea about the project before you
actually find out the conclusion of the thing'.

Okay, can you qet a little more specific?

Ahm. • • • On this particular one?

Yes, okay what would be a hypothesis tor this one?

Ahm•••. Okay, that ah ... the amount of sunlight
and the water on bean plants directly influence the
growth of the bean plants.

Here is a list of statements. I want you to decide
wbich oneil are hypotheses and give your reason for your
decisions.

Okay. (Reads number one silently). Well, I think
that's more of a conclusion, the first . . • okay, the
second ... (indefinite pauss).

Just let me ask you, how would you reword the first one
to be a hypothesis 'then? Or can it be reworded to be a
hypot'1esis?

If a person's physical activity increases, then his
pulse rate I1shouldll then also increase.

Okay.

I don't think that is either really.

The second one?

'leah. If an ice cube melts•.•. Well, I don't really
know.

Okay, if you ....anta come back to it, that will be fine.

Okay (reads number three silently). I think that's more
of a conclusion than a hypothesis.

That's a ..• the fourth one I think is a hypothesis.

And the reason for that?

Because it's not definite. lilt's 'probably' died
because of a lack of sunlight."

I think the fifth one is a hypothesis too because IIit is
'likely' that next year's acid rainfall will be greater
than ever before." It's not definite.

The sixth one I think is a conclusion.
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Okay, back to number two now then.

Conclusion.

How would you reword say number t ....o or number six to
make it a hypothesis?

It an ice cube melts, it is likely that tiny invisible
particles separate and .eve further apart.

Okay. "hat abOut nUllber six then?

If there is an increase in the amount of light a
cucumber plant receives, there will probably be an
increase in the growth rate.

Now, do you think you can give me another hypothesis you
could investigate for this experiment?

Ah the greater the amount of sunlight, probably the
greater amount ot photosynthesis within the bean plants.

Okay, would this be an example ot a hypothesis? "As the
amount of sunlight increases, the growth rate in the
bean plant will also increase."

I think the word "should" .•. (indetinite pause).

The word "should" should be put there?

Km mm.

What are som8 variablas or factors that could affect the
results of this eJCperiment?

You mean could U_it it or ••• ?

Anything that you'd have to consider? Certain things
that you'd have to consider, because they could
potentially affect the results?

Okay, sunlight, the amount or water, the proper
planting, the proper size pot, aha ... the temperature
I guess. I can't think of anything else.

Okay now, what is an independent variable?

Ahm • . . independent variable is one that is not
influenced by the experiment such as the amount of
sunlight. It's sort of like the dependent variable but
it's opposite of it. The dependent variable would be
like the growth of the bean plants.
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How many independent variable. would there be in this
experiment?

I think three; temperature, water, and. sunli'ilht.

How many should there be or 1s there II set number?

I don't think there I:: II sat nUllber, but the less
possible.

okay, is an independent variable the slime as a
controlled variable, or are they different?

I think they're pretty well the same.

would you like to explain that?

okay, well an independent variable is 11ke, is not •..
you know . . . is not dependent on the experiment. And
II controlled variable, well that's pretty well what you
control and you control an independent variable too.
You ..• so it's not dependent on the experiment
either.

So is there anything else about them that I s the same?

(Long pause).

So what would be your definition ot a dependent variable
then?

One that • . . the variable that is dependent on the
independent variable. I don't know how to state it.

You said the dependent variable is a variable that
depends on the independent variable, and in this
experiment you said the dependent variable was what?

The bean plants. The growth rate ot the bean plants.

How many dependent variables would there be in this
experiment?

One. The qrnwth of the bean plant.

Okay, how many should there be, or is there a set
number?

There should be only one.

Is a dependent variable the same as a controlled
variable, or 3re they dltferent?
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No. Okay, well II dependent variable, that's what
happens under the controlled variable. That's what you
do, like how you control it ... how you ... I can't
state it. Ahm., well one like the dependent variable
depends on the controlled variable and the independent
variable. I don't know.

Okay, so in this experiment here (shows SUbject Table
1), what would be the dependent variable?

The growth ot the bean plants.

And what would be a controlled variabla?

The amount of sunlight or the amount of water.

What is a controlled variable?

It's a variable.... I'm not sure.

In carrying out this experiment yOU'd have to be
concerned about controlling variables. What does it
mean to control variables?

Well, I s'pose you'd want to be able to compare and
contrast the gro....th of the bean plants. Controlled
variables? Ah .•• I suppose you'd want to control the
amount of sunlight, the control of water, have a
"control" like normal sunlight, normal water and see how
it differs with plants with like little or some or more
sunlight and water.

What does it mQan to control . . . what are you doing
when you attempt to control variables in an experiment?

Ahm you mean like to control variables?

Yeah, I'm trying to get at you know, what does it mean
in this experiment to have the variables controlled?

I suppose if you want control over the variables 1 ike,
okay • • . like the amount of growth and the effect of
this on ah •.. (indefinite pause).

What would be some variables you would control in this
experiment on "'the effect of sunlight on the grovth of
bean plants"'?

Okay, the sunlight.

Hov would you control sunlight?

I'd control sunlight by having like plants closer to the
window, far away from the window, no light at all, more
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light than others (more hours of light).

So how ....ould that be controlled? You would be actually
contI'cUing it?

What other controlled variables would you have?

Ah water. Little water, no water, too lDuch water.

What else?

Ahm ... I don't really know what you mean. COi1trols?
Like are you talking about like rno or what I'd do or
••.1

What I'm trying to get at is yOUl understanding of it,
okay?

Yeah. I don't know.

Alright, let me ask you this then. What variables would
you try to keep constant throughout this experiment?

Well, t ••••

Keep the same or constant throughout the experiment.

Well, I don I t really know what you I re getting at but
like yOU'd have; a control sort of. That's kind of like
a plant in the house you know, and how it should develop
and how it should grow in normal sunlight and normal
water. Then yOU'd havQ the other ones that like vary in
degrees of more or less water and sunlight. What was
the question again?

I said, what variable in this experiment would you keep
constant?

The sunlight and the water: you woull1n't be able to
change them I guess.

Why is it important to control variables in an
experiment?

well, so that the answer would be valid I guess.

Okay, would you like to explain that? Why would the
answer be valid?

Well, if you're trying to understand what will happen to
a plant it there' 8 less water or less sunlight and you
change the variables, like you add more sunlight and
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more water, like the answer is not going to be valid.

So why wouldn't it be valid?

Because it's changinq. Because it's not
(indeUntt. pause).

What is an tnterence state.ent?

I have no idea.

What does it .ean to infer something? To make an
interence?

Inter ahm . . . I guess inter . • • that I s kind of like
ah ... I don't know. A round-about way of saying
something I guess. Could you ask the question again?

Okay, I just said "what does it mean to inter, to make
an inference"?

(Long pause).

Is there it ditterence between inferring and observing,
or are they basically the same?

Ah they're diUerent.

So how are they different?

Inferring is kind of lIke you "think" it's gonna happen
so you write down, "OK I think this is gonna happen."
And an observation is like you observe like the rate of
growth. "Like it's definite.- But inferring is not.
It's your ideas.

In your mind. what is an obssrvation?

Okay, it' B the results of an experi.snt as seen or
saelled or touched or tasted or things like that.

Here is another six statements and I want you to tell
which are observations and give your reason Why.

Okay, the first one's an observation.

Why?

Because it tells what's going on. It's not like your
ideas of What's going on. It says "has a strong choking
smell. "

Okay, the second one?
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Observation as well.

And the reason why?

Because it ... it don't say III think" the chemical
used is a yellow powdery substance, or "should be" a
yellow powdery substance. "It is" a yellow powdery
Bubstance.

Nwaber three?

(Pause). I think that one is not an observation.

Why isn't it?

Well, it wouldn't be seen so you can' t observe it.

So what about number four?

Observation because where they wera added together,
there was a hissing noise. It was observed, it was
noticed.

Number five is an observation as well because it felt
sticky. It wasn't "it should feel sticky" or ... the
way it's stated.

Okay, number six?

I don I t think that is an observation because you can't
really tell that by looking at the experiment.

What does it mean to interpret data?

That I s your idea of what I s been going on in the
exporiment.

Anything else yOU'd like to add to that or...?

It's based on scientific ideas I guess.

Look at Table I and make one summary or concluding
statement about what the table is saying.

Okay, the more water a plant receives in the given
amount of time, the greater the rate of growing in the
plant.

How about Table 2?

The more of stUdy time directly influences the rate of
achievement. So the more you stUdy, the higher your
marks.
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What is a prediction?

That's ah a stat91llent before ... a statement given in
an experiment before you really know what's going to
happen. It's an idea on••. < I guess that's it.

Is there a difference between a prediction and a
hypothesis, or are they the same?

Yes, there is a difference.

okay, so what is it?

A hypothesis iii based un scientific findings. It I 5 kind
of like what you believe will happen. But a prediction
is kind of like what you think is going to be the end
result.

Okay, I'm not sure if I know the difference here.

A hypothesis you make at the beginning of the
experiment.

So a hypothesis is what? What did you sny it was?

I can I t remember (pause). okay, it· s an educated guess
before the experiment is begun.

And a prediction is what?

It I s the predicted outcome of the experiment half way
through or at the end, not at the beginning.

So how are those two different now then?

Okay. Hypothesis, well that's an educated guess and a
predicticn is your • . . what you think is going to
happen like at a different time, like later on in the
experiment.

Here is Table 1 again. Assume a sixth plant and it was
given 18 ml of water a day. What do you think the
height of the plant would be after two weeks?

It would be around 29 or 30 cm.

So how sure or how certain can you be about that?

Because like the rate is about 5, 5 ml and it grows 4
cm, 10 ml and it grows 15 cm. So What I did was, okay
18 is just about fairly in between 15 and 20. So I
counted 27 and 32 and I took the reasonable middle of
the numbers.
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What if the sixth plant was qiven 3S JIll of water a day.
What do you think the height would be after two weeks
then?

Forty~nine centimetQrs.

Which prediction are you most certain about, or are you
just as certain about both?

I think I'm more certain about th'" first one.

And the reason Why?

Well, I think you can be more accurate because it's like
less . . . there I Ii 1ike less. . . . Ah the numbers are
smaller and therefore there's a greater margin of ah
.•• I don't know. I just felt this one's more valid
and the second one's more .•. (indefinite pause).

Okay. See if you can collect your thoughts now and see
if you can give me a reason why you think the f.irst one
is more valid, why you feel more certain of the first
one than the second one.

Well, I know both 'the effect of before and after ....hat
happened. So I can use them based like in between both
of them is like what 18 ml will bring. This is like 35
lUl. You don't know what's gonna happen after 35 lUl.
You don't really know if it's gonna shoot up or get
worse or, you know.

Now in Table 1, what variable would the amount of water
per day be? Would it be a controlled variable, an
independent variable, or a dependent variable?

It's not a dependent variable. I guess it would be a
controlled variable.

Okay I why would it be a controlled variable?

Or independent. Ah. • • •

It would be controlled because what?

Because of the different amounts. You control the
different amounts of water the plants, use.

Okay, what would this be: "the growth of the bean
plants"? Is it a controlled, independent or dependent
variable?

Dependent.

Why is it dependent?
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Because it depends on the amount of water for how much
the plant will qroW'.

So what would be some other variables you would control
here?

The amount of sunlight, temperature ..•

Alnount of sunlight meaning what? What would you do with
each plant?

Okay, for the amount of sunlight I'd have plant one,
two, three, four, and five and a number of hours of
sunlight or closest to the windoW' and you know.

So would you give one plant . . .?

As much as possible.

And the next plant?

A little less and a little less and so on.

And at the same time you're giving them less and less
water or more and more water?

MIll rom (nods head to signify yes).

Why is it important to control variables, to have
control of variables in your experiment?

Well, if you don't have control of the variables, the
answer won't be valid because YOU're trying to find out
the different effects of ... there's different amounts
of "'ater and sunlight. And if you don't have control
over it, then you could have different amounts, but you
kno'" they'd be varied. And the answers ..,on't be valid.
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sample conceptual Inventory: Group D (Subject 32, School 16)

") B:lPI!lRIKEN'l'ING

1.0 Planning an Erperi.llent Involves:

1.1 deciding holol the experiment will be done.

1.2 selecting the materials to be used.

1.3 determining the location of the project.

1.4 setting up a "control" to compare tha results to.

Bl HYPOTHESIZING

2.0 A Hypothesis 1s:

2.1 a statement about an experiment prior to having a
conclusion about it. It is an educated guess about
what the outcome of an experiment will be.

3.0 Id9ntiLylng a Hypothesis:

3.1 Statements containing words of uncertainty like
"should", "probably", or "likely" are hypotheses
because they are guesses of what might happen.

3.2 Statements with the word "willn in them are not
hypotheses because these statements suggest that the
experimenter already knows the outcome of the
experiment. Theset statements are conclusions, not
hypotheses.

3.3 Statements that are definite are not hypotheses.

C) IDBNTII'YIHO UD CONTROLLING VARIABLES

4.0 Listing Variables:

4.1 (Subject listed several variaklles that were relevant to
the experiment being discussed).

5.0 Independent Variable:

5.1 An independent variable is one that is not influenced
by the experiment.
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5.2 An independent variable is one that is the opposite of
the dependent variable.

5.3 There is no set number of indepcmdent variables in an
experiment, but there should be the smallest number
possible.

5.4 An indepenG'.8nt variable is the same as a controlled
variable because neither of them ale dependent on the
experit'lent, and both are controlled by the
experimenter.

6.0 Dependent Variable:

6.1 A dependent variable is one that depends on the
independent variable.

S.2 There should only be one dependent variable in an
experiment.

6.3 A dependent variable is not the same as a controlled
variable because it depends on the controlled and
independent variables in an experiment.

7.0 Controlling Variables:

7.1 Controlled variables are those that the experimenter
has full control over during an experiment. He or she
decides how these variables will affect the experiment.

8.0 Iaportance of controlling Variables:

8.1 If variables are not controlled, the results of an
experiment will not be valid.

D) IHI'BRRIJrfO VERSUS OB8IRVING

9.0 InLerring:

9.1 is just a round-about way of stating your ideas.

9.2 is not the same as an observation because inferring is
thinking what will happen: it's not definite.
observing is more definite than inferring: it states
exactly what is noticed.
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10.0 observing:

10.1 An observation is the results of an experiment as seen,
smelled, heard, touched, or tasted.

11.0 IdentiLying Observations:

11.1 only those statements that describe exactly what has
happened to the objects in an experiment are
observations.

11.2 Statements with words like "I thintlt or "should be"
represent someone' B ideas, and are therefore not
observations. Observations are definite statements
of fact containing words like lIit b. 1I

11.3 Statements providing reasons or explanations for what
has been noticed are not observations.

E) IJrrEllPRBTINO DATA

12.0 Intarpretlng Data InvolvGs:

12.1 expressing your ideas on what has gone on in an
experiment.

13.0 Ability to Interpret Data:

13.1 (Subject easily interpreted the data in Tables 1
and 2).

F) PRBDICTIXO

14.1 A Prediction is:

14.1 a statement of what the outcome of an experiment will
be. This statement is not given at the beqinninq or
end of an experiment, but somewhere in between.

14.2 not the same as a hypothesis because a hypothesis is
an educated guess based on scientific findinqs, and
is given at the beginning of an experiment. But a
prediction is what you think will happen in an
experiment, and 1s given after the experiment has
started but before it ends.



1:5.1 Interpolating is aater than extrapolating because
there i ••ore data there to quid. you.

15.2 Extrapolating is .ore uncertain than interpolating
because it goes beyond the available data.

228
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Appendiz C

Instructions Distributed to Graduate Students in EUorts
to Valldat.. the CODceptual Inventori.. 0••4 in the study
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The information package you have been given concerns a

study that is currently being conducted to ascertain student

understanding of "science process skills." In the spring of

1989, 32 students were interviewed and asked a series of

questions related to some of the more common science process

skills. All int.erviews were tape-recorded and then

transcribed on paper. After this was complete, a conceptual

inventory was developed for each student based on the

"student ideas" contained in the transcript. This involved

carefully reading the transcripts and then representinq the

students I conceptions in the inventories.

In the next. phase, information in the conceptual

inventories will be carefully analyzed to identify student

misconceptions. Therefore, it is extremely important that

the conceptual inventories be very accurate. It is hoped

that you will assist in determining the accuracy of these

inventories by reading the transcripts i.\l the package, and

then deciding if the ideas in the respective inventories

have II basis in the transcripts. I f you feel some ideas

have been omitted, you are asked to include them on II

separate sheet of paper. At the same time, if you feel some

at the ideas contained in the inventories do not have a

basis in the respective transcripts, you are asked to

identify them on a sheet of paper and, it desired, you may

also provide reasons for your decisions. Note that the
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ideas in the inventories have been numbered to correspond to

the places in the transcripts where the ideas were obtained.

Included in the package are the lists and tables used

during the interview sessions. Referring to the li£lts and

tables will sometimes assist you in detenining where some

of the ideas in the inventories were obtained. This is

particularly true for the sections concerned with

identifying hypotheses and obs9rvations.

In general, you are asked to help establish the

accuracy of the conceptual inventories by identifying the

items that shoUld be omitted or added to them.

Thank you for your time and cooperation.
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